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Abstract 
Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery AB (SIT) manufactures gas turbines, conducts service and develop 

gas and steam gas turbines. The organization is located in Finspång and in Trollhättan with customers 

positioned all over the world. During later years the service operation has grown in volume significantly, 

and at the moment the organization returns number of parts for repair and recondition every year.  

During maintenance of a Customer turbine SIT uses both tools and instruments that when the 

maintenance is completed are returned to SIT in Finspång. 

The master thesis has studied the return processes for Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery AB for goods 

from the Customer site to Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery in Finspång and Trollhättan. The return 

processes can be divided into three main types: Planned Maintenance, Unplanned Maintenance and Tools 

and Instruments. The return processes and their adjacent processes have been mapped up in order to 

receive a picture over the present situation. The study has also summarized the demands from the 

processes before, during and after the return process. 

From the summarized demands, 26 actions have been formed that are directed at the return process. The 

actions have been prioritized and discussed during two seminars with personal with knowledge about the 

return process from different departments at Siemens. The prioritization and the authors’ own knowledge 

about the return process have resulted in suggestions for how Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery shall 

focus their work of improvement. The suggestions have been divided up into three steps so Siemens shall 

focus on the right action in the right order during the work of improvement. The actions include better 

communication, a reduced variation, correct hand over between processes and sub processes, change in 

work routines and an idea regarding necessary information for the process to be able to improve. One of 

the most important areas is that Siemens need to improve the basic data to be able to manage the returns 

when the maintenance of the customer turbine is planned. Siemens also needs to be able to carry out 

information regarding the return to the personal at customer site in a better way.    

The study has also examined how an internal measurement system would improve the return process. Of 

22 measure points the study has suggested 6 measure points to be implemented in the return process that 

would help Siemens to better control their return process, make it easier to improve and to be able to 

make conclusions regarding future changes.   



 
 

Sammanfattning 
Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery AB (SIT) tillverkar gasturbiner och bedriver service av både gas och 

ångturbiner. Verksamheten har man belägen i Finspång och Trollhättan och kunderna finns belägna i hela 

världen. Under senare år har Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery AB serviceverksamhet vuxit kraftigt och 

i dag returnerar företaget en stor mängd delar för reparation och rekonditionering. Vid ett underhåll på 

kundens turbin används både verktyg och instrument som hyrs ut till underhåll över hela värden och när 

underhållet är klart ska de returneras till Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery AB i Finspång. 

Examensarbetet har studerat Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery ABs returprocesser för gods från 

kundens plats till Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery ABs i Finspång och Trollhättan. Returprocesserna 

kan delas in i tre huvud typer: Planerade delar, Oplanerade delar och Verktyg och Instrument. 

Returprocesserna och dess angränsade processer har kartlagts för att få en bild av nuläget, arbetet har 

även sammanställt kraven utifrån processerna före, under och efter returprocessen. 

Utifrån kravbilden har 26 åtgärder tagits fram som berör returprocesserna. Åtgärderna har prioriterats och 

diskuterats på två seminarier med Siemens personal från flera olika avdelningar som hanterar returer. 

Prioriteringen samt författarnas egen förståelse för processerna har utmynnat i ett förslag till hur Siemens 

ska gå till väga för att förbättra returprocesserna. Förslagen har då delats in i tre steg för att Siemens ska 

kunna fokusera på rätt sak i rätt ordning under förändringsarbetets gång. Åtgärderna behandlar bättre 

kommunikation, minskad variation i utfallet av processerna, korrekta överlämningar mellan processer och 

delprocesser, förändringar i arbetsrutiner och vilken information som krävs för att processerna ska 

fungera bättre. Ett av de viktigaste områdena är att Siemens måste förbättra underlaget för returerna när 

de planerar ett underhåll för kundens turbin. Siemens måste även bli bättre att föra ut information om 

returen till deras personal på plats hos kund. 

Studien har även undersökt hur ett internt mätsystem skulle förbättra processen. Av 22 mätpunkter har 

studien visat att 6 mätpunkter är intressanta för returprocesserna, de skulle hjälpa Siemens att skaffa 

kontroll på processen, styra mot förbättringar och kunna dra slutsatser om framtida förändringar.  
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1. Introduction  
The first chapter of this master thesis begins by describing the background of the problem that results in 

the purpose of the study. The study continues describing the directives given by Siemens Turbomachinery 

AB, the academic demands set out by the University and the selected approach of the study.
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1.1. Background 
The aftermarket is more and more important for an increasing number of companies, by taking care of 

and managing the repair and service for the customer. It enables a flow of parts from the customer to the 

manufacturer, a return flow of parts. To be able to handle the flow a focus on logistical management has 

increased, with a demand of a better structuring of the companies logistical processes. There exist several 

theories, which can help companies structure their processes. The theories often describe the return flow 

as a single major process, called the return process.  

An organization that has worked a lot with their process structure and logistical operations is Siemens 

AG. Siemens AG has structured their processes in source, make, deliver and return. This structure is 

based on the supply chain operation reference model (the SCOR-model). Siemens AG is a conglomerate 

of four sectors, divided into Energy, Healthcare, Industry and Infrastructure & Cities.  

The target for this master thesis is Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery AB, a part of the energy sector in 

Siemens AG. Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery AB, henceforth called SIT, manages maintenance, 

produces and develops turbines used all over the world. 

SIT (Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery AB) has until now focused on the processes of source, make and 

deliver, the processes necessary to install and run the turbine at customer site. Now the organization wants 

to continue their work of improvements with the return process. An internal demand is that all process 

work needs to follow the standards from Siemens AG. To be able to improve the organization SIT has 

understood that information from the return process is needed in the other processes, source, make and 

deliver, and vice versa. This enables demands from adjacent processes on the return process.  

As for other companies the aftermarket has increased and become an important part of the business at 

SIT. The focus of the organization has been moved from the previous idea to sell a turbine, to present an 

overall service solution to the customer. All to be able to meet the ever-growing customer demands. New 

technology has also made it possible to recondition parts and thereby increase the possibility to reuse 

more parts in future customer maintenances. These parts have been replaced during the lifecycle of the 

turbine, been returned and repaired by SIT. It has led to that SIT receives more parts in return from their 

customers. The turbine maintenances also require a good tool and instrument management. SIT has noted 

that tools and instruments do not return or do not return on time. 

As a result of the increased return flow of parts, SIT is interested to understand the current flow of returns 

and to locate what is being done and what needs to be done to improve the return process from customer 

site to SIT.  
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1.2.  Purpose of the Master Thesis 
The purpose of this master thesis is to give suggestion for an improved return process from Customer Site 

to Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery AB, based on demands on the return process.  

 

1.3.  Directives 
 The return process will follow Siemens AG standards for returns. 

 Use Supply Chain Operation Reference (SCOR) -model and framework as a reference model. 

 Use Corporate Supply Chain policy to compare the return process with demands from 

processes before, during and after the return process.  

 Compare SIT: s current situation with the potential, by identifying the GAP between the 

current situation and a possible future. 

 Only analyze returns regarding the Service Department at SIT. 

 

1.4.  Academic demands 
This master thesis follows a scientific approach. Its topic is to explain and understand how people interact 

with other departments at SIT and how activities in (and outside) the company are divided into processes 

by using different criteria’s and scientific theories. The study should also help to understand what 

demands exist on the return process at SIT, to be able to improve the process and receive a better work 

situation for the personal in adjacent processes. The result is to be provided as documented knowledge to 

SIT. 

Writing an academic report it is necessary to acknowledge the academic demands early in the study, to 

give the reader a chance to understand the structure and content and to lift areas that will give the study a 

high academic level (Lekvall and Wahlbin, 2001). The report should also have a theoretic dimension, 

with a base around existing academic knowledge. The academic report also needs to be controllable, 

repeatable, and individually independent, with a line of argument that makes it easier for the reader to 

acknowledge the content of the study (Björklund and Paulsson, 2003). To give the study a base around 

academic knowledge the authors have included a theoretical frame of reference in the study, the method 

of the study is presented to give a possibility for the reader to personally make up its mind regarding the 

study and guide the reader through the study in a satisfactory manner.  

According to Björklund and Paulsson (2003) the most important objective is that the master thesis should 

have an overall association with questions about a generally interest and a discussion about the results 

generalizability. To make sure this demand is fulfilled, the purpose is answered in the conclusion and the 

generalization of the study is discussed.  

An academic report shall also according to Björklund and Paulsson (2003) give an academic contribution. 

At present the theory regarding improvements of a return process in larger organizations is not a wide 

subject, the study is therefor seen as a contribution to expand the common knowledge.  
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1.5. Scientific approach  
There exist several different ways to approach an academic study. The most common approaches used in 

logistical papers are the system view approach and at later years also the process oriented approach (Lind, 

2001). The chosen scientific approach will according to Björklund and Paulsson, 2003 affect the structure 

and outcome of the study.  

Using the system view approach it is according to Lilienfeld (1978) in Gammelgard (2004) necessary to 

understand the system in terms of components with parts, links and goals. It is also necessary to decide 

what resources and activities that are necessary to be able to improve the system (Churchman, 1968). 

According to Lind (2001) the complexity of the organization is in system theory divided up into smaller 

systems to reduce the complexity of the organization. As a result the focus are often directed at the 

functions of the organization and not what the organization was created to manage.  

The process-oriented approach has been created to be able to link the customer to the focus of the 

organization. The process approach is according to Lind (2001) built on a horizontal and flow oriented 

view, where the organization is seen as sequential processes that transform inputs into outputs. The 

organization is thereby possible to be viewed as a main process with sub processes and activities. The 

organization is with the help of the process approach not defined after the functions of the organization, 

but the processes and activities that are performed through the different functions of the organization.  

This master thesis follows the return process from customer site to SIT that includes activates in many 

different areas and functions at SIT. As a result the authors have chosen to use a process-oriented 

approach on this master thesis. It gives the authors a possibility to follow the process through the 

functions and not define the process in each different function at SIT.  

 

1.6. Reading Instructions 
Following master thesis are directed to personal at Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery AB and persons 

that want to expand their knowledge regarding the return process development in larger organizations. It 

is possible to read the entire study to receive a deeper understanding. If the reader only wants to receive 

an overview over SIT: s return process development it is possible to read the chapter 1.Introduction, 6.2. 

Demands, 7.2. Summarize of process improvement, 8.2. Summarization of the Gap Analysis and 10.3 

Final Recommendation to SIT.  
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2. SIT 
The second chapter of this master thesis describes the present situation of Siemens Industrial 

Turbomachinery AB, its structure of the organization and how parts, tools and instrument are returned 

from customer site, are repaired at SIT and are delivered back to the customer site. The study continues 

with describing the different receiving areas and necessary custom rules for delivering and returning 

parts, tools and instruments to/from outside the European Union.   
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2.1. SIT presentation 
Siemens AG is a German multinational engineering and electronics conglomerate with 360,000 

employees globally. Siemens AG is divided into four different fields, energy, healthcare, industry and 

transportation. SIT (Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery AB) is a part of Siemens AG: s energy field, but 

originates from the corporation Svenska Turbinfabriks Aktiebolaget Ljungström (STAL) that was 

founded in 1913 and became a part of Siemens AG in the year 2003. SIT has its main office in Finspång 

(Sweden) with about 2700 employees. The production of combustion chambers is placed in Trollhättan 

with about 130 employees (SIT homepage, 2013). The last four fiscal years the revenue from SIT has 

been between 10-11 billion SEK, with an operating income from 0 – 1.5 billion SEK. 95 precent of SIT: s 

total sales are exported outside Sweden (Alla Bolag, 2013).  

SIT manages development, manufacturing, delivery and service of gas turbines. The company also 

manages service/reparation and development for steam gas turbines. The company sells overall solutions 

resulting in complete plants for power and heat production and has an extensive service organization. SIT 

handles service and update of the turbine up to about 15 years of time (SIT Homepage, 2013). A SIT 

turbine is presented in figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1 Gas Turbine (SIT Presentation material, 2013) 
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SIT is divided into the following departments, see figure 2. This master thesis covers the return process 

managed by the Service department.  

 

Figure 2 SIT: s departments (Based on SIT Presentation material, 2013) 
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2.2. Present Situation, Service Department 
The service department manage maintenance for steam and gas turbines all around the world. Examples 

of critical parts replaced during maintenance are blades, vanes, combustion chamber, burner and bearings, 

some presented in figure 3. The exchanged parts are returned to SIT, where they are inspected and 

repaired. After completion it is possible to send the parts back to the Customer site, and install the 

repaired part during the next maintenance. This becomes possible since several of the critical parts are 

possible to repair or recondition to a new condition. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 To the left a blade, in the middle a vane and to the right a burner (SIT presentation material, 2013) 

The placement of the turbine at Customer site is called “site”. Personal from SIT working on the site, may 

sometimes therefore be named “site personal” and “personal at site” (Lindman and Johansson, 2013). 

 

2.3. Main processes 
The flow of parts, tools, instruments and turbines managed in the processes (return, make and deliver) are 

presented in figure 4. The figure represents a simplification of the flow of four kinds of returns; parts, 

tools, instruments and turbines returned from the customer through SIT: s work of processes and back to 

the customer. A return of parts, tools and instruments occur after maintenance at site. From the Inspection 

and Processing, Scrap is sorted out. In figure 4 it is shown how the return flows at SIT is a part of the 

value creation process. 

 

Figure 4 Return, Make and Deliver at SIT 
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Maintenance for gas turbines is divided into two fields, planned and unplanned maintenance. Planned 

maintenance follow a service schedule depending on the operating hours of the turbine, see figure 5. It is 

SIT that creates the inspections schedule and gives recommendations for replacement of critical parts for 

the Customer turbine. Different parts are exchanged depending on the type of maintenance performed. 

Today four kinds of maintenances occur, A, B, C and D. 

Unplanned maintenance arises with a breakdown, or if larger damages are identified during an inspection. 

In some cases the entire turbine needs to be returned to SIT for repair.  

 

Figure 5 Maintenance plan (Based on SIT presentation material, 2013) 

 

At the end of each subchapter a summarized demand and problem picture is presented. The picture is 

presented to realize some of the difficulties that lie in the processes at SIT and give ideas regarding what 

needs to be improved.   
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2.3.1. The Work at Site 

During maintenance parts that need to be exchanged are removed. At this moment it is also possible to 

see if other parts need to be exchanged. If so, a complementary order of new parts is made. According to 

Lindman (2013) the complementary order may increase the necessary maintenance time, depending on 

where in the world the turbine is placed.  

The exchanged parts are placed on pallets, to simplify the work for the inspector. Conclusions made from 

the inspection, as article and serial number, are compiled in the inspections report (Lindman, 2013). 

Exchanged parts are packed down in the boxes that the new parts arrived in. If the boxes are damaged, 

they are repaired or the customer helps the site personal locate new boxes (Lindman, 2013). 

Tools are packed down after the maintenance is complete. The tools are easy to pack down, since the 

boxes usually have pictures of how the tools shall be packed (Lindman, 2013). 

All boxes are packed and marked up with delivery notes before the site personal leaves the site. The 

delivery notes are found in the site project folder (Funqvist, 2013). 

Summarized demand and problem picture 

Need of instructions, education and knowledge of how boxes are sent outside Europe and why it is 

important that exchanged parts are packed carefully. 

 

2.3.2. Planned Maintenance 

The flow of parts follows the principal outline in figure 4, with the main processes of Return, Make and 

Deliver.  

Return 

After the maintenance at site is completed, parts are packed and returned to SIT. Parts are returned in 

different types of packaging, how the return is packed largely depends on the value of the parts. It may 

differ from that all parts are laid down in the same box, unwrapped, to that each part is carefully wrapped 

and positioned in different boxes (Nordström, 2013). 

Parts sent from outside the European Union may be cleared through customs with minimized custom 

charges, though it demands that the parts need to be repaired and returned, within a specified timeframe 

(Jämtner, 2013). 

Returned parts arrive directly to the workshop (Laval) or to one of the receiving areas at SIT (Receiving 

Centrum). The received parts are then transferred to the receiving area for parts for repair (Receiving 

Laval) (Jacobsson, 2013).  
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Make 

The parts that have been received at SIT are either stored awaiting inspection or directly sent for 

inspection. After the inspection an inspection report is created. Based on the inspection report it is 

determined how the parts will be managed, if they are possible to repair, recondition or need to be 

scrapped out. The following recondition and repair occur at SIT or at their subcontractors (Nordström, 

2013). 

Deliver 

When the parts have been repaired an inspection report is created and sent to the customer. At next 

planned maintenance the parts are sent to site. 

Summarized demand and problem picture 

The possibility of reusing exchanged parts in a high extent. This demands minimized damages during 

transport during transport. It is also important to pre notify personal that manage the following processes 

that parts have been returned to SIT. A notification will make it easier for the personal and subcontractors 

to SIT to improve their planning of following activities.  

 

2.3.3. Unplanned Maintenance 

An unplanned maintenance may arise because of a breakdown or that the inspector discovers a necessary 

exchange in addition to the planned maintenance. A breakdown (something has occurred so the machine 

cannot be operated) usually results in an extensive inspection and is at SIT titled Major Repair Overhaul 

(Ahlgren, 2013). If additional parts need to be exchanged compared to the planned maintenance the parts 

are exchanged under “on-condition”. The parts may need to be returned to SIT repair or additional parts 

need to be delivered from SIT. 

A breakdown of a turbine has first priority, an inspector is usually on site within 24-hours. Based on the 

inspection, the Major Repair Overhaul group starts up a project, to handle and resolve the problem. The 

project group has from the start an open dialog with customer to resolve the problem.  

Unplanned maintenances also occur for the steam gas turbine. It is at site located what parts that need to 

be repaired or exchanged and the processes takes their beginning (Axelsson, 2013).  
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Return 

If the parts cannot be repaired on site, the parts are sent to SIT. The delivery coordinator at SIT is 

contacted and the return is created in the business system.   

Before the goods are returned, documentations for custom and repair need to be done and in some cases 

transport frames must be sent to the customer. It is also required that the insurance company get the 

information they want. If no information is available in the service contracts, price, pro forma invoice and 

Incoterm must be decided with the customer. (Ahlgren, 2013). 

Once all information have been gathered the goods can be returned, by site personal or by the customer. 

The transport is handled by a third party logistics. When the goods arrive at SIT it can enter at two 

receptions, one for large parts, whole turbines or large boxes (Receiving Norrmalm) or one for smaller 

tools and parts (Receiving Centrum). The goods are therefrom forward to the workshop (Laval) (Ahlgren, 

2013). 

Make 

In the workshop (Laval) it is possible to manage larger parts and complete turbines. Once the part has 

returned to SIT further inspections takes place, it is here decided if the part can be repaired or need to be 

scrapped out. Parts that cannot be repaired at SIT are sent to subcontractors. Parts that are considered as 

scrap are scrapped out or sent back to the customer (Ahlgren, 2013). 

Deliver 

When the repair is done the parts are delivered to site for installation. Necessary documentation is also 

delivered to the customer (Ardell, 2013).  

Summarized demand and problem picture 

The most important demand during an unplanned maintenance is that every part of the process goes as 

fast as possible.  
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2.3.4. The Tools  

The Tools department manages and delivers tools used for inspection, installation, repair, overhaul, 

maintenance and service. All tools are leased out to the different projects. The department manages tools 

in range from the standard installation tool to specialized tool used for a specific turbine model, some of 

the tools are very expensive (T. Källbom, 2013). 

Deliver 

The project manager order tools in the business system. In the system lists of tools exists based on the 

possible project types. The order that is sent to the Tools department must include delivery date, the 

needed tools and kits for the performed activity (T. Källbom, 2013). 

The Tools department manages the order and takes care of the packaging of the tools. It also supplies the 

Shipping department with the necessary information that they have requested. The orders are managed 

based on a list of priority. The prioritizing is done after delivery date and is printed from the business 

system. While the order is managed, the Shipping department prepares the delivery and the needed 

documentation used for customs. The tools are delivered and supposed to arrive at site before site start (T. 

Källbom, 2013). 

Return 

When the site inspection is completed, the site-leader is utterly responsible for that the boxes are packed 

properly and returned to SIT. In many cases the responsibility of the return of the tools is though moved 

to the customer. It sometimes results in complications. It is very important that the boxes are packed 

exactly right, for sites located outside the European Union, for the customs to be able to accept the return 

(T. Källbom, 2013). 

The tools are transported back to SIT by third party logistics. At SIT the tools arrive at the large receiving 

area (Receiving Norrmalm). Receiving Norrmalm then transfers the tools to the Tools department, where 

they are registered into the business system. It is here that the rent of the tools ends (T. Källbom, 2013). 

Make 

After the tools have been registered into the business system, the tools are inspected and if necessary 

repaired. The tool kits may also be complemented to become ready for use. Some tools may also need to 

be recalibrated (T. Källbom, 2013). 

Summarized demand and problem picture 

The Tools Department experience problems managing the tools, since calculated arrivals seldom are 

correct and are never updated (T. Källbom, 2013). 
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2.3.5. The Instruments 

The Instrument department supplies instruments to planned and unplanned maintenances, and new 

installations of turbines at site (Almqvist, 2013).   

Deliver 

Project teams at SIT turns to the Instrument department, when instruments are needed for a site project. 

The order is recorded into the business system at the department, included with when the order is 

supposed to be delivered and returned (Almqvist, 2013).   

Before the order is possible to send the order is plucked. The Shipping department then manages the 

booking of the transportation and the customs, for example if the instruments need to be delivered outside 

the European Union (Almqvist, 2013).   

Return 

The instruments are packed down into boxes they were delivered in, when the site-personal is done with 

the inspection and maintenance at site. The boxes are labelled with a return address label. If the 

instruments have been sent outside Europe, it is of great importance that all the instruments delivered 

under the same document are returned back to SIT at the same time. The packed boxes are returned to 

SIT: s receiving area (Receiving Centrum), where the boxes are taken care of and forwarded to the 

Instrument Department. At the department the instruments are unpacked and inspected. To not be able to 

mix up newly calibrated instruments with used instruments the calibration tag is removed in the receiving 

area (Almqvist, 2013).  

Make 

The received instruments are forwarded to the calibration room, where they are calibrated and controlled. 

The approved instruments are marked with a calibration tag and are forwarded to the nearby storage 

(Almqvist, 2013).  

Summarized demand and problem picture 

The Instrument Department experience problems managing the instruments, since calculated arrivals 

seldom are correct and are never updated (Almqvist, 2013).   
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2.4. Map over SIT 
To get acquainted over the area at SIT the following map is presented, in figure 6. SIT in Finspång is 

divided into two manufacturing facilities, Norrmalm (10) and Centrum (6). The distance between the two 

facilities is about one kilometre. 

 

Figure 6 Map over SIT in Finspång (SIT Homepage, 2013) 

 

Building of interest for the return process: 

1. Tools department 

2. Cold storage Norrmalm 

3. Main Office De Geer 

4. Storage Ljungström 

6. Workshop Laval 

7. Instrument department 

10. Workshop Norrmalm 

13. Office Dalen 

G1. Receiving Centrum (Gate 1) 

G2. Receiving Norrmalm (Gate 2) 
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2.4.1. Laval Workshop  

 

Figure 7 Workshop Laval 

The figure 7 describes interesting areas in the Workshop Laval (building 6 in Figure 6). In the figure 7 the 

area "storage and Receiving" is presented. It is here the returned goods are received that are supposed to 

be repaired and reconditioned and is named Receiving Laval. The goods reception is very small it 

requires that the parts need be transported into the workshop in a close future. In the goods receipt a 

smaller rack exists.  

The area "Service Large" is designed for large parts, as for entire turbines. On the left side of the 

workshop a large crane is available and can handle the heavy lifting, which may be required. "Service 

Small" is an area designed for smaller parts. The area " Service Burner " is planned for renovation and 

reparation of burners and should not be confused with renovations of combustion chambers made in 

Trollhättan. 
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2.5. Receiving areas 
Goods that have been returned to SIT may be received at two Receiving areas, Receiving Centum and 

Receiving Norrmalm. In addition, a number of internal goods receiving areas exist, such as Receiving 

Laval and the Tools department. Previously most of the goods were received at Receiving Norrmalm, but 

since the year 2010 goods also have been received at Receiving Centrum. Receiving Centrum has taken 

over more and more of the goods receiving responsibility from Receiving Norrmalm (Jacobsson 2013). 

Goods arrive at the Receiving Centrum by truck. Pallets that are labelled with "GM Laval" are directly 

transported to Receiving Laval. At Receiving Laval the goods are controlled so everything complies with 

the packing slip. The Receiving transfers parts for repair and recondition. However, it occurs that it 

arrives both parts for repair and parts that are supposed to be scrapped out. Because of this, parts in some 

cases need to be sorted out. At Receiving Laval the boxes are controlled and article numbers and serial 

numbers are read manually from each part and registered into the business system (Franzen and 

Jacobsson, 2013).  

If anything is missing (delivery note, parts are unmarked) it is transported to storage (Storage Laval) for 

investigation, when the order is confirmed it is recorded into the business system. Goods that are entered 

into the business system are picked out and transferred to the desired destination, as the Laval workshop, 

to subcontractors, Storage Norrmalm or to the Warehouse in Norrköping, see figure 8 (J. Jacobson, 2013).  

 

 

Figure 8 Receiving  

When it is time for the part to go through recondition/repair an order is made in the business system. At 

this point in time Receiving Laval locates and manages the goods so it is forwarded to the workshop 

(Franzen and Jacobsson, 2013). 
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2.6. Customs 

2.6.1. Inward processing 

Inward processing is a way to return parts located outside the European Union, without paying customs 

and value added tax on the returned goods. The parts may be processed at different facilities and need to 

be returned after a specific time period.  

The processing that can be performed, are for example, repair, reconditioning and upgrading. Using 

inward processing, duty and value added tax is only paid (by the customer) for the processing cost. When 

parts are returned with inward processing, the value of the goods needs to be listed. If the time of the 

inward processing exceeds, customs needs to be paid in both directions. The customer must also pay duty 

and value added tax on the entire value of the product, when it is sent back to the customer (Jämtner, 

2013). 

2.6.2. ATA Carnet 

ATA Carnet is a way to deliver and return tools and instruments without paying customs, duties and value 

added tax. Before the tools are delivered to site, the Shipping department needs to make an application to 

the Chamber of Commerce regarding the ATA Carnet. It is possible to obtain an ATA Carnet for a 

maximum of one year. When applying for an ATA Carnet a deposit fee is paid. If the tools are not sent 

back within the specified time frame, the deposit fee will no longer be refundable Different countries have 

different customs rules. Therefor a routine check has to be done at the customs at the country the tools are 

sent to, that everything is ok (Jämtner, 2013). 

It is extremely important that the exact same tool is returned as was delivered, if the tools are delivered on 

an ATA Carnet. If tools are missing in the boxes that are returned, SIT may need to pay duty and value 

added tax on the tools and instruments (Jämtner, 2013). 
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3. Theoretical frame of reference 
In chapter 3 (Theoretical frame of reference) theories that are relevant for the purpose are presented. The 

chapter are divided into four sub chapter 3.1. Basic Logistics, 3.2. Process, 3.3. Supply Chain 

Management and 3.4. Process Mapping. 

In the chapter 3.1. (Basic Logistics) basic logistical terms are defined to ensure that the reader and the 

authors have the same logistical perspective. In Chapter 3.2. (Process), 3.3. (Supply Chain Management) 

and 3.4. (Process Mapping) theories that are necessary to further define and help to answer the purpose of 

the study are presented. 

 

http://sv.bab.la/lexikon/engelsk-svensk/perspective
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3.1. Basic Logistics 
Logistics focus on storing and moving material from the supplier to the end-customer. This requires an 

effective chain of activities, where it is important to plan and execute things in the right order. Other 

priorities in logistics are to reach the applied goal, which is done by, research and comprehend the 

gathered information, formulate an applicable product and control and follow up the results. Here it is 

important to focus on a low total cost and at the same time keep a high customer service to be able to 

create a more effective and efficient structure. (Oskarsson et al 2013)  

3.1.1. Basic flowchart  

To be able to improve the present situation of an organization, with a successful modification, it is 

important to understand its current state. By using symbols to visualize warehouses, operations, activities, 

etcetera, the situation can be defined to easier comprehend the structure of the organization. At the same 

time it is easier to supervise the material and information flow of the organization. According to 

Oskarsson et al (2013) there are many different ways to map out the logistical flow, in figure 9 the most 

common symbols are presented.  

 

Figure 9 Symbols used for mapping flow. (Oskarsson et al, 2013) 

Rectangles describe that something is under completion, for example, a value is added to an 

operation. It can also represent an activity, for example receiving control, or a department in 

the company.  

Triangles describe warehouses, finished goods inventory or an inventory for material, which 

lies somewhere in the material flow.  

A decision point is recommended to use if an alternative way of flow is used. In some 

cases it can be necessary to use more precise symbols.  

Two kinds of arrows describe the two possible flows in a flowchart, solid arrows (flow of 

material) and dashed arrows (flow of information).  

But the important part is to use symbols and draw flowcharts in a way so they become clearly understood 

and sufficiently comprehensive for the intended use (Oskarsson et al 2013). 
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3.1.2. Time related Key Figures 

A time reduction is something that affects both costs and customer service in a positive way. Time is 

something that is easy to relate to and is therefore a good figure when someone wants to describe and 

analyze a workflow (Oskarsson et al 2013).  

3.1.3. Lead-time 

Lead-time, the demanded time to deliver a product. The time between the order and the delivery is made 

(Oskarsson et al 2013).  

Studying a process it is obvious it contains a number of smaller order and delivery processes, hence also 

number of lead-times. For example picking lead-time limits from when the order is initiated to its finished 

plucked (Oskarsson et al 2013).  

3.1.4. Throughput-time 

Throughput time, describes the time it takes for a product or an errand to pass through a flow selection. In 

an order and delivery process, number of throughput-times can be measured. For example one lead-time 

can be built by several throughput-times. Throughput-time in a company can be measured both automatic 

and manually by man (Oskarsson et al 2013). Throughput time and lead-time is presented in figure 10.

 

Figure 10 Example lead-times and throughput time (Based on Oskarsson et al, 2013) 
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3.2. Process 
Processes exist in all companies, regardless if the personal choose to work in them or not. There are 

though different theories how a process should be defined (Ljungberg and Larsson, 2001). An example of 

the information that can be included in the process definition is: 

 The process creates a value for the customer or the process goes from identifying the need to 

create customer satisfaction.  

 The process transforms input to output. 

 The process consists of linked activities or network of activities.  

Raymond (1994) defines that a process is an interrelated series of activities that convert business in to 

business outputs. Joseph et al (2007) and Mattsson (2012) defines a process a line of sequential activities 

and actions, which lead, over time, to a result. 

3.2.1. Business process Re-engineering 

Re-engineering or BPR (business process re-engineering) is a company philosophy from the 1980s. BPR 

got its breakthrough when Hammer and Champy released their book: Re-engineering the Corporation 

(1993). 

 Using Re-engineering an important part is to think outside the box. One way is to identify the old 

assumptions and observe what happens if they are turned upside down and another to observe what would 

happen if they were abandoned completely. The rules consist of, first locate the problem and then create 

the solution. One should first use the deductive thinking when creating the powerful solution and then 

handle the problem of implement it (Hammer, 1994).  

According to Ljungberg and Larsson (2001) a weakness in the theories from Hammer is to disregard from 

the current situation. They see it as a probable reason that many of the projects based on Re-engineering 

failed because of this. To map out the current situation should instead be a necessity to succeed with the 

development process. 

3.2.2. Why go from Functional to Process organization 

According to Hammer and Champy (1994) and Kaplan et al (1991) companies need to abandon their old 

organization (functional work) and start to work more and more in processes. Working in a functional 

organization it is easy to lose focus on what creates value for the customer. According to Ljungberg and 

Larsson (2001) the space between the functions can be compared with walls that create problems with the 

flow of information. In figure 11 a process way through the functional organization is described. It is 

notable that it sometimes demands results from different levels in the organization.  
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Figure 11 Organizational chart (Based on Raymond, 1994) 

According to Kaplan et al (1991) the transition from the functional organization to work in processes, 

creates new improved ways of working. It improves cycle times, service levels and total costs. 

 The work in processes will give the companies a strategic and competitive advantage. The difference 

from the traditional business framework is that the company will work as one sequence of functional 

activities, with a top-structure of three to four core processes. These processes mange information, 

material flows, activities and decision-making. They also work through the organization’s boundaries and 

across functional, geographic business units and links improvement efforts to the organizations full 

strategic objectives (Raymond, 1994). 

A process orientation in an organization gives both a horizontal and an oriented flow of parts. This results 

in an integration of activities that are included in the same value creating processes, but is performed by 

the different functions and departments in the organization Mattsson (2012). 

There are numerous of benefits for an organization to think in terms of processes. It links the 

improvement efforts to the overall strategic. It also makes it easier for the management to set the entire 

organization´s improvement and high-leverage performance goals. It crosses organizational boundaries 

and incorporates the entire chain of related activities (Kaplan et al, 1991). 

 Several components contribute to a good result, when an organization works to implement process-

models. The implementation makes it easier, for the organization, to compare its results with its 

competitors. The organization also becomes more results-oriented with a possible external view of the 

company, from the customer and supplier perspectives. External forces have made companies rethink the 

way to do business, from the traditionally functional organization to work in processes (Kaplan et al, 

1991). 
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Today’s information technology makes it easier for the customer to apply demands at companies. The 

technology is also the key enabler for the organization to be able to create the process-organization. The 

enhanced information technology allows greater coordination between activities, network 

communications and relational databases (Kaplan et al, 1991). 

According Pfeffer (2000) the difficulty using both the functional and process structure of the organization 

is that the personal may end up going on meeting after meeting, including meetings with personal from 

the process and the department. The structure may not always give the positive effects of both sides.  

3.2.3. Process efficiency 

To be able to make the flow efficient in a supply chain it Is important to be aware of the consensual 

influence between the customer and the supplier and how they affect each other’s efficiency. A synergy 

effect may also be created from mutual influences or items that in a large way eliminate negative 

influences on the effectiveness of the organizations (Mattsson, 2012). 

A way to make the supply chain more effective is according to Mattsson (2012) to use a step model. The 

first step consists of reducing the complexity in the flows and to eliminate unnecessary activities. Step 

two is to improve the communication and use faster, securer and better-directed information. Step three 

consists of automation. To be able to use computerized systems in decision activities, manage identifying 

and information seeking activities. Step four consists of relocate and merge performance and 

responsibility for activities and sub processes between departments, and last coordinate use of resources 

and material flows in a better cooperation. 

3.2.4. How to go from Functional to Process organization 

A process should reduce its size both horizontal and vertical. A vertical shortening results in reducing the 

decision making up- and downwards within the organization and a horizontal shortening concern the 

functional departments (See figure 11). The horizontal distance may be reduced by increase the 

responsibilities for the personal. The organisation is shortened horizontal through merging of activities. 

The combination of activities should be done after assignment and not after function (Hammer and 

Champy, 1994). The activities should be placed in a natural order, placing the activities after one and 

another is not a requirement. Instead to place activities in a parallel order may be an advantage 

(Ljungberg and Larsson, 2001). 

Processes should according to Hammer and Champy (1994) be outlined so as few people as possible need 

to be involved. Even if it may be impossible to practice, the mindset should originate from that one 

person should be able to manage the process. 

It may be necessary to divide the process into sub processes. It is important that walls not are built up 

between the created processes, similar to the functional organization. If walls are created it is just as 

important that these walls are removed. The organizations need to learn, to adapt and to exchange 

knowledge within the organization, to be able to use the human capital as good as possible. If the 

organization decide to keep its old functions, it is important to clarify their assignment, instead of 

providing the organization with a function that will provide the processes capacity. The new processes 

will need support from outside each process, as reward systems, budgeting, economical evaluations, IT-

Systems, planning systems and quality systems (Ljungberg and Larsson, 2001). 
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To gain a good result in a process it is important to build the model from the inside, by getting the 

employees fully participation and make use of their knowledge. It is the people that work in the process 

that knows how to map out the working steps. It is the people who find out disruptions and bottle necks 

and usually also provides the solution to the problem. To get the personals fully involvement there is also 

a need that the management points out the desired direction for the organization. This will help the 

employees to stretch their goals to reach the major goals of the entire process-chain. It is also up to the 

management to desire continuity and endurance in the process work. To be able to reach a successful goal 

for the entire process-chain (Dicander-Alexandersson et al, 1997) 

 

3.3. Supply Chain Management 
Supply Chain Management uses an approach similar to process orientation. The only difference is that 

integration between functions from different organizations occurs. The cross-organizational processes are 

supported by information and payment flows within the supply chain (Mattsson, 2012). 

Supply Chain Management is by Mattsson (2012) summarized with three fundamental supports: 

 System of supply chains: The supply chains consist of resources for the value creating 

processes.  

 The processes between the organizations: The processes consist of activities that creates 

value for the customer and initiate and drives material-, information- and payment flows.  

 The material flow: Is initiated and controlled by the processes and value is added along 

the way through the supply chain. 
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3.3.1. SCOR Overview 

The Supply Chain Operations Reference-model (SCOR-model) is a product of the Supply Chain Council. 

The model manages the Councils view on Supply Chain Management and provides a model that connects 

business process, metrics, best practices and technology features into a united structure. The SCOR-model 

supports communication among supply chain partners, improve the effectiveness of the supply chain 

management and related supply chain improvement activities. It also integrates concepts of business 

process Re-engineering, benchmarking and process measurement into a cross-functional framework. 

SCOR is a reference model (figure 12) it makes it possible for a business to describe the organizations 

process design, presenting how processes interact, how they perform and how they are configured 

(Supply Chain Council, 2012).  

 

Figure 12 The SCOR-model (Supply Chain Council, 2012) 

As seen in figure 12 the SCOR-model spans from suppliers supplier to customers customer and thereby 

includes all interactions from customer demand to fulfillment of the order. This applies to material, 

market and service interactions, and includes spare parts, supplies, bulk parts software, etc. The model is 

based on three major supports, Process modeling, Performance measures and Best practice (Supply Chain 

Council, 2012). 

The performance attributes at level 1 are equally applied to all supply chain partners. At the top level the 

scope and content of the SCOR-model is defined. It can be seen in figure 12 that level 1 covers five main 

areas, Plan, Source, Make, Deliver and Return, where level 1 defines the number of supply chains, the 

necessary competitive performance and how their performance is measured (Harmon, 2007). The supply 

chain operations reference model provides a hierarchical (vertical) and cross-process (horizontal) view 

with 3 different levels, if not including level 0 (the entire value chain). Level 0 may be seen as the 

conductor of and orchestra that consists of the instruments plan, source, make and deliver (Supply Chain 

webinar, 2013). 
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Plan 

Gives the possibility to establish and communicate plans and demands, include management of business 

rules and supply chain performance. Plan sets a course of action for the entire supply chain (Supply Chain 

Council, 2012).  

Source 

Include processes for obtaining goods and services to meet actual or planned demand. Manages 

scheduling of deliveries, authorize supplier payments and business rules (Supply Chain Council, 2012). 

Make 

Scheduling production and manufacturing products for the organization until the products are finalized to 

meet planned and actual demand. Also connects the flow of material and information, as testing, packing, 

and release for delivery (Supply Chain Council, 2012). 

Deliver 

Process all management and storage activities from the customers demand to that the product is packed 

and ready for deliver. The Deliver process includes routing shipment and selecting carriers. If it exist 

specific demands from the customer it also covers, receiving, verifying and installing product at customer 

site (Supply Chain Council, 2012).  

Return 

Manage returns of defective products, maintenance-, repair-, overhaul and return of excess products. This 

model explains process steps from customer back to seller (Supply Chain Council, 2012).  

As seen in figure 13 the three levels of the SCOR-model for Return are observed. In level 1 it is decided if 

the return is a Return Source or a Return Deliver. A Return Deliver occurs when goods are returning from 

a customer/internal buyer after a previous deliver process. Return to source occurs when returning goods 

to an external/internal supplier after an earlier Source Process. In following level 2 the capabilities of the 

Level 1 process is determined (Supply Chain Council, 2012). 
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Figure 13 SCOR level 1-3 (Based on Supply Chain Council, 2012) 

 

At level 2 companies implement their operations strategy. Each process used can be further explained in 

three different types; planning, execution and enable. 

 The Planning process aligns expected resources to meet expected demands.  

 The Execution process is triggered by planned or actual demand. It generally includes scheduling, 

transforming product and moving product into the next process.  

 The Enable process prepares, maintains, or manages relationships or information on which 

planning and execution processes rely.   

According to the Supply Chain Council (2012) it is notable that each Execution Process has three 

different capabilities of replying and representing customer orders. In figure 13 from the Return Process it 

is observed: 

 DR 1 Return Defective Products 

 DR 2 Return Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul (MRO) products 

 DR3 Return Excess Products.  
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At level 3 the business process and system functionality is defined, it consists of: 

 Process element definitions 

 Process element information inputs and outputs 

 Process performance metrics attributes and definitions 

 Best practice definitions 

Level 3 processes are also seen as the business activities within an organization, and have its origin in 

level 2 definitions (Supply Chain Council, 2008).  

At level 4, implementation level (not in scope), companies implement practices (supply-chain 

management) that are unique for their organization to achieve competitive advantage and to adapt to 

changing business conditions (Supply Chain Council, 2008).   

Advanced users of the SCOR-model has defined as far as level 5(not in scope), includes for example the 

software configuration detail (Bolstorff et al 2012). 

3.3.2. SCOR Metrics and Performance Attributes 

Measures and metrics are essential for managing Supply Chain-operations. A measure may be defined as 

a set of metrics that help quantity the efficiency of an action, where the metrics decide how and by who 

the measure will be calculated and from where the data will be obtained. It is though difficult to 

develop/identify measures connected to metrics that are easy applicable and understandable for the value 

creating areas (Neely et al, 1995 in Gunasekaran et al, 2007). According to Ljungberg and Larsson (2001) 

and Gunasekaran et al (2007) there are many advantages in using a performance measurement system. It 

makes it possible to compare the company´s situation, with help from benchmarking, with its competitors. 

What is measured gets done. Good metrics and performance measures will lead to a better and more 

transparent communication between personal and the available resources. This leads to a better-utilized 

production and service, hence leading to an improved organizational improvement and competiveness 

(LeBoeuf in Spitzer, 2007)  

Adding components to a system gives it meaning. Taken from its context it is difficult to say if the 

component is useful or not. Using a lot of different measures does not make it simpler to decide what can 

and cannot be measured. Therefore the measures need to be chosen systematic and with care (Ljungberg 

and Larsson, 2001). 

 Measurement may be performed both qualitatively (customer satisfaction) and quantitatively (cost, time). 

The measurement should aim at a chosen goal for the organization. The measurement should give support 

for the action that needs to be done and give an indication if the organization is moving in the right 

direction or not (Ljungberg and Larsson, 2001). 
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According to Globersson (1985) in Gunasekaran el al (2007) the performance measures should be based 

on company objectives, be clearly defined and objective, be ratio-based rather than an absolute number, 

be under control by the organizational unit and be determined though discussions with involved parties. 

According to Catasus et al (2008) performance measures shall be hard to manipulate,  

if it is not possible one or more complemented measures should be introduced. If it is difficult to pinpoint 

a good value on the performance measures, a substitute should be found, meaning, something that 

indicates the searched value.  

According to Gunasekaran et al (2007) an approach using a framework based on different levels gives a 

good idea of how the measures and metrics should be used at different levels of the organization. The 

metrics of the SCOR-model is like the processes divided into a hierarchical structure with primary and 

lower levels. 

Using the SCOR-model it is possible to use more than 150 key indicators that measures performance in 

the company Supply Chain. Different companies depending on their direction and the performance they 

seek to monitor and improve, use different metrics and performance attributes. 
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The SCOR-measures are divided between external and internal measures. External measures present 

results by each process or value chain. External measures are customer facing, cover market growth and 

income measures. Internal measures present results from the sub-process or activities within the value-

chain, it covers the efficiency of the sub-process, the cost producing products and quality outputs from 

sub-process. An organization should as step one implement external measures and then continue focus on 

internal, if not it is possible that the company reduce inventory in expense of customer satisfaction 

(Harmon, 2007). Level one measures defined for the SCOR-framework is presented in table 1, with 

internal facing attributes and customer facing attributes. 
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Performance Attribute 
Performance Attribute 
Definition. 

Level 1 Metric 

Supply Chain Delivery 
Reliability 

The performance of the 
supply chain in delivering: 
the correct product to the 
correct place, at the 
correct time, in the correct 
condition and packaging, 
in the correct quantity, 
with the correct 
documentation, to the 
correct customer. 

Delivery Performance 

Fill Rates 

Perfect Order Fulfilment 

Supply Chain 
Responsiveness 

The velocity at which a 
supply chain provides 
products to the customer. 

Order Fulfilment Lead Times 

Supply Chain Flexibility 

The agility of a supply 
chain in responding to 
marketplace changes to 
gain or maintain 
competitive advantage. 

Supply Chain Response Time 

Production Flexibility 
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Supply Chain Costs 
The costs associated with 
operating the supply chain. 

Cost of Goods Sold 

Total Supply Chain 
Management Costs 

Value-Added Productivity 

Warranty/Returns Processing 
Costs 

Supply Chain Asset 
Management Efficiency 

The effectiveness of an 
organization in managing 
assets to support demand 
satisfaction. This includes 
the management of all 
assets: fixed and working 
capital. 

Cash-to-Cash Cycle Time 

Inventory Days of Supply 

Asset Turns 

 

Table 1 Level 1 measures defined for the SCOR framework (Supply Chain Council, 2012) 
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Level 1: 

Diagnostics tool for overall health of supply chain contain strategic measures and key performance 

indicators. With help of benchmarking level 1 metrics it is possible to establish realistic targets that 

support tactical objectives. Examples of level 1 metrics are delivery performance, fill rates, perfect order 

fulfillment, and so on (Supply Chain Council, 2008). 

Level 2 

Diagnostics tool for level 1 metrics. Is used to help identify the causes of a performance gap for level 1 

metric (Supply Chain Council, 2008). 

Level 3 

Diagnostics tool for level 2 metrics (Supply Chain Council, 2008). 
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3.3.3. Corporate Supply Chain Policy RETURN Deliver 

Return Deliver is divided into three different kinds of procedures, authorized acceptance of return, 

planned acceptance of return and uncoordinated acceptance of return. Under an authorized acceptance 

return, an agreement between the customer and Siemens occur before the acceptance of the returned 

goods. The return is by standard performed by the buyer/customer. During a planned acceptance of the 

return, the return has been initiated by Siemens since the customer didn’t have the possibility to recognize 

the need, alternative the need was clear for Siemens before the customer realized it. The acceptance of the 

returned goods from the buyer occurs after a previous agreement regarding the return date. Under an 

uncoordinated acceptance of the return, the part arrives at Siemens without any agreement with the 

customer. Meaning, the return is initiated by the customer (Corporate Supply Chain Management, 2013). 

Milestones 

Milestones are a part of the logistic situation and are internal documents of Siemens AG originated from 

the SCOR-model. Milestones are backed by metrics and help an organization to map, synchronize, and 

control the scheduled events in a logistical process of the supply chain. The milestones manage flow of 

Goods and flow of Information, and flow of Value. Some milestones for Return Deliver are mandatory or 

optional within the scope. An example of its connection is presented in figure 14. The different milestones 

are placed in a coherent order for the return process. It gives a possibility to measure lead-times between 

the different milestones, alternatively measure lead-times between different milestones in different 

processes.  

 

Figure 14 Milestone (Based on Corporate Supply Chain Management, 2013) 
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In the Corporate Supply Chain Management Governance Framework (2013) the two milestones sets, flow 

of Goods and flow of Information is somewhat connected.  

Flow of Goods 

The flow of goods continues to grow, resulting in a need of cost-optimized logistics and a demand of 

better structure, where milestones may be of help.  

Flow of Information 

The flow of information in a company is essential for the organization to be able to compete with its 

competitors. Information is sent both in advance and parallel with the flow of goods.  

In table 2 the mandatory milestones for flow of Goods and flow of Information are presented for the 

Return Deliver process. During a general authorization of a set of rules or an uncoordinated acceptance of 

return occurs. The two milestones, RD450 and RD090 coincide. In this case the RD400 is to be 

determined from the goods receipt data. After the table each milestone is explained (Corporate Supply 

Chain Management Governance Framework, 2013). 

Flows of Goods and Information Milestone Mandatory 

Return Deliver request RD* Yes 

Return Deliver order entry, pre-clarified and registered RD090 Yes 

Returned goods at point of destination RD400 Yes 

Verification check of material performed RD450 No 

Transfer to follow-up process (Stocking, Disposal, Repair, Return Source) 
RD600 Yes 

Table 2 Milestones, flow of goods and information, from Return Deliver (Corporate Supply Chain Management, 2013) 

RD*, Return Deliver request  

With the milestone Return Deliver (RD*) the return process has started. It occurs at the first contact with 

the customer/internal buyer has been made. This can occur through a contact in a call center, or a receipt 

stamp on a letter from the customer. When the Return Delivery process start, can also be coo agreed upon 

with the customer, if a request has been arisen. If the return is an uncoordinated return, the RD* is set 

after clarification with the sender (Corporate Supply Chain Management, 2013). 

RD090, Return Deliver order entry, pre-clarified and registered 

The milestone is reached when the return order of the customer/internal buyer is pre presented at, and 

recorded by the company. This gives a recording date when the first contact has been made. To be able to 

initiate the RD090 the order needs to be technically, commercially, legally, for customs, logistically etc. 

correct. If the customer requests an estimation of the cost of the order, the milestone is reached after the 

cost approximation is received and accepted by the customer (Corporate Supply Chain Management, 

2013).  

RD400, Returned goods at point of destination 

Is initiated when the goods arrive at the agreed return address and the products are possible to register and 

assign to the specified return order (Corporate Supply Chain Management, 2013). 
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RD450, Verification check of material performed 

This milestone cover the need of clarification and deciding on which follow up process that are needed 

for the returned goods. It is reached when the check of the goods is completed (Corporate Supply Chain 

Management, 2013). 

RD600, Transfer to follow-up process (Stocking, Disposal, Repair, Return Source) 

Is realized when it is possible to hand over the return to follow up processes as, stocking, disposal, repair 

and return to source (Corporate Supply Chain Management, 2013).  

Flow of Value 

A proper design of value flows makes it possible to reduce non value activities, avoid differences related 

to consolidation and to optimize financial strategies within Siemens AG.  

In table 3 the milestones regarding flows of Value are presented, used for business administration and 

sales.  

Flows of Value Milestone Mandatory 

Recording of Return order RDX 090 Yes 

Credit note / Invoice to Customer / Internal buyer RDX 650 Yes 

Outgoing payment to customer / Internal buyer RDX 780 No 

Table 3 Milestones, flow of value, from Return Deliver (Corporate Supply Chain Management, 2013) 

RDX090, Recording of order 

The return order of the customer or internal buyer is in this state recorded as “pre-clarified”.  

RDX650, Issue credit note / Invoice to customer / Internal buyer 

Point in time when the credit note or invoice for the returned goods is issued to the customer or internal 

buyer, depending on arrangement several notes related to the return can be sent. An invoice may also be 

issued if the purpose of the return is a specific goods repair.   

RDX780, Outgoing payment to customer / Internal buyer 

Point in time when a payment to the customer or internal buyer for the returned goods is performed. If it 

regards a customer specific goods repair, the agreed upon payment from the customer is received.  
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3.4. Process Mapping 
A process may be mapped up using different technics. Following subchapters present some of the 

technics.  

3.4.1. Practical Procedure 

According to Ljungberg et al (2012) there are four methods of how to practical map out a process: 

 Process walk 

 Virtual walk 

 Map out teams 

 Process design 

A Process walk involves one or several persons that walk along the entire process and interview personal 

that perform activities along the way. It is after the Process walk possible to outline the process. 

According to Ljungberg and Larsson (2012) this is a method that easy creates a homogeneous drawn map 

over the process. It is though only the people drawing the map that obtain a fully understanding of the 

process. Using Process walk there is a risk that other personal feel uninvolved and passive. There is also a 

risk that the process map will become personal angled of the people drawing the process (Ljungberg and 

Larsson, 2012).  

The Virtual walk has a person responsible for the map creation. The person gathers represents from the 

different sub processes and let the selected personal describe its part of the sub processes. Advantages and 

disadvantages that are included in the method are similar to the Process walk. An advantage is that more 

personal gives the possibility to understand the entire process (Ljungberg and Larsson, 2012). 

Map out teams is a used method where represents for the entire process work tighter and solve different 

assignments of how to map out the process. The people gain during the creation a good knowledge for 

how the process activities are cooperated. If the involved personal have control over each other’s parts, it 

is more likely that the description of the process becomes more objective. A disadvantage is that the 

method is resource and time-consuming (Ljungberg and Larsson, 2012). 

Process design is a method used when there is no process earlier explained. It can be a small process 

where the personal has big independence and takes own initiatives. It is common that project guided 

processes not are composed by sub processes. The processes have to in this case be created so everyone 

agrees on a particular version. It is impotent to explain for all involved personal why the mapping is 

necessary. The people creating the map should not locate people doing right or wrong things, but finding 

a design that works (Ljungberg and Larsson, 2012).   
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3.4.2.  Value Process Mapping 

 

 

Figure 15 Symbol of VPM (based on Ljungberg and Larsson, 2013) 

Figure 15 shows basic mapping symbols for Value Process Mapping (VPM). According to Ljungberg and 

Larson (2012) there is a different between input and in object. Input can consist of everything that come 

in to a process or activity and an in object is instead the trigger of the process or activity. The out object 

from the first activity should be the in object of the second activity. A process or activity can also have 

information on how to map up for understanding the study processes. 

Joseph et al (2007) continues describing that every process in a process chain which can be represented 

with elements, can be described with following parameters: 

 Input 

 Output 

 Resources 

 Structures 

 Control 

An item, which has an input and transforms the input to an output, is a process chain element. By 

comparing the input with the output it is possible to draw conclusions about the productivity of the 

process chain and its efficiency and effectiveness.  
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3.4.3. Structured Methodology 

To avoid the most common mistakes, Ljungberg and Larsson (2012) mean that one should work with a 

structured methodology. Some of the most common mistakes are: 

 Do not reflect over the link between the activities. 

 Do not immerse to early. 

 Do not have a too long startup period. 

 Do not start finding the perfect map. 

 That there were no difference between the present situation and how the process should have 

been. 

 That there was a mix of detail levels. 

Ljungberg and Larsson (2012) have developed a method in eight steps for mapping out a process. The 

method starts with: 

 Step one defines the start and ending of the process. 

 Step two finds out what activities and process one thinks are including in the process and write 

down the names at post-it notes. This step can be helped of brainstorming. 

 Step three places the post-it notes in correct order. 

 Step four puts activities that resembles each other together, completes the map with activities 

that are missing.   

 Step five connects all activities with in- and outputs, finds out what object comes in an out from 

the activities.  

 Step six connects the activities so that they link together with the objects between. The first 

activities out object should be the next coming activities in object. If some link is missed, the map 

probably needs to be complemented with some extra activity. 

 Step seven is to control that the process map has an appropriate and united level of detail.  

 Step eight examines the process as a whole and is corrected until a good description of the 

process is obtained. 

 

3.4.4. Temporal Orientation 

Parts may be traced backwards, by following it forward and by examine how the flow continues or doing 

it at the same time, all three options is according to Leonard-Barton (1990) in Langley (2009) important 

trade-offs.  

Tracing Back 

According to Langley (2009) and Johansson (2013) one advantage in tracing parts backwards is that the 

outcome is known in advanced and it also gives an idea about what the process model will look like. This 

approach focus the data collection effort onto those elements that look directly liked to the outcome. By 

studying a part in a retrospectively is an economical approach, and sometimes makes interaction more 

logical than they were in the present situation.   
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Following Forward 

Following a part in a forward flow usually results in a large collection of data. It gives the possibility to 

study the interaction between people and to record peoples´ perceptions and understandings. Even though 

real-time observations, in terms of personal hours and in terms of elapsed time, is time consuming, it 

gives a good opportunity to understand how a change will interact with the organisation.  

 

3.4.5. Demands  

According to Röstlinger (1997) and Harmon (2007) an organization is often diagnosed from opinions 

concerning problems in the organization. Some problems seem to be more obvious than others, though it 

is not certain that these problems affect the organization negatively. The problems may consist of 

symptoms of the real problem that is more important to handle in the change of the organization. It is 

important to analyze the problems and the correlation between the problems, in order to clarify the effects 

and reasons of the problems.   

During the demand collection, it is important to collect only the demands, and not to think about how and 

if they can be measured (Ljungberg and Larsson, 2001). The demand picture can be divided into three 

parts:  

 The customer’s demand  

 Demands from the own organization 

 Demands from the processes and sub- processes  

The demands are illustrated in figure 16. The organizational strategy and purpose are broken down into 

goals for the main processes and into goals for the sub processes. It is important for all sub processes to 

realize the demand of the last customer. By understanding the customer and the customer’s customer it 

gives an understanding of how the organization should adjust, now and in the future. The figure16 is a 

simplified picture of the demand situation (Ljungberg and Larsson, 2012).  

 

Figure 16 Process demand (based on Ljungberg and Larsson, 2013) 

Demands that have been collected should be summarized in a demand list. From the summarization it will 

be possible to notice if the demand is presented more than once. According to Ljungberg and Larsson 

(2012) the demand picture may be used to improve the process.   
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3.4.6. Gap-Analysis 

According to Harmon (2007) all projects starts with a problem, where the problem is the difference 

between what exists now and what is desired, represented by the As-Is Process (existing) and the To-Be 

Process (Redesigned).  

Harmon (2007) further describes the possibility of two kinds of Gap-analyses, one quantitatively and one 

qualitatively. The first one describes the performance Gap, which refers to the difference between 

measures of the performance of the As-Is process and the To-Be process. The second one describes the 

Capability Gap, which refers to the description of the difference of how things are done and how it should 

be done in the To-Be process (Redesigned state). By conducting a Gap Analysis it is possible to identify 

what the organization need to do to bridge the gap and reach the To-Be state (Harmon, 2007). The Gap 

model by Harmon (2007) is presented in figure 17. 

 

 

Figure 17 The GAP Model (Harmon, 2007) 

According to Harmon (2007) the Gap-Analysis in a business case includes six different steps: 

1. Define the As-Is process, what state is the organization in today.  

2. Determine (with measures) what the As-Is process is not or is doing now. It can be defined 

though both workshops and individual interviews. Once the details of events and activities for the 

present situation are sampled a good way to increase the understanding is to draw it with a 

common modeling technique.   

3. Define the To-Be process, where does the organization want to be in the future after implemented 

suggestions are done.   

4. Consider what means you will need to bridge the Gap. 

5. Consider the cost in terms of time, cost, effort, bridging the Gap. 

6. Finally consider the risks and revise if it is needed.  
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4. Task definition 
According to Ljungberg and Larsson (2012) it is important to have good knowledge of the present 

situation and its surroundings when improving a process in an organization. It demands that the present 

situation of the return process and its surroundings are defined. It is done in 4.1 The Prioritized 

Processes. From the prioritized process it is possible for the authors to know which processes to map out 

and from which processes to locate demands on the return process. According to Björklund and Paulsson 

(2003) an academic work needs to show that the purpose has been fulfilled, therefor the chapter 4.2. 

Improved Process has been created. The chapter shows that the process has been improved. The chapter 

ends with 4.3 The Breakdown of the Purpose. The subchapter breaks down the purpose into sub question 

that simplifies the fulfillment of the study purpose.  

The purpose of this master thesis is to give suggestion for an improved return process from Customer Site 

to Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery AB, based on demands on the return process.  
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4.1. The Prioritized Processes 
According to Hammer and Champy (1994) there are three main motives for the organization to work in 

processes. 

 The costumer takes over: It is no longer the seller who has the advantage, it is the customer. The 

organizations need to be able to adapt to the new situation faster than before, when the demand of 

the customer rises  

 Increased competition: Effective organizations take charge. 

 Constant change: Shorter lifecycles. 

Fast reactions and flexibility are new keywords that force the organization to give up the functional 

organization and work in redefined processes. According to Lind (2001) and Ljungberg and Larsson 

(2001) thinking in terms of processes do not create the processes, the processes already exist in the 

organization. Instead the organization needs to visualize the processes for the involved personal. It is one 

reason why the authors have chosen to explain the study with processes. Another reason is that SIT 

already has started to adapt the organization to work in processes, and started to implement processes 

using SCOR as a reference model. Siemens AG has modified parts of the SCOR-model to fit the 

organization. The modification is called the Corporate Supply Chain Policy, where a part of the Corporate 

Supply Chain Policy is the milestones (See 3.3.Supply Chain Management). The milestones contain 

points of measurement, for examples the milestones help define when the processes start and when it 

ends. This is the main reason why the writers use milestones to explain when the processes start and when 

it ends.   

According to Lind (2001) a recommendation from process theory is that the organization should look 

outside the internal focus of the departments. It results in a process chain with a clear start and a clear end. 

According to Björklund and Paulsson (2003) it is important to clearly describe what field an academic 

report will focus on. The goal of the study might therefore need to be defined or take use of a focus. The 

focus can help specify the most interesting objects within the purpose of the study. Since the process 

theory start out from a long endless chain of processes, the authors need to make certain priorities of what 

is interesting to comprehend. The product of these priorities is called, the prioritized processes. The 

procedure is described in chapter 4.1.1. Defining of the Process Chain  

The prioritized processes are used to define what will be mapped out and where to search and collect 

demands. The collected demands will be summarized and discussed according to the process theory.  
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4.1.1. Defining of the Process Chain 

A process can be defined as a chain of activities (Mattsson, 2012, Raymond, 1994) or as a network of 

activities (Hammer och Champy, 1994, Davenport 1993). The authors therefore chose to map out the 

processes adjacent to the return process with the help of the SCOR-model level 1, which is described as a 

chain (See 3.3.1SCOR Overview). According to Harmon (2007) SCOR level 0 is a part of the value 

chain, a link between Other Supply Chains and Distributor Supply Chains or Customers. 

The customer as a concept is a central part of the process theory. According to Ljungberg and Larsson 

(2012) the creation of the customer value, is a part of the definition of a process. Hammer and Champy 

(1994) believe that the output of the process has a customer as a recipient and that the result of the process 

should have a customer value. In several definitions of processes, the process will transform an input into 

an output (Mattsson, 2012, Joseph et al 2007, Raymond, 1994). In the demand theory Ljungberg and 

Larsson (2001) argue that it is important that the demands from the customer are correctly translated 

backwards in the chain.  

The authors will therefore define the chain within a natural field, control that the chain transforms an 

input into an output and that the total chain creates a customer value. It is important that the process chain 

mirrors the customer demand. Therefore the authors will examine what customer value the process chain 

creates.  

From 2. SIT the authors can identify three types of process chains with mutual main features. 

 Planned Maintenance 

 Unplanned Maintenance 

 The Tools and Instruments  

In the chapters (4.1.2, 4.1.3 and 4.1.4) the prioritized processes will be further discussed. 

4.1.2. Prioritized Process, Planned Maintenance  

The maintenance begins with new or repaired parts are sent to site (Deliver) and then received at site. The 

new parts are installed and out from the turbine the damage parts emanate. When the repair is complete 

the exchanged parts are returned to SIT in Finspång (Return). At the same time the turbine starts up and 

becomes functional for the customer (Deliver). When the exchanged parts have been received at SIT the 

inspection and repair of the parts takes their beginning (Make). As an end result the repaired parts are 

delivered back to site and the customer (Deliver), when it is time for the next maintenance. 
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In figure 18, the flow for the planned maintenance is mapped up. The processes Return – Make -Deliver 

have been colored dark, since the processes constitute in an inherent defined process chain according to 

the authors.  

 

Figure 18 Repair Process 

The process chain transforms a damaged part at customer site (input) to a repaired or reconditioned part at 

customer site. The customer value is created when the damaged part is repaired to the same level as a new 

one, with a lower cost than producing a new part. This results in a lower operative expense for the 

customer. The authors therefor claim that the process chain is defined in a suitable way. 

 

4.1.3. Prioritized Process, Unplanned Maintenance 

An unplanned service usually begins with an inspection on site. The inspection results in two alternative 

options. In alternative one, new parts are sent to site (Deliver). On site the parts are received and the 

exchanging of parts begins. Now the old parts are removed from the turbine and the new ones are 

installed. When the task is done the exchanged parts are sent to SIT, Finspång (Return). At the same time 

the turbine are started up and delivered to the customer. When the exchanged parts have arrived at SIT 

they are inspected and repaired (Make). In the end the repaired parts are sent back to the site and customer 

to the next maintenance (Deliver).  

In alternative two the turbine is at standstill until the repaired part is installed. A part or a turbine is sent 

back to SIT, Finspång (Return). It is repaired at SIT (Make), and after completion sent back to site 

(Deliver). The part or turbine is received at site and installed at site (Deliver). During this process the 

turbine is at stand still.  

It is now possible to map up the flow for the unplanned maintenance (alternative 2), see figure 19. The 

processes Return - Make - Deliver have been colored dark, since the authors imply that the sub processes 

set up a natural defined process chain. The process covers the same parts. 

http://sv.bab.la/lexikon/engelsk-svensk/maintenace
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Figure 19 Major Repair Overhaul Process 

 

The process chain transforms a damaged part or turbine at site (input) to a repaired part or turbine (output) 

at site. The customer value results in that SIT takes care of the unnecessary stop of the turbine. It also 

results in that the customer can restart their production. A faster process chain creates a higher customer 

value. The authors therefore suggest that the process chain is defined in a suitable way. 

4.1.4. Prioritized Process, Tools and Instruments 

Tools and Instruments are similar products, delivered and received in a similar way. The authors therefore 

describe them in the same prioritized process. In figure 20 the authors mapped up the process chain whit 

help of the SCOR-model. When a project has requested tools and instruments they are sent to site 

(deliver). When the maintenance is completed, the tools and instruments are sent back to SIT (Return), 

and when the tools have returned and the quality check (Make).  

 

Figure 20 Tools Process 

In figure 20 the flow for the tools and instrument process is mapped up. The processes Deliver - Return – 

Make have been colored dark, since the authors argue that they constitute an inherent defined process 

chain. Input is the used tools from site, and is transformed into the output of quality guaranteed repaired 

tools at site. The customer value is created through the reuse of the tools.  
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4.2. Improved Process 
To be able to create a long-term profitability SIT believes that the organization first needs to focus on 

quality and dependability. It will lead to a standardization of the nonfunctional return process (Johansson, 

2013). The organizational focus is supported by the Sand Cone model created by Ferdows and De Meyer 

(1990) that point towards that an organization should built up long-term capabilities to improve their 

current situation. The Sand Cone model (figure 21) helps the organization decide the order of focus. First 

step is to focus on quality, then quality and dependability, then quality, dependability and speed, and 

finally focus on all three including cost efficiency.  

 

The study of Ferdows and De Meyer´s (1990) is built on data from 167 organizations that have tested the 

model. According to Johansson (2013) the cost for parts returned for recondition, repair and parts 

returned after an unplanned maintenance consists of a negligible small cost compared with the value 

created if the part is repaired. Because of this the large costs for SIT lies in the following processes, Make 

and Deliver. Example, the recondition of a vane is much more expensive than the transport from 

Customer site to SIT. The authors therefor see it reasonably to focus on improving the return process by 

focus on improving its quality and dependability. 

 

 
Figure 21 Sand Cone Model (Ferdows and De Meyer, 1990) 

 

Ferdows and De Meyer (1990) have studied following actions during a quality improvement: 
 

 Planning 

 Zero defects  

 Process Statistical Quality Control 

 Standardization 

 

Things that also can be included in a quality-improved organization are according to Pfeffer (2001): 

 Satisfied and engaged personal 

 Education 
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According to Östberg (2013) and Lindman (2013) parts are sent from site to SIT in a very varied quality. 

Östberg (2013) continues that this could result in that parts get damaged during the transportation. An 

improved situation would start to approach a result in zero defects.  

According to Källbom and Almqvist (2013) the Tools and Instrument department need more information 

regarding when tools and instruments should be delivered and returned to be able to better plan their daily 

work. Sometimes things are not even returned. This could be helped, according the authors by improving 

Process Statistical Quality Control, standardization and thereby increase their possibility to plan their 

work.  

According to M. Axelsson (2013) and Johansson (2013) SIT needs better information flows and 

education to be able to manage returns from site. This comes according to the authors as a result when the 

goal is to implement a more standardized return processes. 

 

By presenting improvements, a better understanding will follow of why things will need to be done in a 

certain order to minimize problems (zero defects) and thereby give the personal the right tools to reach 

short and long-term goals (Funqvist, 2013). By recommend education in some areas it becomes possible 

to teach the personal how the parts will be sent, to reduce unnecessary damage. It may also help the 

personal to understand the importance of packing all tools and instruments in the right way, if they are 

sent as an ATA-Carnet. 

According to Franzen and Jacobsson (2013) a better exchange of information would improve their work 

situation. By acquire information of what parts arrives at the Receiving area and when, the personal at 

Receiving Centrum would be able to better plan their daily work.  

By using the structure of the Sand Cone model in improving SIT: s return processes the authors will 

therefor focus on improving the quality and dependability of the return processes. The strategy becomes 

possible since it is also related to the overall business goal for SIT. According to Johansson (2013) the 

cost of the Return Process is very small relative to the customer value it creates and the goal for the return 

process should be a base of improvements that will minimize the risk that returns disappear, not get 

returned or gets damaged during the return. According to Lepmets et al (2012) the primary goal of a 

process is to achieve its stated purpose, in this case actually manage to return the goods from customer 

site to SIT. Continued Ferdows and De Meyer (1990) argue that a focus on a better-cost efficiency usually 

results in a lower quality and dependability for the organization. But a focus on quality and dependability 

may lead to that the organization also receives a better-cost efficiency.  

The authors will search for improvements by locate demands from before, under and after the return 

process that will lead to long- and short-term improvements. The authors will focus their work on locating 

activities that are possible to improve and lead to fewer defects. The authors will also focus on finding 

gaps of knowledge regarding the return processes. By locating these gaps it will be possible to give 

suggestions to improve the situation based on process theory and improvement models.  

Under several areas in the return processes, SIT personal have presented a gap of how activities are 

planned today and how activities could be better planned in the future. The authors shall therefor also 

locate shortcomings of planning that lead to problems, and locate not standardized sub processes. By 

enhance the above criteria’s the authors argue that an improved Return Process has been created.  
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4.3. Breakdown of the purpose 
To be able to easier fulfil the study purpose it is broken down into five main questions. The five main 

questions shall together be able to answer to the study purpose.  

The purpose of this master thesis is to give suggestion for an improved return process from Customer Site 

to Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery AB, based on demands on the return process.  

The purpose of the study is to suggest an improved process. According to Harman et al (2007) the present 

situation needs to be mapped out in order to be able to change the chosen process. It is also a directive 

from SIT that the present situation should be mapped up. This leads into the first main question. 

1. How does SIT manage returns today? 

According to the study purpose, the improved process will be based on demands on the return process. 

According to Ljungberg and Larsson (2012) a set of demands on a process, can be used as a base when 

changing and structuring a selected process. This leads into the second main question. 

2. What demands exist on the return process at SIT? 

According to Ljungberg and Larsson (2012) the demands shall be summarized in a list of demands from 

the organization, and it is possible from the list of demands identify actions to improve the selected 

process. This leads into the third main question. 

3. How is an improved return process constructed?  

Creating an improved return process results in a number of improvement actions. According to Oskarsson 

et al (2013) an improvement has value if it is possible to implement. A comparison between the improved 

actions and the present situation has to therefore be made. The analysis gives a possibility to prioritize 

between the actions and show what kinds of actions SIT is required to take to improve their return 

process. This results in a Gap Analysis. This leads into the fourth main question. 

4. What is the Gap between SIT: s present situation and the improved process? 

The purpose of the study is to suggest an improved process. To be able to suggest an improved process to 

SIT it is necessary to know in which order the actions shall be implemented. The authors will here discuss 

the result of the Gap Analysis and present an order of implementation. This leads into the fifth main 

question. 

5. In what order should SIT implement the chosen actions to improve their return process? 

The five main questions are presented in the four first following phases. To make it understandable for the 

reader, question 1 and 2 is presented under 4.3.1. Basic Mapping, question 3 is presented under 4.3.2. 

Process Improvement, question 4 is presented under 4.3.3. Gap Analysis and question 5 is presented 

under 4.3.4. Discussion of Suggestions. 
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The questions maintain the same order through the study.  

1. Basic Mapping 

2. Process Improvement 

3. Gap Analysis 

4. Discussion of Suggestions 

The five main questions will be broken down into sub questions to be able to answer the main purpose. A 

figure presenting the breakdown of the purpose is presented in figure 22. 

 

Figure 22 Breakdown of the purpose 

 

4.3.1. Basic Mapping 

The first main question to answer is. 

1. How does SIT manage returns today? 

To be able to understand how SIT manage their returns today. It is necessary to determine how the return 

process is constructed. When creating a change, the present situation (As-Is state) need according to 

Harmon et al (2007) and Oskarsson et al (2013) be defined. This leads into the sub-question 1.1. 

1.1. How is the return process constructed today? 

According to Ljungberg and Larsson (2012) a change somewhere in a process may affect other processes. 

As a result the authors need to gain enough knowledge about the processes (Source, Make, Deliver and 

Return) to be able to obtain an understanding of what the change in the process results in. To be able to 

know which processes the authors should map out, The Prioritized Processes (chapter 4.1) were created. 

The Prioritized Processes consists of the adjacent processes and the return process. This leads into the 

sub-question 1.2. 

1.2. How is The Prioritized Processes constructed today? 
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The second main question to answer regards what demands that exist on the return process. 

2. What demands exist on the return process at SIT? 

According to Ljungberg and Larsson (2012) demands on processes in an organization can arise mainly 

from three different demand types.  

 Demands from the own organization 

 The customer demand 

 Demands from processes and sub processes  

On the return process there exist internal demands from the own organisation in form of milestones 

presented by the Corporate Supply Chain Management (2013) (See 3.3.3. Corporate Supply Chain Policy 

Return). The Prioritized Processes (See 4.1. The Prioritized Processes) takes the customer value, before, 

during and after the return process into account, it is therefor assumed that the process chain capture and 

mirrors the demands from the customer. The three processes return, make and deliver are as explained in 

4.1. The Prioritized Processes connected through parts, tools and instruments and affect each other both 

in positive and negative way, it leads to that demands exist on the return process to have a better 

performance. This leads into the sub-question 2.1. 

2.1. What are the demands on the return process from the processes before, during and after 

the return process?  

The two main questions are divided into two sections, Present Situation and Demands. The sub-questions 

of the two main questions are under these chapters further divided and explained, to be able fulfil the first 

part of the study.   

 

Figure 23 Basic Mapping 
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Present situation 

The sub-question to answer is. 

1.1. How is the return process constructed today? 

In part 4.3.2 Process improvement, an alternative process will be suggested. In order to understand the 

suggested process and sub processes, the authors need to understand the present process. To understand 

means to comprehend the process, its sub processes and its activities entirely. “The milestones” goes 

down to the corresponding SCOR level 4, which requires that the understanding should be slightly deeper 

in selected areas (Johansson, 2013).  

1.1.1. What activities and sub processes does the return process consist of?  

In order to answer the question the return process must be identified and mapped up below SCOR level 4. 

According to Ljungberg and Larsson (2012) the thing that comes out from an activity and thereby also 

starts the following activity is called in-object and out-object. The in- and out-objects thereby represents 

the flow in the process. To be able to understand the part flow, the activities of the in-objects and out-

objects must be mapped out in a process map. The sub process and activities that the return process 

consists of are defined in 3.3.1. SCOR Overview. The milestones also require a certain amount of 

information to be able to be mapped out.  

1.1.2. What main in-objects and out-objects does activities from the return process consist 

of?  

The map of the process will be used to be able to comprehend what processes and sub processes are likely 

to have demands on the return process. It will also be used to comprehend how a change can affect the 

process chain. In chapter 4.1. The Prioritized Processes the adjacent processes and the return process are 

presented. It leads to the following question.   

1.2. How are The Prioritized Processes constructed? 

Ljungberg and Larson (2012) believe that changes in one place in a process can have effects somewhere 

else. Therefore, the authors need to map out the adjacent processes to understand how the change may 

affect the whole process chain. It requires that the authors map out the prioritized processes to the 

corresponding SCOR level 3 (Johansson, 2013). It leads to the following questions. 

1.2.1. What sub-process corresponding to SCOR level 3 are the prioritized processes 

constructed with?  
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Demands 

The sub-question to answer is. 

2.1. What are the demands on the Return Process from the processes before, during and after the 

Return Process?  

One part of the purpose is to map out the demands on the return process. It has been further defined to 

map out demands from the process before, during and after the return process. According to Ljungberg 

and Larsson (2012) and Harmon (2007) it is very important, since it represents “the value system” and the 

basis for the system of measurement (See 3.3. Supply Chain Management). In chapter 4.1. The Prioritized 

Processes, the authors have chosen the processes, in which the demands will be mapped out. According 

to Ferdows and De Meyer (1990) it is necessary to locate demands that focus on improvements based on 

quality and dependability. Example of demands on the return process and how the demands connect to the 

sand cone model by Ferdows and De Meyer (1990) is presented in 4.2. Improved Process. 

According to Ljungberg and Larsson (2012) the demands should first be collected without figuring out 

how they should be solved. Since the following phase 7. Process Improvement will use and analyse the 

demands, the first step involves a collecting and a summarizing of the process demands. Lead to the 

following question. 

2.1.1. How does a summarized demand picture look? 

After the summarizing it needs to be decided what demands belong to the return process and these 

demands needs to be sorted out. Lead to the following question.  

2.1.2. What demands belong to the return process? 

4.3.2. Process Improvement 

According to the study purpose the authors should construct an improved process. This leads to the third 

main question.   

3. How is an improved process constructed? 

According to Ljungberg and Larsson (2012) there are two alternative methods for process development. 

The first alternative is to with small steps improve the current process. The second method starts with the 

construction of an ultimate process and thereafter make it realistic and suitably for the organization.  

  

http://sv.bab.la/lexikon/engelsk-svensk/realistic
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The alternative solution will be based on the demands from adjacent processes. By only involving 

demands would result in a substantial change from the current situation (Johansson, 2013). According to 

Wang et al (2010) the SCOR-model can be used as a reference model when constructing processes. The 

directives from SIT are to use SCOR as a reference model and Corporate Supply Chain policy in the 

improved process. The improved process will be based on SCOR, Corporate Supply Chain policy 

(Version 11.0) and the collected demands. The improved process will be based on a number of actions 

that manages the collected demands. According to Axelsson (1998) the employers will be the ones 

creating the process. The authors will therefor only present the structure for the necessary change. Lead to 

the following sub questions. 

3.1. What actions are necessary to manage the presented demands?  

3.2. What milestones are necessary to manage the return process?  

 

4.3.3. Gap Analysis 

The fourth main question to answer is. 

4. What is the Gap between SIT: s present situation and the improved process? 

The authors did a Gap Analysis, by comparing the improved process with the present situation. According 

to Oskarsson et al (2013) a comparison between the possible change and the present situation is 

necessary. A Gap Analysis is a technique to determine what steps need to be done in order to move from 

the Present Situation (As-Is state) to the Improved situation (To-Be state). The Gap Analysis helps the 

organization to answer, what steps are necessary to take to reach the possible future (Harmon, 2007).  

According to Harmon (2007) a Gap Analysis should be used to bring forward the necessary steps to go 

from the AS-Is state to the TO-Be state. The Gap can consist of both Performance Gap and a 

Capability Gap. For SIT to understand how the organization will reach the improved process from the 

present situation, they must know the qualitative (Capability) Gap. For SIT to understand the gain by 

moving from the present situation to the improved, they will need to know the quantitative (Performance) 

Gap. This leads to the following sub questions 4.1 and 4.2. 

4.1. What are the Capability Gap between the As-Is and the To-Be state? 

4.2. What are the Performance Gap between the As-Is and the To-Be state? 

To be able to answer to the Gaps the authors need to understand how the present situation performs and 

how the improved process would perform. The Analysis also includes how difficult the action is to 

implement. This leads to the question: 

4.1.1. What is the Capability Effect Gap? 

4.1.2. What is the Capability Implementation Gap? 

4.2.1. What is the Performance Effect Gap? 

4.2.2. What is the Performance Implementation Gap? 

http://sv.bab.la/lexikon/engelsk-svensk/neighboring
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4.3.4. Discussion of Suggestions 

The fifth and last a main question to answer is. 

5. In what order should SIT implement the chosen actions to improve their return process? 

A number of actions have been created based on the demands on the return process. For SIT to be able to 

know when the different actions should be implemented, three steps containing actions have been created. 

First step consists of actions that need to be implemented straight away. The actions placed in the Step 1 

will help SIT increase their quality and dependability in the return process. First priority for the return 

process is to be able to return the goods from customer site, in a stable way, without damaging the goods. 

The priority also is to make sure that no goods disappear during the transport and to be able to transfer the 

goods without trouble from the return process to the next process.  

The focus on the first two steps is therefor an increase of the quality and dependability in the process. It is 

first during Step 3 that some of the proposed actions will help speed up the process. The three steps 

thereby follow the outlined way of Ferdow and Demyer’s (1990) sand model described in 4.2. Improved 

Process. That describes how a company first should focus on quality, then quality and dependability, then 

quality, dependability and speed and at last focus on quality, dependability, speed and cost. This lead to 

the following sub question. 

5.1. What actions are placed under each of the three steps? 

 

4.4. Summarization 
The purpose has been broken down into sub questions that will fulfil the overall purpose of the master 

thesis. In the next step it will be possible to understand what methodology that will be used through the 

study. It is presented in the next chapter (Chapter 5. The Methodology). 

 

Figure 24 Summarization 
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5. The Methodology  
In following chapter (5. The Methodology) it is presented how the Master Thesis was created. The 

chapter discuss different methods available and a method is created that helps the authors to improve the 

return process at SIT. The methodology discusses how the planning, gathering, analysis of data and how 

the conclusion of the master thesis was created. 
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5.1. Mode of Procedure 

5.1.1. Oskarsson model 

In a process of change, a number of steps need to be taken. Projects have its beginning with deciding the 

demands for the preferable change, which need to be clearly identified. The first step in a project work is 

to describe and analysis the current situation of the company, by mapping out the present situation and 

displaying the information and material flow. Together with possible key-factors, it is possible to analyze 

the company´s current situation. In the following step, alternative solutions are suggested, the alternative 

solution shows other ways to organize and manage the company. Usually this step is created parallel with 

the first step, since it gives the possibility to use the present situation of the company as ground pillars for 

the alternative solutions. To minimize the risk to get stuck in the way of thinking, at least two alternative 

solutions need to be presented. A solution can be created both quantitatively and qualitatively based on 

experience in the area (Oskarsson et al, 2013). 

The work continues with comparing the present situation with the made solutions. This is done to get a 

better prediction of how the solutions will work out, by identifying the advantages and disadvantages with 

respective alternative. By using different values in the comparison, with different approaches, the 

sensitivity of the solution are also tested (Oskarsson et al, 2013). 

The following steps consist of choosing one solution and realizing the change, it doesn’t matter how good 

the solution is, if it is not possible to realize. The last step in the work of a process change is to follow up 

the result with a comparison with the past situation. This presents the expected outcome of the process 

change in an understandable way, since it displays what needed to be done to reach the improved 

situation. Oskarsson et al (2013) –model of process change is presented in figure 25.  

 

Figure 25 Oskarsson model (Oskarsson et al, 2013) 
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5.1.2. Wahlbinska Uet 

In the Wahlbinska U, there are seven steps to complete, when creating an academic study. It is tough no 

need for it to be done in a chronological order. The first step involves, analysing of the decision points, 

where both the purpose and the goal of the study are decided. Next step, specify the assigned study, 

results in a theoretical frame of reference. Together the parts lead into the study´s research questions 

(Lekvall and Wahlbin, 2001).  

Step three concretizes the choice of approach, method and technique, which results in the study´s method. 

The method will be used to resolve the issues obtained from the study’s research questions. This leads 

into the fourth step of the process change, the fieldwork and the compilation of data. In the following fifth 

step the analysis of the basic data takes place and it is noticed that all the necessary data is collected. Step 

six further analyses and interprets the analysis of the report, and thereby provides answers to the detailed 

questions. The last step is the preparation of the conclusion, which will discuss and provide answers to 

the project's purpose. In figure 26 the described model is presented (Lekvall and Wahlbin, 2001). 

 

Figure 26 Wahlbinska Uet (Lekvall and Wahlbin, 2001)  
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5.1.3. Combining the models 

To combine these two models by Oskarsson et al (2013) and Lekvall and Wahlbin´s (2001), it gives a 

possibility for the authors to create a model fitted for this master thesis. Oskarsson´s model (chap 5.1.1. 

Oskarsson model) begins by clarify and decide the requirements for the preferable change, and to describe 

and analysis the current situation of the company. Oskarsson et al (2013) continues by describing the 

parallel work between describing the Present Situation and creating the Alternative Solutions. The 

combinations with the models from Oskarsson (2013) and the Wahlbinska U give the possibility to verify 

later stages in the study with the data that have been sampled during the earlier stages of the study with 

the results. The combination also gives the possibility to compare the solution with the study purpose, and 

thereby control so it is fulfilled in the Final Conclusions. The following model (figure 27) is therefore 

created from a combination of the model of Oskarsson and the Wahlbinska U.  

 

Figure 27 Authors´Model 

5.2. Introduction   
The Background gives an introduction to the study problem and is located in the beginning of 

the master thesis. It will also give an indication about what will be accomplished in the study 

(Björklund and Paulsson, 2003). According to Oskarsson et al (2013) it is also important to 

early in the process decide the requirements for the study. It is reached by defining the goal 

of the study, and gather present knowledge about the organizations operations.  

During the first workdays of the study it was possible to create a profound description of the project study 

and set the company directives. With this information it was possible to create the background and set up 

the directives for the master thesis.  

The purpose of the study should after reading the background and the possible problematizing fall out 

naturally (Björklund and Paulsson, 2003). From the written background and the given directives the 

purpose of the master thesis was created.   

The purpose of this master thesis is to give suggestion for an improved return process from Customer Site 

to Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery AB, based on demands on the return process.   
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5.3. Planning Phase 
The Planning Phase is divided into the following parts, The SIT Present Situation, The 

Literary Review, The Project Definition, and The Methodology.   

5.3.1. SIT Present Situation  

The knowledge around the present situation of the company is essential, when improving a company´s 

way of work (Oskarsson et al, 2013). It is according to Björklund and Paulsson (2003), important to 

describe the situation as it is and not how you want it to be. Information can be gathered in interviews, 

observations and from company brochures.  

Interviews are used in many different situations. When performing an interview there is one rule, have an 

open mind (Gordon, 1978). This gives an open attitude towards the interview object. In all different 

interview techniques a critical attitude towards the gathered information is necessary, to obtain a 

qualitative interview.    

Lantz (2007) divide the interview methodology in four different techniques, open interview, open directed 

interview, semi structured interview and structured interview. To receive a good objective description of 

the present situation, the authors decided to use the two interview technics, open interview and open 

directed interview.   

 Open interview: This interview form is based on a wide question, where follow up questions are 

given to the given answers. This interview form gives a possibility to make a qualitatively 

analysis of the situation and its purpose. 

 Open directed interview: The interview is built on one question with question areas. The 

interview is immersed in what the interviewer finds meaningful. This will give partly different 

characteristics of the interview, but it will give the possibility to better understand the qualities of 

the situation. 

The methods from Lantz (2007) are suitable for open interviews and oped directed interviews, when the 

interviewer lack deeper experience in the investigated area. Since the authors not before have worked 

with the return process at SIT and therefor lack knowledge about it, the interviews are started out as open 

and with an open directed approach. The interviews were performed at SIT: s different departments for 

Recondition and Repair-, Major Repair Overhaul - products and Tools and Instrument regarding the 

return process at SIT. The interviews consisted of conversations with a base of simple questions. During 

the interview the respondent was given the opportunity to relatively freely explain their way of work. This 

gave the authors a wider understanding of the situation, with a possibility to later narrow and better define 

the problem. A complete list of names and departments is found in chapter 10.3. Interviews.  
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Constructing an interview, the first demand is that the interviewer has understood the respondent. It here 

helps to summarize the interview. It is also important that the interviewer not has compensated for 

misunderstandings during the interview with how the respondent has answered in similar questions. The 

interview summarization should therefore be sent back to the respondent, before the analysis continues 

(Lantz, 2007). 

After each interview the authors have e-mailed the summarized interview to respective respondent. It 

gave the respondent a possibility to correct minor faults or call to another meeting and better explain the 

current situation at the department.  

 

5.3.2. Literary Review  

A systematic literary search begins with search terms and keywords that are found in the scope of the 

study. The reviewer also needs to decide on search strings that are suitable for the study. Searches should 

be done in published journals, databases and books etcetera. The literary review should be built on a long 

list of references, where the searches made should be reported in such detail that they would be possible 

to replicate (Tranfield et al, 2003). 

A literary review may also be done through the snowball effect. By finding one author who recommend 

another author, who recommend another author etcetera. The snowball increases and results in reviewing 

relevant information (Tranfield et al, 2003). 

A literary study should be seen as secondary data, since the material is gathered in written form. This 

demands a critical approach to the collected information and its use. The information used in studies 

should therefore be triangulated, to strengthen its credibility (Björklund and Paulsson, 2003). 

The frame of reference shall contain a review and a short description of the data and theories relevant for 

the project. Central concepts for the study, which not earlier have been presented, are also reviewed here 

(Björklund and Paulsson, 2003). 

The literary review was performed in a structured way and with triangulation to improve the results 

credibility and validity in the areas of process change, SCOR, Process theories and Mapping.  

The searches were made in the library at Linköping University and in its databases (Business source 

premier and Scopus), with keywords related to the scope of the study and its purpose. The done searches 

can be seen in Appendix1. The literature was used to define the problem and give suggestions for 

improvements in the process change. The theoretical frame of reference is found in chapter 3. The 

searches were also done similar to the snowball effect, since some of the articles and books recommended 

further reading or took up a specific subject that the authors wanted to further investigate.   
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5.3.3. The Task definition 

In the task definition (See chapter 4.Task definition) a discussion and a definition of the assigned task 

have been done. In this stage it is explained how things in the study are connected, with a focus on what is 

central for the investigation. An important part in the section is to motivate the choices that have been 

made (Oskarsson et al, 2013). The defined task often originates from the information that is found in the 

theoretical frame of reference. The section will lead into a number of questions that together will answer 

the purpose of the study (Lekvall and Wahlbin, 2001). 

The present situation was defined into three areas, Planned Maintenance, Unplanned Maintenance and 

Tools and Instruments. These three areas were defined by the SCOR-model and process definitions in 

4.1.The Prioritized Processes. 

In the chapter 4.Task Definition the purpose was broken down into five main questions (See 4.3 

Breakdown of purpose). The breakdown of the purpose was done to outline questions that answered key 

parts of the purpose and make sure so the master thesis was following the given directives by SIT. To be 

able to find answers to the five main questions, each question was further divided. This was done since it 

existed a methodological advantage by solving the questions in a definite order under the different phases 

of the study. 

To be able to find answers to the given questions the authors connected theory with the used methods. A 

work of process improvement demands different ways to reach the goal of the study, which also is 

supported by the Wahlbinska U (See figure 26). 

Basic Mapping (See 4.3.1. Basic Mapping) was divided up with the directives from SIT and the used 

methods and theories around mapping that were brought forward by the authors.  

Process Improvement (See 4.3.2. Process Improvement) was divided up with the used method around 

using the To-Be state (See 8.1. Gap Analysis for actions).  

The Gap-Analysis (See 4.3.3. Gap-Analysis) was divided up with directives from SIT and theory that 

support its use (See 8.1. Gap Analysis for actions). 

The Discussion of Suggestions was created as base outlined by the purpose to give suggestions for an 

improved return process (See 9. Discussion of Suggestions). 

The problem was answered by gather empirical data and analysing each part. Together the different 

phases led to the fulfilment of the purpose of the study.    
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5.3.4. Method 

The method should according to Björklund and Paulsson (2003) describe the procedures of the study. The 

authors should show awareness when describing the methodology of the study, its method and practical 

procedures. Björklund and Paulsson (2003) relate the methodology to the general form of an 

investigation, the methods as the more theoretical procedures and the practical procedures describe what 

actually has been made in the study.  

Method Criticism 

To get a better understand of the study´s course of action and its rightness, the credibility of the study 

must be decided. According to Lekvall and Wahlbin (2001) the credibility in a study can be verified in 

three different ways: 

 Validity 

 Reliability 

 Sources of measurement error  

Validity 

Validating a method help secure that the measurement really studies what it is supposed to study. 

Triangulation increases the validity of the study since it uses different methods with the same objective in 

focus. The studied object may also be seen in different angles, it increases the possibility that the right 

thing really is measured (Lekvall and Wahlbin, 2001 and Björklund and Paulsson, 2003). 

Reliability 

Reliability describes the measurements ability to resistant different coincidences during an interview. 

High reliability is given if the variable is constant during repeatable measurements. Opposite, if different 

values of the variable are given, the measurement has a low reliability (Lekvall and Wahlbin, 2001). 

Sources of measurement error  

Sources of measurement errors may arise when making questionnaires and can be caused by the 

respondent, the instrument, the interviewer and its interaction. Stress or tiredness may also affect the 

interview negatively (Lekvall and Wahlbin, 2001). 

 The Respondent: Interviews may be affected negative if the respondent is insecure in its position. 

For example, if the respondent may be forced to answer in different fields, with varied knowledge 

around the subject. The respondent may also affect the validity of the interview by presenting 

answers differently, if they believe it is desirable or acceptable. If leading questions are given 

during the interview, the respondent may in a way, be affected.  

 Instrument: Includes for example, the questions formulation, use of language, which the 

respondent might not fully understand, leading questions etcetera. The order of the question may 

also affect the interview, where the finishing questions may be answered more correctly and the 

questions in the middle be answered less accurately.  

 The Interviewer: The interviewer may affect the interview through its behavior, kind of clothes, 

or by its age or gender. Other ways the interviewer may affect the interview is to get a very 

positive or negative feeling for the respondent and by this way interpret the answers differently.  
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Method Approach 

The Present Situation (See 2. SIT) was created through empirical studies at SIT, without studying existing 

theory around the studied area. The empirical data was also used as a source for new findings, which is 

synonymous with an inductive approach (Starrin, 1991). At the phase Basic Mapping (See 6. Basic 

Mapping) and Process Improvement (See 7. Process Improvement) the authors based the suggestion from 

theory. At these phases an interaction between empirical data and studied theory were used to build the 

following stages (See chapter 8. Gap Analysis and 10. Final Conclusion). This interaction may more 

resemble a deductive approach, since the authors in a larger amount used theoretical models (Starrin, 

1991).   

The described interaction between the inductive and deductive approach can according to Alvesson and 

Sköldberg (2008) be seen as abduction. The abduction is based from empirical knowledge as the 

induction, but does not reject theoretical knowledge. The analysis can then be combined with earlier 

studies, as a source of inspiration for a better understanding and in order to determine patterns in the 

business.  

A study can be based on primary or on secondary data. The primary data is the data that the investigator 

gathered from its original source and where the secondary data is data that already is available and 

compiled. Investigations are usually built on both primary and secondary data (Lekvall and Wahlbin, 

2001). 

Writing a study, a collection of data is necessary. One way to gather data is through literature (secondary 

data) and a second way is to use observations (primary data). Primary data can also be collected through 

interviews and questioners (Björklund and Paulsson, 2003). 

The Method is structured according to the presented approach in figure 27. The method consists of five 

parts: 

 Basic Mapping  

 Process Improvement  

 Gap Analysis  

 Discussion of Suggestions 

 Final Conclusion 

A directive from SIT was to map out the current situation (AS-Is state) it was also something that was 

recommended from the literature. Another directive from SIT was that the study would result in a Gap 

Analysis. This resulted in that the authors had to develop a To-Be state, which can be associated as an 

optimum process for the organisation. Literature that explained the creation of a To-Be state, were 

therefor also researched. From the Gap Analysis a prioritization of the suggestion was necessary to be 

done, resulted in a discussion of the created actions all concluded under the final discussion. 
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5.4. Basic Mapping 
To be able to understand the present situation and obtain the necessary knowledge to create a 

process map, Damelio (2011) suggests five different methods. 

 

 Self-generate 

 One-on-one interview 

 Group Facilitation 

 Content (document) review 

 Observation 

According to Damelio (2011) and Ljungberg and Larsson (2012) it is possible with basic knowledge of 

the present situation and some mapping experience to create a draft over the organization, with the help 

from post it notes.  

A basic flow map was created, shaped from personal knowledge and by reviewing documents from SIT. 

The authors therefore started by extracting material from the service department and started to self-

generate the basics of the return process into a map.  

Damielio (2011) further describes one-on-one interviews with members of the selected work. This 

method is supposed to work best when it is well prepared. According to Gorden (1978) social 

circumstances affects how reliable the interview will become. It is therefore important to consider used 

attitudes, influence by social contacts, physiological and psychological or social circumstances. 

Conclusions that can be made on the following theories, gives an indication of how to plan the structure 

of the interview. To begin to answer one of the main questions, Basic Mapping (See 4.3.1 Basic 

Mapping), semi-structured and structured interviews were used. The used theories are explained by Lanz 

(2007): 

• Semi-structured interview: The interview is based on question areas with a complete agenda, with 

prepared questions. The questions can be open or direct with given answers e.g. on a scale of 1 to 5. The 

interviews are usually comparable, which is well suited when creating models. 

• Structured interview: Questions and topics follow a certain order, with bound answers. The interviews 

are comparable, suitable for hypothesis testing and studying the relationship between concepts. 

Before the interview begins, it is beneficial if the interviewer reflects over possible analyses. In order to 

not reduce the data incorrectly, notes could be complemented with audio recordings of the interview 

(Lantz, 2007). 

Damelio (2011) further describe group facilitation as the third available method. Here group consists of 

people from a natural work group that comes together and generate the process map containing work 

activities. It is more used for the work group´s understanding of their work and to help their problem 

solving capabilities. The map is only a useful by-product. The authors will therefore not use this method. 
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The last presented method by Damelio (2011) is observation. According to Damelio (2011) there are no 

substitute for “go and look for yourself”, especially if you decided upon what to look for. It is important 

to recognize the end-to-end flow, waste and value and non-value creating activities. The authors made 

observations during the recommendation of following goods in a backwards flow, where it is possible 

both to make observations and interview involved personal (Johansson, 2013).  

The two main questions to answer in the phase Basic Mapping are. 

1. How does SIT manage returns today? 

2. What demands exist on the return process at SIT? 

When the question could not be answered individually, it was broken down into two sub-phases: 

 Present situations  

 Demands   

5.4.1. Present Situation  

The main question to answer for Present situation is. 

1. How does SIT manage returns today? 

The Return Process was mapped up, using post it notes and existing knowledge. After the base of the 

return process had been mapped up, interviews with process owners working with the Return Process 

took its beginning. The questions were answered using semi-structured interviews. Interviews were done 

to be able to locate in- and outputs and to locate people with good experience of activities in the studied 

process. The persons interviewed are presented in chapter 10.3 Interviews. Personal with a good overview 

of the adjacent processes were interviewed, using a semi-structured technic.  

After the interview was done the respondent showed different parts of its department, which resulted in 

that the authors also made some observations. According to Routley (2013) it is the people in the 

organization that knows what needs to be changed and most of the times how it needs to be done. Answer 

the following sub question (1.1.1.) from 4.3.1Basic Mapping, Present Situation 

1.1.1.What activities and sub processes does the return process consist of?  

In order to obtain control over how organizational changes affect the surroundings. It is important to have 

some detailed knowledge of the organization. It requires knowledge of how things actually are performed 

and not only of how it is supposed to work or possess a comprehensive knowledge of the organization 

(Röstlinger et al 1997).  

According to Damelio (2011) it is important to make observation, the authors therefor (See 5.4. Basic 

Mapping) made observations during the many interviews done at SIT. During the interviews it was 

possible for the personal to show relevant areas to the return process, as receiving areas, returned goods, 

goods for delivery, work routines and how tools and instruments are managed at the different departments 

etcetera.  
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According to Langley (2009) and Johansson (2013), one advantage when tracing parts backwards is that 

the outcome is known in advanced and it also gives an idea about what the process model will look like. 

This approach focus the data collection effort onto those elements that look directly linked to the 

outcome. The authors therefore chose to observe a returned goods in a backwards flow. The backward 

flow began at the receiving area following the flow of the goods backwards through the organization. It 

resulted in both observations and interviews with involved personal at SIT and site. Beginning with when 

goods have been received at SIT and following the flow backwards. Through coordination of the return 

by the delivery coordinator, interviews with site personal regarding site difficulties around the ending at 

site, followed backwards to the preparations of the delivery to site and all necessary steps to get the 

delivery sent in time until the project started with that the project leader was given the project. The 

procedure makes it possible to answer the following sub question (See 1.1.2.). 

1.1.2.What main in-objects and out-objects does activities from the return process consist of?  

From the interviews, the collected data and observations, maps could be mapped up using the software 

VISIO. To maintain a consistent level of the explained process levels, the SCOR-model was used as a 

reference model. The process was repeated until the authors finished mapping and reached the level 

specified in the Task Definition (4.Task Definition). The created maps were verified by SIT personal. 

Answer the following sub question (See 1.2.1.) from 4.3.1Basic Mapping, Present Situation. 

1.2.1.What sub-process corresponding to SCOR level 3 are the prioritized processes constructed with? 

 

Figure 28 
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5.4.2. Demands 

The main question to answer for Demands is. 

2.What demands exist on the return process at SIT? 

According to Röstlinger (1997) a company change is usually based from different opinions around 

problems in the daily work. Some of these problems can seem larger than others and it is not always these 

problems that affect the activities in a negative way. The problems may be symptoms from other 

problems, which may be more important to aggress. It is therefore important to bring front the company 

demands and analyse the problems and its connections to be able to specify problem affects and its 

consequences.  

The authors chose to only study the adjoining demands to the return process, since the study is created 

during a limited set of time. The Prioritized Processes (The Prioritized Processes 4.1.) describes the 

processes that are considered adjacent. 

From the mapping of the present situation (Chapter 6. Basic Mapping) it could be understood which 

processes that were linked and their demands on the Return Process. SIT personal were here interviewed 

with an open approach. The authors also sent e-mail before the interview, so that the person could have 

some time to think out what demands / desires were contained in the sub-processes. Answer the following 

sub questions from 4.3.1Basic Mapping, Demands. 

According to Ljungberg and Larsson (2012) all of the demands shall be compiled before a solution is 

created. But to save time, the authors asked at the end of each interview if the respondent had a solution to 

the problems that arose during the interview and in the study of the current situation. 

The demands were collected without considering how they could be implemented. It led to that demands 

that did not belong to the Return Process or its adjacent processes were collected. When all demands were 

gathered and compiled in a list, the compilation was used to find common ground and common demands. 

Once the compilation was completed, a summarization over the process demands was created. The 

demands from processes that not in any way could be linked to the return process was removed and 

summarized in a document outside of this study. Answer the following sub questions (See 2.1.1. and 

2.1.2). 

2.1.1.How does a summarized demand picture look? 

2.1.2.What demands belong to the return process? 
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Important statements from the respondents were triangulated, to in a higher extent validate its rightness. 

During the phase basic mapping all interviews were summed up and send back to the respondent to 

increase the validity of the study and to control that the authors not had been affected by the 

circumstances around the interview. It also gave the respondent a moment to think over the answers and 

overlook the entire interview. The respondents were here given the possibility to mark and reflect over 

things that had been misunderstood.  

The conducted interviews were planned a few days in advance, with help from e-mail correspondence. 

The email also included reasons to hold the interview and its questions. This resulted in that the 

respondent did not feel stressed, and with a minimized risk to miss next meeting or complicate work 

assignments. The e-mail also included the questions about process demands, the question regarding the 

process solutions were though not included in the e-mail. The question about how a solution would look 

like was given in the final state of the interview, since the authors wanted to keep focus on the current 

situation of the process and its possible demands on the Return Process. The authors did not either want 

the interview only to reflect on how a solution could look like, it is also according to Lanz (2007) in the 

ending of the interview that the best answers are presented. 

 

5.5. Process Improvement 
The main question to answer for Process Improvement is. 

3. How is an improved process constructed?  

A directive from SIT is that a Gap-analysis should be performed. The Gap-analysis will 

present the difference between the present situation (As-Is state) and the improved Return Process (To-Be 

state). Using the directive the authors will create an improved process that contains process demands 

(before, during and after the return process), internal demands (milestones) and use the SCOR-model as a 

reference model. Answer the following sub questions from 4.3.2. Process Improvement. 

According to Ljungberg and Larsson (2012) there are two alternative methods for process improvement, 

the present process could be improved step by step or by a powerful solution. The authors chose the 

middle way by compiling the process demands on the return process and the process solutions given by 

SIT personal. When performing the demand compilation the authors used Hammer and Champy´s (1994) 

suggestion of, “thinking outside the box”. According to Axelsson (1998) it is the use of ideas from 

personal is critical to succeed in when performing a process improvement. 

Hammer (2010) describes that before an implementation of the improved process, as much information as 

possible needs to be collected to secure that it is possible to implement. Since the study is done in a 

limited time frame, the implementation of the actions will be done by SIT personal. The actions given to 

improve the master thesis were discussed under seminars (See 8. Gap Analysis). Answer the following 

sub questions (See 3.1. and 3.2.). 

3.1.What actions are necessary to manage the presented demands on the return process?  

3.2.What milestones are necessary to manage the return process?  
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5.6. Gap-Analysis 
The main question to answer for the Gap Analysis is.  

4. What is the Gap between SIT: s present situation and the improved process? 

According to Harmon (2007) a Gap-Analysis is a comparison between the As-Is and the To-

Be state, see figure 29. 

 

 

Figure 29 Performance and Capability Gap Harmon (2007) 

At the moment, not many points of measurement are measured by SIT. According to Axelsson (2013) it is 

impossible to know how much time the personal take to manage return delivery errors. Since most of the 

demands given by the personal are to avoid return delivery errors it becomes very difficult for the authors 

to measure the Performance Gap. Since SIT did not know how large and time-consuming the errors of the 

return process were the authors lifted the importance of implementing measure points for the return 

process. It will give SIT the possibility to measure the performance of the return process in the future.  

Because of the state of the return process the authors from here focused on improving the return process 

at SIT with qualitatively actions. At this point the focus on improving the return process based on quality 

and dependability increased. The improvement also resulted in making personal understand the need of 

improving the return process with a base of quality and dependability, for later in the improvement phase 

be able to focus on improving the speed and lower the cost for the return process. Based at the theories 

from Ferdow and De Meyer (1990) (See 4.2. Improved Process).  

The authors have therefor only answered following questions (See 4.1.1. and 4.1.2.). The Capability Gap 

examines what is done now and what will/need to be done. 

4.1.1.What is the Capability Effect Gap? 

4.1.2.What is the Capability Implementation Gap? 
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The capability Gap has been measured by assembling two seminars with involved personal at SIT. The 

seminars contained the same problematic, but since there was not time to discuss all actions and measure 

points during the first seminar the authors decided to gather personal for a second seminar as well. The 

personal selected for the two seminars had good knowledge over the return process. The size of the group 

was from 6-10 people with different strategically and operative specialties. 

At the two seminars the following personal were present (For Seminar 1 see table 4 and for Seminar 2 see 

table 5). Seminar 1 will be referred as Ahlgren et al (2014) and Seminar 2 as Östberg et al (2014). 

Seminar 1 occurred at 2014-02-13 and Seminar 2 occurred at the date 2014-03-10. 

Seminar 1 (Ahlgren et al) Competence 

Andersson Camilla Delivery coordinator 

Källbom Liselotte Manager for Receiving Laval 

Nordström, Jens Business Developer 

Ahlgren Annica Manager for Service Logistical Management 

Johansson, Pontus (Supervisor)  Doctor in Industrial Management, Supervisor, Business 
Developer 

Hoff Helmut Site manager 

Table 4 Personal present at Seminar 1 

Seminar 2 (Östberg et al) Competence 

Björkman Eric Delivery coordinator 

Andersson Camilla Delivery coordinator 

Källbom Liselotte Manager for Receiving Laval 

Nordström, Jens Business Developer 

Ahlgren Annica Manager for Service Logistical Management 

Östberg, Emma Business Developer 

Norman Härold Marianne Delivery coordinator 

Johansson, Pontus (Supervisor)  Doctor in Industrial Management, Supervisor, Business 
Developer 

Table 5 Personal present at Seminar 2 

Each of the presented actions and milestones (See figure 43 and table 16 in 7.1. Summarize of process 

improvement) were analysed during the two seminars. The actions were given a score from one to five 

depending on how difficulty the action is to implement and how large the effect will be of the analysed 

action. The score of one represented a difficulty to implement the action and the score of five represented 

that the action would be easy to implement in the process. Similar scores were given to the effect for the 

different actions, a score of one received a low effect on the process and a score of five gave a high effect 

on the process.  

After the two seminars the actions were sorted in Excel after how large effect and how easy they were to 

implement. The actions were prioritized in a diagram in four categories, based on the total sum of the 

score from the effect and implementation (See graph 1 in 8.2. Summarization of the Gap Analysis) 

The opinions of the two seminars group are presented before each score of the improved action.  
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5.7. Discussion of Suggestions 
The main question to answer for the Discussion of Suggestions is. 

5. In what order should SIT implement the chosen actions to improve their return process? 

Under the Discussion of Suggestions (See chapter 9. Discussion of Suggestions) the authors 

have discussed the prioritization order given under the previous chapter (8. Gap Analysis) and the 

implementation order of the different milestones (3.3.3. Corporate Supply Chain Policy RETURN 

Deliver). A picture is presented combining the result from the Gap-Analysis and the analysis regarding 

the use of milestones with their own thoughts. The opinions of the authors have been created during the 

substantial mapping of the return process and the work with the Gap-Analysis.  

The different actions and milestones have been divided under three steps, were step 1 need to 

implemented now, followed by step 2 and when it is complete continue with step 3. The first two steps 

have a base of actions improving the quality and dependability of the return process. It is first during step 

3 that some actions improve the speed of the return process.  

The milestones suggested to be implemented during step 1 had a large connection to the different 

demands on better information regarding when goods have been packed at site and when the goods have 

returned to SIT. The milestones for step 1 are time consuming to implement that led to that rest of the 

milestones were suggested to be implemented during step 2.  

Those actions that were given little effect and with a difficulty to implement during the two seminars 

were not recommended to implement. Answer the following sub questions (See 5.1.). 

5.1.What actions are placed under each of the three steps? 
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5.8. Final Conclusion  
In the Final Conclusion (Chapter 10. Final Conclusion) the authors have presented a 

summarized picture by combining the result from the Gap-Analysis and the discussion of the 

suggestions. In the chapter a possibility were given to give a final recommendation to SIT for 

how and when the different actions shall be implemented.  

According to Björklund and Paulsson (2003) an academic study should show a public interest and 

therefor contain a discussion around the results generalizability and give an academic contribution. The 

authors therefor discussed the generalization of the study (See chapter 10.1.4. Generalization) and 

presented the academic contribution from this master thesis (See chapter 10.1.5. Academic contribution).  

According to Lekvall and Wahlbin (2001) it is also necessary to show that the purpose has been fulfilled, 

the authors therefor also discussed its fulfilment and the effect of the given directives from SIT (See 

chapter (See 10.1.1. Fulfillment of Study Purpose and 10.1.3. Discussion of directives). 
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6. Basic Mapping 
Following chapter 6.1 Present Situation explains the processes for Planned Maintenance, Unplanned 

Maintenance and for Tools and Instruments. The following cases explain what needs to be done before, 

during and after an inspection is made at one of SIT: s customer sites. The information is based on given 

interviews by SIT and information the authors has gained when following parts, tools and instruments in a 

backward flow through the organization. The authors followed the gas turbine project Rya that is covered 

by a service contract. Today SIT has about 65 percent of their turbines under a service contract and 35 

percent is offered (Halldin, 2013). The sub chapter ends with explaining necessary custom rules for 

managing parts, tools and instrument outside the European Union and the by personal lifted suggestions 

that might help SIT improve their processes. 

The demands presented from 6.1 Present Situation directed at the return process is summarized in 6.2 

Demands.  
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6.1. Present Situation 

6.1.1. Planned Maintenance 

The following case describes the preparations and the delivery of parts to site for a gas turbine, 

completion of the maintenance, inspection of the parts at site and the return of the parts to SIT. The case 

continues with that the parts are received at SIT and ends with an internal transfer of the parts for repair, 

storage or other actions that needs to be taken by SIT. 

SIT, Preparations  

Based on the service contract the project leader knows when it is time for the next inspection of the 

turbine. Two years before it is time for the inspection start at site the technical scoop for the inspection is 

set. One year before the inspection start the project leader contacts the technical advisor using a message 

in the business system. The message tells the technical advisor to begin locate parts that need to be 

exchanged and parts for repair that need to be included in the following site inspection (Hjelm, 2013). 

According to C. Andersson (2014) the parts that need repair shall be decided 3-6 weeks before the 

kickoff. 

The technical advisor chooses parts by comparing a list with spare parts with a list of parts placed in the 

specific turbine. The list over spare parts consists of a list that includes the most up to date parts for the 

turbine type. The turbine specification includes parts for the specific turbine and includes parts that the 

turbine has been upgraded with during made maintenance. The department for Digital Structure is the 

department that manages the update of the turbine specification and customer documentation (Lindfors, 

2013).  

It takes about three days to specify all the parts for the coming inspection, containing about 100-200 parts. 

Consumables must be picked out every time, since they are not updated in the turbine specification. At 

the moment much of the work for the technical advisor is relied on old knowledge and phone calls when 

parts are picked out for the specific inspection (Lindfors, 2013). 

Before every turbine inspection the technical advisor creates a report template, where the personal at site 

are able to record what parts that have been exchanged during the inspection. Normally, the turbine 

specification is updated with 5-20 of the 100-200 parts that have been sent to site. If more parts will be 

updated it will make the preparation easier for the next maintenance (Lindfors, 2013).  

 

Figure 30  
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SIT, Packing and Shipping preparations 

The parts that have been ordered by the project leader arrive to the Packing department and packing lists 

are printed after the service order sent by the Technical advisor. When all parts have been packed the 

boxes are marked with its weight. In the business system the boxes weight and length is recorded (D. 

Andersson, 2014).  

The Shipping department prints address labels for the goods. The labels are returned to the Packing 

department that adds the labels to the goods. When the goods are ready for delivery a shipping agent 

company transports the goods to the customer site (D. Andersson, 2014). 

SIT, Return delivery preparations  

Parallel to the previous explained activities the Repair delivery coordinator prepares the return of the parts 

from site to SIT. The coordinator also coordinates the inspection, repair and recondition after the parts 

have been returned (Halldin, 2013).    

The work of the Repair delivery coordinator is triggered by a message in the business system from the 

project leader. To be able to create a repair order the Repair delivery coordinator require information as 

customer number, project number, delivery date and damex (Halldin, 2013).   

The repair order is then created, containing one return delivery number per type of part.  For example, 

 Return delivery number 1, Vane  

 Return delivery number 2, Burner 

 Return delivery number 3, Blade 

If also a combustion chamber would be returned from site to SIT, a second repair order would be made, 

since the combustion chamber would be transported directly to Trollhättan (Halldin, 2013).  

The Repair delivery coordinator sends a message to the Department for Digital Structure to update the 

turbine specification when the repair order has been created. The Repair delivery coordinator then creates 

the return delivery order and the necessary return delivery numbers. The coordinator also creates an 

address label that is saved in the electronic site folder. This should be done 2-3 weeks before the kickoff. 

The site folder should also contain labels marked “GM Laval” for the goods returned to Receiving Laval. 

By the kickoff the documentation should be ready (C. Andersson, 2013).  
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SIT, Kick off 

From one month to one week before site start the project leader has a kickoff with involved personal. At 

the kickoff the project leader has a possibility to check that all necessary activities have been done from a 

checklist (Björkholm, 2013 and Vikberg, 2013). According to C. Andersson (2014) and Hoff (2014) 

return labels shall be print to the kickoff, and in most cases they also are printed. But the problem is large 

enough when it is not done. 

 

Figure 31 

Site, Inspection  

During the turbine inspection at site the project leader supervise the work, it is though the site manager 

that manages the operative work at site. Communication between the two occurs on a daily basis because 

of this (Hjelm, 2013). According to Vikberg (2014) the maintenance plan per machine is 3-4 weeks. 

If parts need to be exchanged during the inspection of the turbine that not is covered by the service 

contract, a quotation from the seller at SIT is created and sent to the customer that answers with a 

purchase order. Until the customer has answered with the purchase order the site and personal at site is at 

standstill, all which in the end is paid by the customer. When the customer realizes this, the decision is 

usually given faster (Hjelm, 2013). 

The dismantled parts are placed out on pallets to easier inspect the parts. The serial and article numbers of 

the parts and the parts placement in the turbine are written down in the placement protocol. This 

information were for the Rya project e-mailed (Funqvist (2013). According to Hoff (2014) it can be very 

difficult to read the serial and article numbers when the parts are dirty or damaged. Conclusions from the 

inspection are afterward summarized in an inspection report. According to Östberg et al (2014) the serial 

and article numbers are always written down for the parts at sites outside the European Union, if SIT uses 

inward processing. 

 

Figure 32 
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Site, Packing 

Parts that have been exchanged are placed in the boxes that the new parts arrived in. If the boxes have 

become damaged or gone missing, the boxes are fixed up by site personal or the customer (Lindman, 

2013). Sometimes it may take time to locate a good box (Lindman, 2013).  

When packing the exchanged parts at site the parts are usually placed in bubble plastic before they are 

packed down into the boxes. It is though not always easy to decide which parts that are supposed to be 

returned to SIT. A decision wheatear the parts shall be scrapped out at site or SIT would be helpful for the 

personal at site (Funqvist (2013). 

Before the parts are returned from site to SIT, the boxes are marked up with three blue labels and two 

labels with what kind of parts that are returned. Sometimes it is difficult to fasten the labels on the boxes. 

A good method is to use a staple gun, if one is available at site (Hoff, 2013).  

There exists an idea that the return labels should be printed at site, according to Hoff (2013) it is though 

preferable if the labels are printed and laminated before site start. It is usually difficult to find a printer 

and good paper to print the labels on. On the return labels it should be written length, width, height, and 

weight of the boxes. This information is usually required by the transport company (Svensson, 2013).  

Another suggestion from Hoff (2013) is to add pockets on the boxes, where the labels could be added 

without any difficulty. The boxes can for example be closed up with a Velcro fastening. It would also be 

appreciated if other parts as the burners had their own packing, as follows: 

 Box 1 – Vane 

 Box 2 – Blade 

If not all boxes are used it is better to return the empty boxes back to SIT, than to have boxes missing 

when it is time to pack up the site. An alternative would be to use a larger box for consumables. In the 

return delivery the box could instead carry parts for on condition cases, since the consumables are left at 

site (Hoff. 2013).   

According to Östberg et al (2014) it may be of interest to sum up new parts leaved at site and how they 

are stored at the customer site. The parts would thereby be better accessible in future maintenances and 

the Technical advisor may send fewer parts to the next maintenance. 

 

Figure 33 
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Site, Return delivery 

When the goods have been packed and are ready for pickup, the boxes are sometimes photographed. The 

site manager may also call the Shipping department and describe the placement of the boxes at site 

(Funqvist, 2013) and (Vilaplana, 2014).  

The site manager should stay until the shipping agent has picked up the boxes at site, since it is the site 

manager’s responsibility to leave the site as it was found (Hoff, 2013) and (Vilaplana, 2014). That is the 

reason why Hoff prefers to call the Shipping department himself and set up the pickup. The Shipping 

department wants to know the size and weight of the boxes that needs transport (Hoff, 2013). The goods 

are then transported to SIT by the shipping agent. 

According to Normann Härlod (2013) personal at site should have contacted the ordinary delivery 

coordinator when all boxes have been packed and are ready to be returned to SIT, before the return 

delivery occurs. In some cases the personal at site photographs the boxes, which is a great help when the 

return is managed. The personal at site sometimes also contacts the Shipping department for the return 

delivery. The boxes should by now be marked up with return labels, number of packages and the weight 

of the boxes (Normann Härlod, 2013). 

The responsibilities of the personal at site regarding the return are though not completely decided. In 

some cases the personal at site need to leave before the packing takes place and it is instead the customer 

who receives this responsibility. It is therefore important to perform the kickoff and there decide the 

responsibilities for the personal at site (Normann Härlod, 2013). 

According to Andersson (2013) different terms of transportation are used depending on who is 

responsible for the transport, customer or SIT. In many cases there are advantages if SIT would also 

manage the return delivery to SIT instead of the customer.  

If no information is given from the personal at site, the ordinary delivery coordinator contacts the 

customer regarding the return delivery and where at site the boxes have been placed. All boxes are usually 

returned back to SIT together to save up on the transport cost (Normann Härlod, 2013). 

Ordering a transport from site to SIT the following information need to be given to the Shipping 

Department; address (pickup and delivery), phone or mail to contact person (pickup and delivery), 

weight, dimensions, number of packages, cost bearer, if it is an express/normal return, terms of 

transportation, and how it should be transported, by car, by airplane etcetera. A normal transport takes 

about 1-3 months (Jämtner, 2013).   
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If the return delivery lacks the consignment note/pro forma invoice or if the boxes do not correspond with 

the documentation, the returned goods get stuck in the customs. If the goods get stuck, the shipping 

department has 1-2 days of time to find out what the problem is and how it will be managed to be able to 

continue the transfer into the country. If the department does not manage to solve the problem within this 

time, SIT will pay rent for storage to the customs (Jämtner, 2013). According to Vilaplana (2014) it is 

important for the customer and the regional offices to receive ground material for how the pro forma 

should be filled out in good time before the pro forma should be delivered to SIT. 

A problem at the Shipping department is when invoices/pro forma invoices contain different types of 

currency from the same country and customer. It also becomes problematic when several invoices have 

been added together and the shipping department has to calculate how it has been added together. The 

problem can cause several extra hours of work at the Shipping department (Jämtner, 2013). 

During the return delivery to SIT a message is sent to the Repair delivery coordinator regarding that the 

transport is on its way to SIT. When the transport has been received at SIT the repair delivery coordinator 

gets a message that the transport has been accepted. Here the responsibility for the Shipping department 

ends (Normann Härlod, 2013). 

SIT, Receiving 

All normal packages are received at Receiving Centrum. It applies to new parts and parts for repair. If 

larger goods are returned to SIT, for example a whole turbine or a container, the goods are received at 

Receiving Norrmalm (Lund et al, 2013). 

At Receiving Centrum the boxes are received and the number of boxes is controlled against the delivery 

note and the note is signed (Lund et al, 2013). According L. Källbom (2013), Lund et al (2013) and 

Gustafsson (2013) it sometimes arrives parts that no one knows what to do with, since labels or other 

necessary information is missing. The parts for repair that have arrived at Receiving Centrum are further 

transported to Receiving Laval (Lund, 2013).  

When the transfer from Receiving Centrum arrives at Receiving Laval about 90 percent of the boxes are 

labeled with “GM-Laval”.  At the department it is noticed that all boxes not always have a return delivery 

number, this is communicated to the Repair delivery coordinator. The coordinator takes a decision about 

what to do with the boxes while awaiting the investigation (Lund et al, 2013). According to C. Andersson 

(2013) the Repair delivery coordinators request to receive information regarding what goods that have 

been returned to SIT.   
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An improvement would be to use one return delivery number per type of part and one type of part in same 

box, since the sorting of parts in Receiving Laval may become a time demanding process. The process 

gets difficult if parts have been mixed between turbines, new parts and parts for repair have been mixed 

etcetera Mildh (2013). A demand is that goods arriving at Receiving Laval should be marked with “GM-

Laval”, but to be able to register it into the business system the goods also need to be marked with a 

return delivery number (L. Källbom, 2013). According to Ahlgren et al (2014) different types of parts can 

be returned in the same box if it is clear what type of part belongs to which return delivery number. 

When the parts have been received at Receiving Laval the article and serial number is read manually for 

every part by the personal, which is a time demanding work. According to J. Jacobsson (2013) they 

would be helped to get a list containing the parts serial and article number at or before the arriving 

transport. With the list the work would instead consist of confirming that the right parts have arrived at 

SIT and then register the numbers into the business system. Sometimes it is hard and sometimes it is also 

not possible to read the correct serial and article number from the parts. If the number cannot be read the 

Repair delivery coordinator is contacted (Mildh, 2013).  

It sometimes occurs that the parts do not have a serial number and a decision need to be taken regarding if 

the part should be scrapped out or if it should be assigned a new serial number, by the Repair delivery 

coordinator. When all parts have been registered into the business system the goods are transferred to a 

pallet stand in Receiving Laval (L. Källbom et al, 2013). 

Since Receiving Laval is a small receiving area Mildh (2014) believes that Receiving Laval would be 

helped if large return deliveries would be pre notified about six months in advance. The demand applies if 

the delivery would result in that GM Laval would need to expand its receiving area. According to Franzen 

and Jacobsson (2013) it would be desirable to get information regarding the delivery two weeks before 

the goods arrives at SIT, so Receiving Laval can plan their daily work better.   

The project leaders would also be helped by receiving information regarding that the goods have been 

returned to SIT, since it would be easier to close the accounts for the project (Thörner, 2013). 

The parts are returned to SIT in boxes of different quality. As a result the goods often need to be repacked 

at Receiving Laval not to be damaged in the following transfer. The personal at Receiving Laval notice 

that expensive parts may be packed poorly and because of this receives transport damages during 

transport. The pallets may also be divided at Receiving Laval, since parts from the same pallet need to be 

transferred to different stations (J. Jacobson och P. Franzen, 2013). 
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The Department for Digital Structure should now, when the parts have been returned to SIT release the 

serial numbers within 24 hours. When the serial numbers have been released it is possible for Receiving 

Laval to receive the parts in the business program. It is very important that the serial numbers are 

correctly written into the business program. If not, it will result in problems and the procedure need to be 

reversed (Andersson, 2013).  

A common problem at Receiving Laval is that the serial numbers are not released in time. If the serial 

number is not released, the business system believes that the part is still placed in the turbine. As long as 

the number not is released it cannot be registered into the business program and a message needs to be 

sent to the department for Digital Structure to release the number. In some cases the procedure to release 

the numbers takes up to a week of time. During this time the goods are stuck in Receiving Laval (L. 

Källbom et al, 2013). 

Receiving Laval contacts the Repair delivery coordinators when the parts have been received. The 

Coordinators request a way to be able to be notified without receiving e-mail, preferable a message in the 

business system. Communication between the two departments is done by telephone and e-mail 

(Andersson, 2013).  

The Repair delivery coordinators verify that the right parts have been returned, when the returned parts 

have been received at SIT. The coordinator now receives an inquiry in the business system with a 

question regarding if a service order should be created. A service order should contain the number of 

parts, if the part should be repaired, its origin, its article number and repair number. A demand is also 

created for an inspection and a repair of the parts. A request from the coordinators is to be able to see 

when the parts should be repaired in the business system. If it would be possible it would be easier to 

decide if the parts should be stored awaiting repair (Andersson, 2013).  

If the parts instead shall be returned to Trollhättan, the preparations should be done in the same way as for 

parts sent to SIT (Finpång) for repair. Trollhättan sends a message to the Repair delivery coordinator 

when the parts have been received (Andersson, 2013). 

 

Figure 34  
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SIT, Kick out 

According to Lindfors (2013) and Vikberg (2013) a reoccurring problem is the lack of kick-outs before 

the project end. The problem origin from that it is difficult to get all involved personal at the same 

meeting. The site personal may already have left for their next inspection. The Technical advisors would 

according to Lindfors (2013) be helped by receiving information of how many unnecessary parts that 

were delivered to the site. If parts are stored at the customer site it need to be listed and saved, what things 

and how they are stored at the customer. At the kick outs it would also be a possibility for the site 

personal to present changes they may done during the site inspection, as changing the electrical schedule 

in the turbine, or not follow the blueprint. These changes are often not updated. The information that is 

given from site varies in quality, depending on the person writing the report. Sometimes the inspection 

report needs to be complemented even after it has been sent to the customer.  

 

Figure 35 

SIT, Purchase department 

The purchase department manages the necessary purchases for service of the turbines. The responsibility 

stretch from creating the purchase order, managing the sub supplier to that the repair order have been 

received, when the repair is done.  

According to Wallin and Edström (2013) the Purchase department would be helped from better forecasts. 

The forecasts will give the department a possibility to plan their work in a better way. A request is a 

forecast that three months before would be able to predict what parts that needs to be sent to the sub 

supplier the next coming month. If a repair demand is created with less time than a month until the repair 

needs to begin, Wallin and Edström (2013) would want to receive the information as soon as knowledge 

exists that a repair is necessary. 

The Purchase department receives at the moment no forecasts, it only exists forecasts covering future 

turbine inspections. The department receives the repair demand when the parts arrive at SIT (Edström och 

Wallin, 2013). 

 

Figure 36 
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SIT, Parts for repair  

When the Purchase department has created the purchase order, a delivery to the sub supplier of the part is 

also created. It requires a pickup of the part at Storage Ljungström, followed with a transfer to the 

Packing department, managed by the Material planner.  

The Material planner orders out parts that shall be sent for repair, from storage. The work begins with a 

received Repair order. The repair order should contain customer number and position. The parts for repair 

are transferred from the storage to Receiving Laval. At Receiving Laval the serial number from the parts 

are read and written into the business system. After the parts are sent for inspection and repair at SIT or at 

the sub supplier (Revland, 2013). 

If the parts should be delivered to the sub supplier the Material planner asks the Purchase department for 

an order of dispatch. The Material planner adds the dispatch order and transfers the parts to the Packing 

department that manages the packing and the necessary transport. While the parts is at the sub supplier the 

Purchase department manages all contact with the sub supplier and forwards information to the Material 

planner regarding if the part was not repaired and needs to be scraped out at SIT (Revland, 2013). 

Normally it takes about a week for the part to leave SIT, about 2-7 days for the physical transport to the 

sub supplier and 10 weeks for the repair to be done at the sub supplier. Since it is years of time between 

the maintenances on the customer turbine, the time of the repair seldom affect the customer. If a delay 

occurs it usually is because of internal delays at SIT, it is very rarely that delays because of the sub 

supplier affect the customer (Edström och Wallin, 2013).    

Alternatively if the inspection and repair shall be performed at SIT the Repair delivery coordinator creates 

a service order and an order is created for an inspection of the parts. If the order for an inspection and 

repair is laid to Trollhättan, the lead time is set as the end date of the repair. The lead time are calculated 

by adding the time it takes to inspect and repair the part (Andersson, 2013). 

When the inspection of the part is completed at SIT/ sub supplier it is written down in the inspections 

report what parts that are possible to repair and the necessary repair method. The inspection report is sent 

to the project leader or the ordinary delivery coordinator, that decides if the parts should be repaired or 

not.  

If the part will undergo repair the Repair delivery coordinator creates the repair order (Andersson, 2013). 

The Repair delivery coordinator also sends a scrap mail, containing the parts that will be scrapped out, to 

the Sell department. The Sell department manages the contact with the customer and after receiving the 

scrap mail a discussion is created regarding if the customer is interested in buying new parts or not 

(Halldin, 2013). 
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When the parts return to SIT from the sub supplier it is controlled if the parts the sub supplier marked as 

scrap, is the ones that were marked in the scrap mail from the purchase department. If everything is 

correct the parts that will be scrapped out are sorted out and laid on a separate pallet, since the Material 

planner awaits a decision from the Repair delivery coordinator. Often a place in storage is taken out and 

the pallet is transferred to the storage awaiting the decision. If the Material planner receives a message 

that the parts shall be scrapped out, the pallet is market with scrap and the truck driver takes care of the 

pallet (Revland, 2013). The parts have been repaired are sent to storage or to the customer. 

At this time the production order is completed in the workshop and the Repair delivery coordinator closes 

the service order. It is now possible for the Repair delivery coordinator to see how many parts that have 

been scrapped out and how many were possible to be repaired. These numbers can be controlled in the 

business system against the mail that has been sent to the repair delivery coordinator (Andersson, 2013). 

 

SIT, Delivery preparations 

The Shipping department creates a delivery to the customer when the service order has been closed. In the 

order it is marked if the order should be loaded together with other parts from SIT (Finspång) or from 

Trollhättan. There sometimes lies a demand from the customs of the receiving country to come to SIT and 

count the parts before the delivery (Andersson, 2013). 

Storing of repaired parts 

Repaired parts may also be stored awaiting delivery. Storing the repaired parts the origin material number 

must be written into the business system, same as when storing new parts. Because of this the parts are 

stored separated in repair storage. As a result the repaired parts will not be mixed up with new 

manufactured parts (Revland, 2013). In repair storage SIT store (Bonnevier, 2013): 

 Parts for reparation 

 Repaired parts 

 Parts for research 

 Scrap 

 Parts maybe good to have for something else. 

 Customer owned parts 

According Håkansson (2013) parts are sometimes stored at the storage out of speculation, that the part 

might be able to be repaired in the future. According to Håkansson (2013) and Thörner (2013) it is 

important that the part is stored with enough information, if so it would be easier to take the part out of 

the storage for use.  
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SIT, Return of new parts  

Storage Ljungström stores new parts that been returned from site. According to Karlsson (2013, 2014) it 

takes the personal much time to locate from where the return delivery have been sent (sometimes many 

months). The department tries to track the return through its labels (if it still attached to the box) and by 

contacting the contact person. Problems continues when the contact person do not have any knowledge 

regarding the return. The department often gets sent around to different persons that are supposed to have 

knowledge about the return. If the problem is not solved within a few months the returned parts are 

thrown away into the container. According to Lund et al (2013) Storage Ljungström would therefor save a 

lot of time if the returned goods are marked with a delivery number, its sender, a project number and a 

contact person. It is essential that the contact person is aware of the return and what actions that needs to 

be taken.  

According to Lund et al and L. Källbom et al (2013) Receiving Laval and Storage Ljungström sometimes 

receive parts that no one has any knowledge about. It is therefore essential that SIT personal that creates 

the return and the site personal that returns the goods knows why the goods are returned.  

According to Ahlgren (2013) not many new parts are returned to SIT that have been delivered to site. It is 

very difficult to return parts to SIT and store them when they once have been delivered (Thörner, 2013 

and Lund, 2013). According to Ahlgren (2014) an action is taken to easier return new parts in the business 

system.   
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6.1.2. Unplanned Maintenance 

Steam Gas Turbine 

According to Swartz (2014) a project for the steam gas turbines are managed by the project leader. Many 

activities work parallel in the process that makes it difficult to explain. The Project leader also controls so 

all activities gets done in time. The authors have in following chapter (chapter 6.1.2. Unplanned 

Maintenance) tried to explain their line of work from preparations of the delivery from SIT to site, 

followed by a site inspection and a return delivery to SIT.   

SIT, Preparations 

The Project leader receives the project from the Sell department. The personal usually do not know in 

forehand what parts need to be returned and repaired (Swartz, 2014). 

 

Figure 37 

Site, Inspection  

When it is time for the inspection at site to start the turbine is dismantled. An indestructible testing is 

done on some parts. If an error is located the project leader contacts the customer and a meeting takes 

place. SIT also starts to produce an offer for the necessary repairs and exchanges of parts (Swartz, 2014).  

Parallel with these activities at site the technical advisors decide the necessary measures for the parts. The 

project leader should also find out information for the Shipping department as contact person for the 

return, what needs to be returned, the goods dimensions (weight, height), and how it is supposed to be 

returned to SIT. For example, big trucks are not allowed to be used on Sundays in Germany. When these 

steps are competed the Shipping department is contacted so the department can manage the pickup of the 

goods at customer site (Swartz, 2014). 

At the same time at SIT, when managing a new customer the department Sales spares contact the seller 

for the whole repair, to be able to decide the currency for the invoice. The standard is to use the same 

currency for the same country and customer. When the offer is created, conditions for the inspection and 

terms of transportation are decided (Sjöberg, 2013). 

The offer is sent to the customer and Sales spares follows up so the answer (purchase order) arrives from 

the customer. The purchase order is controlled so it complies with what have been offered (its price and 

conditions) (Sjöberg, 2013).  
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When the purchase order has been controlled the project leader creates an order in the business program 

and a lead-time for the repair is controlled. For a standard repair of parts the lead-time is found in the 

business program, otherwise it needs to be controlled with the workshop. To the customer an order 

control is sent and the errand is handed over to the delivery coordinator and the following procedure 

follows the one for service contract (see 6.1.1. Planned Maintenance) (Sjöberg, 2013). 

 

Figure 38 

Site, Return delivery 

To be able to return the parts to SIT, an agreement with the customer is necessary. The agreement can be 

a purchase order, e-mail or a paper that the customer has signed (Swartz, 2014). 

In some cases SIT decides to cover the expenses of the inspection of the parts and sometimes the 

customer pays. It mainly depends on what kind of inspection shall be done, how long time it will take, 

what type of contract the customer has, what type of customer owns the turbine (Swartz, 2014). 

At site the parts are packed and the boxes are labeled with repair order, GM-Laval and an address label to 

SIT. The labels may sometimes fall off during transport. In many cases the project leader instead manages 

the transport and makes sure that the part arrives into the workshop at SIT, this is done by the project 

leader by following or transporting the part to SIT (Swartz, 2014).  

If the part is transported directly to the workshop, Receiving Laval instead makes a virtual receiving into 

the business system. When repairing a part for a steam turbine it is important that all processes goes fast, 

with as little waiting time as possible because of registrations into the business system or production 

delays (Swartz, 2014).  

A problem when larger repair of parts are necessary, is that the project leader cannot order spare parts for 

the repair until the part has physically been received at SIT. To solve this, the project leader adds an order 

for a service contract into the business system. The order is set for the spare parts for the repair and from 

this order the technical advisor decides what parts is necessary. The spare parts are then ready when it is 

time to do the repair. The conflict is created when the part for repair arrives at SIT since the system again 

wants to order the spare parts for the repair. The project leader therefore terminates this auto order since 

everything already is ordered (Swartz, 2014).  
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Major Repair Overhaul 

Major repair overhaul manages repairs that are critical in time or if it is a large customer advantage that 

the project is taken over by the department Major Repair Overhaul. The relation for preformed inspection 

lies at 80 percent planned and 20 percent-unplanned inspections (Svensson, 2013). 

If a breakdown occurs at one of SIT customer sites, several parts want to be able to be sent to site if they 

need to be changed. To reduce the complementation orders that occurs if more parts need to be exchanged 

than are available at site. An opposite problem is if too many parts have been ordered, usually happens if 

the repairs are done at large turbine sites. If too many parts have been delivered to site it is easier to leave 

them at customer site when the maintenance is completed than to return the parts back to SIT. At the 

moment it is difficult to return unused parts back to SIT from site. To be able to make the return, all parts 

needs to be reversed in the business system. This is a time consuming work and an easier way to manage 

the return would be appreciated (Thörner, 2013). The problem lies partially in that the value of the part 

needs to exceed 5000 SEK to be able to be stored, though critical parts with lower values may be stored in 

Laval with different methods. Returning the parts cannot be more expansive than the cost of leaving the 

parts at site (Ahlgren, 2013). 

When an inspection for a turbine is planned, SIT usually awaits the purchase order (response from the 

customer). A possible conclusion that it sometimes takes a lot of time until the response arrives is that 

some customers also need to await accepts from their customers. The project leaders for Major repair 

often because of the waiting time work in the background preparing activities for when the purchase order 

arrive from the customer. How much is prepared depends of the customer. The project leaders for Major 

repair primary work so things will go fast and have prepared the information that the delivery 

coordinators need to be able to start the return of the goods from site. Information includes weight, 

transport frame, individual number and return delivery number (Svensson, 2013). 

When the maintenance is performed at site, an activity list is followed. In the beginning of the inspection 

an outer inspection of the turbine is done, with a search for seepage. Followed activities are disassemble 

of the turbine, exchanging of parts, assembly of the turbine, measured values are read and the turbine is at 

last started and delivered to the customer. The activity list is pretty detailed so nothing is missed (Thörner, 

2013). 

A site project seldom finishes in time, which for the most part depends on that the department work after 

Just in Time. Delays can be caused of a number of things and the project leader can just guess the 

underlying causes. The project leaders would therefor prefer to be done in a certain time frame than under 

a specific date (Svensson, 2013). 

When all the boxes are labeled and ready, the boxes are transported from the customer site. It is usually 

up the regional offices of SIT or the customer to return the goods back to SIT from site (Thörner, 2013). 

The project leader requests better information, regarding when the transport have arrived at SIT, so it will 

be possible to close the project accounts. This information should be possible to be given by the delivery 

coordinator at a project meeting (Svensson, 2013). 

If the parts need to be delivered to the customer site as soon as they are repaired the parts are directly 

transported into the workshop when entering SIT. The project leaders decide to skip some process steps to 

save time and after complete the process steps in the business system (Svensson, 2013). 
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The business system is today built to do things after a certain sequence. If the repair of the parts is in a 

hurry, the parts should not be stalled because of a business program. Activities should instead be able to 

be done parallel. The repair should be completed quickly and afterwards it should be possible to correct 

the process in the system process (Svensson, 2013). If some personal at SIT decides to skip the process in 

the business system, they should have enough information to be able to clean up the missed steps to fulfill 

the process in the business system (Ahlgren, 2013).  

 

6.1.3. Tools and instruments 

SIT, Preparations  

Before the maintenance of a gas turbine the technical advisor will order tools and instruments for the 

inspection at site. It takes about two days of time for the Technical advisors to order tools and 

instruments. By making phone calls and using old knowledge the Technical advisors decide which tools 

and instruments that are necessary for the inspection. A standard documentation for tools is though under 

construction. Tools must be ordered three months before they are supposed to be delivered from SIT. The 

technical advisors would also be helped by getting information on how many unnecessary tools and 

instruments that were delivered to the site for the previous inspection (Lindfors, 2013).   

Tool kits have often been sold to the customer when a new turbine has been sold. Before the planned 

turbine inspection the technical advisor tries to find out if the customer has bought kits (years after they 

were sold) and if so, are the kits complete. It makes it difficult for the technical advisor to decide if it is 

necessary to deliver tools or not. The technical advisor usually ends up making many phone calls to the 

project leader, who in its turn asks the customer regarding what tool kits the customer have and if they are 

complete. As a follow up problem the technical advisor is here given second hand information that might 

be incorrect. If tools are missing under an inspection it may result in an extension of the site inspection 

(Lindfors, 2013). 

For steam turbine the project leader decides together with the assembly leader what tools need to be 

ordered for the inspection at site. 

When locating tools for a site inspection it may sometimes be difficult to get hold of tools. If the tools are 

not found at SIT it is usually possible to solve the problem by contacting other project leaders. Usually 

some of them have forgotten to return their tools (Swartz, 2014). 

 

Figure 39 
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Tools and instrument department preparation 

Tools and Instruments used for the turbine inspections and maintenances at site are leased from the Tools 

and Instrument department. The departments manage the order from project leader/technical advisor. An 

order needs to contain a delivery date and the necessary instruments, tools and tool kits for the upcoming 

turbine inspection (T. Källbom et al, 2013). The departments receive the order very close to the delivery 

date, two percent arrives three month before the delivery date and only 50 percent of the orders have 

arrived two weeks before the delivery needs to be done from SIT (T. Källbom et al, 2013). 

When the Tools have been picked, the order is packed in boxes and kits at the Tools department. The 

packing is done after the sequence created by the business system. The department also supplies the 

Shipping department with requested information (T. Källbom, 2013). 

For a site inspection it is also necessary to choose instruments. To manage the orders the Instrument 

department work parallel with a list in Excel and the business system. The list in Excel is used to be able 

to keep a better control over the deliveries the department has done. Before the instruments are packed 

some of the equipment needs to be checked so they work together correctly (Almqvist, 2013). 

SIT, Packing and Shipping preparations 

As described in 6.1.1  Planned Maintenance the Packing Department prepares the goods before the 

delivery is done. The delivery contains both tools an instrument boxes and parts for the site inspection.  

The Shipping department then manages and books the delivery to site and if the tools and instruments 

need to be taken out on an ATA-carnet (tools and instruments sent outside the European Union). The 

ATA-Carnet is based from the packing list the Shipping department has received from the Packing 

department. 

The Ordinary delivery coordinator supervise that the tools and instruments are packed and then 

coordinates the delivery from SIT to site. The Ordinary delivery coordinator has a focus on delivering 

tools and instruments to the customer with a number of measure points from the business system 

(Normann Härlod, 2013).  
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Site, Packing 

During the maintenance the work with the turbine is prioritized and it is first after the turbine is functional 

the personal at site starts to pack tools and instruments into boxes. During the inspection at site it is 

possible to follow an activity list. On the list at site there are no notes regarding the inventory of tools 

(Thörner, 2013). Tools and Instrument are placed in the boxes they arrived in. Extra packing instructions 

for the personal at site would be desirable if the boxes contain multiple levels or if the tools and 

instruments have been delivered on an ATA-Carnet (Funqvist, 2013). Today the personal have an ATA-

Carnet list as a packing instruction, according to Kälbom et al (2013) it may though be a problem to 

understand what tools and instruments the list applies to, since information about the different tools are 

limited.  

On the tools and instrument boxes, address labels are added. A request is that the Instrument department 

use standard boxes standing on EU-pallets, to ease the transfer at site. Most boxes are transferred with 

pallet wagons at site and the pickup truck usually asks if the boxes are possible to stack on each other 

(Hoff, 2013).  

 

Figure 40 

Site, Return delivery 

Compared to the delivery to SIT, the return is neglected and not controlled in the same amount by the 

business system. If there is no return date added into the service order, the ordinary delivery coordinator 

adds a preliminary return date for the boxes. For example the transport takes about three months to Gaza, 

and the return takes about the same time. This gives the date to write into the business system (Normann 

Härlod, 2013).  

When the tools and instruments have been returned to respective department the leasing contract ends. 

This results in that tools and instruments that are returned from site and get stuck in the customs still cost 

the project money. This is though a signal to the project leader that something did not go as planned 

during the return delivery to SIT (T. Källbom, 2013).  
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SIT, Receiving 

As described in 6.1.1. Planned Maintenance Receiving Centrum, receive the tools and instrument boxes 

and send them further to respective department. Receiving Norrmalm receive tool containers and send 

them further to the Tools department (Lund et al, 2013). 

 

Figure 41 

SIT, Tools/Instrument department  

When the boxes have arrived to tools department the department the tools are controlled and registered 

into the business system. Tools that have been damaged get repaired or exchanged. The Tools department 

receives no information from site that tools have been damaged during use (T. Källbom, 2013).   

The received instruments are registered into the business system and they remove the old calibration tag. 

The instruments are forwarded to the calibration room, where they are calibrated and controlled. The 

approved instruments are marked with a new calibration tag and are forwarded to the nearby storage 

(Almqvist, 2013).  

According to T. Källbom et al (2013) a main problem is that tools and instruments return late or have not 

been returned from site. Because of this it exists much more tools than site workers are able to use. The 

leased tools and instruments need to be returned to the two departments at the set return date (T. Källbom, 

2013). 

The leasing price is one percent per week of what a new tool would cost the department. If the tools do 

not return, the department charges the projects for a new equivalent tool. The value of the respective tool 

is updated when the department buys a new one. (T. Källbom, 2013).  

The Tools department order new tools after forecasts and demands from the Technical advisors. Today 

many of the forecast lack information, example if the customer already have tools, it only says what tools 

is necessary. The department sees a problem that the tools owned by SIT or the customer does not differ 

in color (T. Källbom, 2013).    

According to Almqvist (2013) it is also desirable to receive information regarding what instruments that 

not have been used during the site inspection. This would reduce the time cleaning and storing the 

returned instruments.  

http://sv.bab.la/lexikon/engelsk-svensk/regestering
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6.1.4. Customs 

Following passage bring up the complications that may arise during a delivery/return delivery from 

outside EU. 

ATA Carnet 

An ATA-Carnet is a document that results in that SIT can send tools and instruments without paying 

customs. When the Shipping department creates an ATA-Carnet it is the packing list from the Packing 

department that decides how many ATA-Carnet lists that need to be produced. The application is made 

after the boxes have been packed in the Packing department. For the ATA-Carnet to be created it is 

necessary that at least 10 000 SEK is saved compare paying customs for the delivered tools and 

instruments, since the ATA-Carnet demands some extra administration (R. Johansson et al (2013).  

Creating the ATA-Carnet the Shipping department makes an application at the chamber of commerce. 

The Shipping department uses the pro forma invoice when they create the application. It is possible to 

receive an ATA-Carnet of maximum one year. It needs to be controlled that the ATA-Carnet is accepted 

by the custom that the tools and/or instruments are supposed to be delivered to. Some countries do not 

accept these time amounts set for the different ATA-Carnets. The Delivery coordinators are informed of 

the use of the ATA-Carnet. The delivery coordinators also receive the packing list, which is supposed to 

be put into the site folder (R. Johansson et al (2013).   

The ATA-Carnet is a valuable document on a published paper. The ATA-Carnet needs to be stamped 

before leaving the country that the tools and/or instruments have been inside. The ATA-Carnet also needs 

to be stamped in the first arriving EU-country. The persons registered on the ATA-Carnet can take care of 

the necessary stops and make sure that the paper gets stamped. If it does not get done, the custom can 

order to see the ATA-Carnet and the tools/instruments after they have been returned. The customs from 

the country the tools/instruments were delivered to in the first place may also want to control that all 

items have been returned to the delivering country. When the ATA-Carnet finally arrives at SIT it is 

essential that it end up at the Shipping department. If problems with the customs arise, it is the project that 

covers the cost for the customs (R. Johansson et al (2013).    

Difficulties may arise if some tools/instruments are listed with different languages, since the meaning of 

the word may differ. It may create a mix up, if the translation not results in a word that the sent tools/ 

instruments are supposed to be used as. Sometimes an ATA-Carnet is created for several transports, by 

adding them manually. For example test bottles have seen too expensive to be delivered away as 

consumables. They should instead be sent as temporary export with a pro forma (R. Johansson et al 

(2013). 

The Shipping department manages the limit time period of the ATA-Carnet. To receive minimum 

problems with the customs all boxes delivered should have weight, dimensions and a picture of content 

and ID-batch with a high standard. (R. Johansson et al (2013). 

It is essential that exact the same tools and instruments are returned to SIT if they were delivered on an 

ATA-Carnet. If a tool is missing, SIT may need to pay customs on the returned boxes. Applying for an 

ATA-Carnet a disposition fee is paid, if the tools/instruments on the ATA-Carnet are not returned on time 

the disposition is not refunded to SIT (Jämtner, 2013). 
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Inward processing 

Inward processing is a procedure to be able to return and refine parts outside the European Union. The 

possible refinements are for example repair, recondition and upgrading the parts. Using inward processing 

SIT does not need to pay any customs and the customer pays the cost for the repair of the part. When a 

part is send or returned using inward processing the value of the part shall be given (Jämtner, 2013). 

Using inward processing an application needs to be sent to the customs. At the application the time for the 

inward processing needs to be written. SIT has applied for and received a two years of time for inward 

processing, which means that returned parts may be repaired at SIT or sent to sub suppliers that have been 

registered in the application regarding inward processing, during this period of time. SIT also has the 

possibility to apply for another year of inward processing. If the time for inward processing is exceeded, 

the customer needs to pay customs for the entire value of the part, similar to if inward processing would 

not have been used in the first place (Jämtner, 2013). 

Inward processing demands a certain amount of time for administration from the Shipping department. To 

use inward processing customs pay must therefore exceed 5000 SEK (Jämtner, 2013). 

When the boxes arrive to Sweden they are transferred to SIT, if all documentation as invoice, pro forma 

invoice is correct and agree with the boxes (results in a simplified return).  The boxes pass through 

customs at SIT and the import declaration is sent by post and need to be received at the Swedish customs 

after maximum 11 days (Jämtner, 2013). 

If not all parts are possible to be repaired and need to be scrapped out, SIT need to contact and give the 

Swedish customs a possibility to observe when the parts are scrapped out (applies if inward processing is 

used (R. Johansson et al (2013). 

According to Jämtner (2013) the use of inward processing could be complemented with a bonded 

warehouse. SIT would in this storage be able to store parts until they should be repaired. The time for 

inward processing begins when the parts are taken out from the bonded warehouse and paused when they 

are stored at the warehouse.     
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6.1.5. Suggestions 

Following suggestions were given during interviews at SIT and are below further explained. 

Container 

A site suggestion is to use a container for sending parts and tools to and from site. It would give a 

possibility to send more parts and tools than were ordered. The container would reduce complement 

orders to site. A problem is though how the custom problem should be solved.  

To some countries with a high commercial risk for example Russia, parts should probably only be 

sourced to the country. There is a large advantage with that the customer manages its own custom and the 

problems that arise with sending parts from the country. If SIT fully would cover this, it would create 

some problems Hjelm (2013). 

Earlier (90s) SIT tried a system using a container/box with parts and consumables. It resulted in that the 

customer was able to buy parts directly from site. The advantages were that it minimized the delivery 

time. The disadvantage was that parts and consumables were not able to be stored at SIT when the 

container returned. The disadvantage resulted in the end of the project.  

Individual serial number 

The management of individual serial number needs to improve. When ordering a part from the cold 

storage it is not acceptable to wait a week before the part can enter the workshop from the storage, since it 

was stored without a serial number (Thörner, 2013). 

Running Profile 

A way to know more about the different parts is to use a running profile. The profile contains a number of 

fields that may be filled out easily if SIT is connected with the turbine through the internet and more 

difficult if the site personal need to this manually. The manual work may also imply contacting the local 

weather service about necessary data. The running profile shows the working conditions of the examined 

turbine L. Andersson (2013). When repairing a part it is of great help if the following information is 

known: 

 How many starts/stops the turbine has done 

 Weather data  

 Loads used 

 Hours used 

 Kind of fuel 

 Loads MWh 

According to Ahlgren et al (2014) the running profile should be completed before the inspection, 

preferably when the scope for the inspection is created. To be able to repair a blade this information is 

essential. For other parts the information would make it possible to optimize the lifecycle for the part. It 

would also be interesting to save more information regarding why the part has been scraped out in the 

first place L. Andersson (2013). A request from L. Andersson (2013) is that all parts are individual 

managed. 
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Residual parts 

Residual parts at site are according to Thörner (2013) problematic to return to SIT for storage, and as a 

result they are therefor usually left at the customer site. Equipment and parts that are left at site are 

usually sold to the local Siemens Office located in the country of the customer. Consumables are usually 

sold to the customer, since they are usually too expensive to return.  

If SIT has delivered too many parts to site it is though according to Jämtner (2013) no problem returning 

the parts. An invoice from the country of the owner is what is needed to create the return. 

Milestones 

Milestones are an internal demand from Siemens AG, some are mandatory  some are not. Milestones are 

possible to use in two ways, first it is possible to measure the lead time between two or more points. 

Second it is possible to set a milestone in a process a certain time before a known event, for example one 

month before site start. In this case the milestone would be able to combine with a checklist that should be 

done before the gate is passed (Björkholm, 2014). Since the milestone is linked to the business system it 

is also here possible to register certain events, for example that the return is under way and has entered the 

customs (Johansson, 2014).  

Maps 

From the the chapter 6.1 present situations maps over the prioritized processes at SIT have been created 

and answer following questions (See 1.1.1., 1.1.2. and 1.2.1.). The maps can be seen in Appendix 2. The 

structure of the Maps have been created after consulting Samuelsson (2013), Dziallas (2013), Schwenger 

(2013), Oehms (2013), Lehmann (2013), Moschke (2013) and Holling (2013). The Maps have been 

cleared by Halldin (2014), Björkman (2014) and Normann Härold (2014). 

1.1.1.What activities and sub processes does the return process consist of?  

1.1.2.What main in-objects and out-objects does activities from the return process consist of?  

1.2.1.What sub-process corresponding to SCOR level 3 are the prioritized processes constructed with?  
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6.2. Demands 
Following demands (table 6) are directed at the return process. The demands were given during the 

interviews with SIT personal. In 10.3. Interviews it is possible to see with whom the interviews have been 

done and what responsibility the person has, all other demands directed from the return process at 

adjacent processes and demands that pass through all processes can be seen in appendix 3. This answers 

following questions (See 2.1.1. and 2.1.2.). 

2.1.1.How does a summarized demand picture look? 

2.1.2.What demands belong to the return process? 

  

Number Request or demand Department  

Demand 1 Information that the equipment have not been used on 

site 

Instrument Department 

Demand 2 The Project leaders, Repair delivery coordinators and 

Delivery coordinators want information when the 

returned goods arrived at SIT  

Major Repair and Overhaul/SLP 

Demand 3 Right information is set on item when stored (easy to 

pick goods from storage) 

Major Repair and Overhaul 

Demand 4 An easier way to create a return delivery for unused parts 

from site 

Major Repair and Overhaul/SLP 

Demand 5 Personal at site finish their work by staying at site and 

inventorying the toolbox 

Major Repair and Overhaul 

Demand 6 Important that the boxes are marked with delivery 

number, clear sender, project number, responsible person 

at SIT 

Material planning 

Demand 7 Not return material that are not in good condition Material planning 

Demand 8 No return of parts with low value or seals Material planning 

Demand 9 Same currency at invoice as pro forma  Project forwarding 

Demand 10 Ata Carnet need to be stamped Project forwarding 

Demand 11 Know what need to be sent from site Project forwarding 

Demand 12 Send information to the customer about how to create a 

pro forma invoice (including: references, weights, 

dimensions, and prices). 

Project forwarding/Regional Offices 

Demand 13 Advance shipment notice regarding inward processing Project forwarding 

Demand 14 All returns should have a return number Receiving Laval 

Demand 15 Serial number should be released before arriving at 

Receiving Laval 

Receiving Laval 

Demand 16 A list with serial and article number included in the 

return to Receiving Laval 

Receiving Laval 

Demand 17 Better forecast for the daily work, with a two week notice 

and with a accuracy of two days 

Receiving Laval 

Demand 18 Pre notify six months in advance Receiving Laval 

Demand 19 Take photo on goods and describe goods location Site 

Demand 20 Information regarding necessary repair need, sent directly 

from site to Purchase department 

SLI 

Demand 21 Purchase order need to arrive on time SLP 
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Demand 22 Do not mix different parts in the same box (Do not mix 

scrap with parts for repair) 

SLP 

Demand 23 Running profile correctly filled out  SLP 

Demand 24 Adequate packed boxes SLP 

Demand 25 Correctly marked boxes SLP, Project forwarding 

Demand 26 Want to know how many unnecessary tools have been 

sent to site 

Technical Advisor 

Demand 27 Want to know how many unnecessary instruments have 

been sent to site 

Technical Advisor 

Demand 28 How many parts and consumables have been left at site Technical Advisor 

Demand 29 Would be helped to get all parts updated in the turbine 

specification 

Technical Advisor 

Demand 30 Information regarding what tools the customer have Technical Advisor 

Demand 31 That a return date is set and is followed Tools Department, Instrument 

Department 

Demand 32 That delays regarding the return is reported Tools Department, Instrument 

Department 

Demand 33 Mandatory Milestones shall be implemented Siemens AG 

Demand 34 Investigate use of other milestones Siemens AG 

Demand 35 Box should be labelled with size and weight Site Manager 

Demand 36 List what tools is listed on the ATA-Carnet Site Manager/Site 

Demand 37 Instructions of how to pack boxes  Site Manager/Site 

Demand 38 Box for on condition Site Manager/Site 

Demand 39 Inform contact person about return delivery Storage Ljungström 

Demand 40 Take photo on goods and describe goods location Site 
Table 6 Demand list  
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7. Process Improvement 
The sub chapter 7.1 Improvement from Actions and Milestones constructs actions that will help manage 

the return process based on the demands presented in the chapter 6.2 Demands. In the sub chapter 7.1 

Improvement from Actions and Milestone the demands and the problematic have been discussed for 

known processes steps, it makes it possible to understand when the information needs to be gathered and 

what activities that need to be done before a certain point in time. All actions are numbered with capital 

letters, the demands keep their given number from the chapter 6.2 Demands. Chapter 7.1 Improvement 

from Actions and Milestones also analyse what milestones that are interesting for the return process to 

implement and where in the process they may be positioned.  

The chapter 7. Process Improvement ends with a summarization of all actions and interesting milestones. 

With help of the numbering of the demands and capital letters of the actions it is possible to see how the 

specific demands or actions have been managed. The summarization gives the reader a good explanation 

of the chapter and enough information to continue to next chapter (8. Gap Analysis). 
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7.1. Improvement from Actions and Milestones 
In the previous phase Basic Mapping (See Chapter 6) demands and requests on the return process have 

been presented based on interviews done at SIT.  

The demands and requests are in the following chapter (7.1. Improvement from Actions and Milestones) 

connected with the present processes (See figure 42) to make it simpler to understand how the demands 

will be managed. The connection between the demands and the present process makes it possible to 

understand when information needs to be gathered, what activities that need to be done and before what 

certain point in time the activities need to be done. The timeframe of the following chapter (Chapter 7) 

follow the time lane of the Current Situation (chapter 6), meaning from planning of the delivery to site to 

when the return delivery has been done. 

 

 

Figure 42 

The analysis of the problematic and demands through the processes have results in several actions placed 

on the return process. The chapter thereby answers the following question (See 3.1). 

3.1.What actions are necessary to manage the presented demands on the return process?  

From Siemens AG internal demands for milestones have been presented (See 3.3.3.Corporate Supply 

Chain Policy RETURN Deliver). In the following chapter (7.1. Improvement from Actions and 

Milestones) milestones are also analysed to present their use and to realize if and when they may be 

implemented. Mandatory milestones need to be implemented. The chapter thereby answers the following 

question (See 3.2.). 

3.2.What milestones are necessary to manage the return process?  

Following chapter presents points in time in the return process where the created actions answer to the 

demands directed at the return process. In the end of each sub chapter it is controlled that each demand 

directed at the return process have been managed by the created actions. The actions have been analysed 

together since SIT wants one unified return process.  
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7.1.1.  Before the start of the Return Process 

Before the start of the return process certain demands need to be defined for the processes before the 

return process. These demands realize what input is necessary to start up and begin the return process. A 

demand from the return process on the previous process is that the data for parts that shall be returned to 

SIT have been compiled. The data should contain information regarding what parts that are used in the 

customer turbine, their serial and article number and if the parts have been repaired. At the moment it is 

the project leader that start to compile the data for the upcoming inspection. Later in the process also the 

Technical advisors are involved and it is decided what parts that should be returned from site to SIT 

(Hjelm, 2013). According to C. Andersson (2014) the Repair delivery coordinators need to receive the 

information for what parts need to be returned earlier than today, to be able to create the return labels in 

time for the kick off. According to Funqvist (2013) it is not always easy to decide what parts are supposed 

to be returned from site to SIT, since it has not always been decided in the first place. According to 

Funqvist (2013) it should also be decided if parts can be scrapped out at site or if the parts shall be 

scrapped out at SIT. It is therefore important from the beginning to know what parts that shall be returned 

from site to SIT. 

The compilation of the overall scope for the inspection at site has its beginning with that the project leader 

is given a site project (Hjelm, 2013). The project leader also involves the Technical Advisor that more 

precisely decides what parts that need to be returned. This shall be decided 3-6 weeks before the kick off 

according to C. Andersson (2014). When it is decided what parts that should be returned the Repair 

delivery coordinators can control that the data for these parts are correct. For example custom codes, 

incoterms, weight, size, etcetera and a return order can thereafter be created. After a return order and its 

return numbers have been created, the return process can take its beginning (Halldin, 2013).      

For SIT to be able to repair some of the parts or optimize its life length a running profile needs to be 

created (O. Andersson, 2013). In these cases necessary information are gathered and supposed to follow 

the part in the following processes. If the part shall be returned for a development purpose, it should be 

decided what information that shall follow the part, to receive a maximum output (O. Andersson, 2013). 

According to Håkansson (2013) and Thörner (2013) it is important that the part is stored with enough 

information, if so, it would be easier to take the part out of the storage and use it directly. According to 

Ahlgren et al (2014) the running profile should be completed before the inspection, preferably when the 

scope for the inspection is created. It is also important that right information follow the part through the 

process. To have a good possibility to gather the right information it should be decided what information 

that is important and that needs to be stored before site start.   
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RD*– RETURN DELIVER request- project start (mandatory) 

Reaching the first milestone RD* the return process has according to Corporate Supply Chain Policy 

RETURN (2013) been started. For returns in connection to customer service the milestone RD* is 

reached when an agreement of the return has been set (Corporate Supply Chain Policy RETURN, 2013). 

For service contracts an agreement for the return delivery has been done in an early state. Writing a 

service contract return deliveries will occur during the contract period, though the time for the specific 

return deliveries are not specified. According to Östberg et al (2014) the time for the return delivery has 

been specified when the return delivery number has been created in the business system. The milestone 

RD* is therefore reached for parts for repair when the return delivery number has been created, and may 

be implemented in the future. 

Tools and instruments on the other hand do not have a clear start on the return process, since the return 

delivery numbers have not been created until the return has been received at SIT. The departments though 

create a return delivery order before the goods are delivered from SIT. This makes it difficult to decide a 

specific time for when the return process should have begun. According to Ahlgren et al (2014) the Tools 

and Instruments department need to continue working with their processes to be able to implement RD*.   

RD090 – RETURN DELIVER order entry, pre-clarified and registered (mandatory) 

According to the Corporate Supply Chain Policy RETURN (2013) it is possible for the organization to 

reach the milestone RD090 by classify all technical, commercially, legally, for customs, logistically, 

etcetera. According to Ahlgren et al (2014) the milestone for the return is reached when the cost is 

estimated and accepted by the customer. For the return process it could be outlined as when SIT receives 

the purchase order, alternatively when SIT obtain an agreement with the customer. According to Ahlgren 

et al (2014) RD090 is well explained by the received purchase order and may therefore be implemented in 

the future. 

Recommended Actions 

A) Decide what parts that are supposed to be returned 

B) Gather operating data (for running profile) 

 RD* 

 RD090 
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Action A, B and the milestones RD* and RD090 manage following demands in table 7 directed at the 

return process.  

Managed demands 

Number Request or demand Managed 

action 

Department  

Demand 23 Running profile correctly filled out  Repair delivery Coordinators B) Repair Delivery Coordinator 

Demand 3 Right information is set on item when stored 

(easy to pick goods from storage) 

A), B) Major Repair and Overhaul 

Demand 7 Not return material that are not in good 

condition to Storage Ljungström 

A) Material planning 

Demand 8 No return of parts with low value or seals A) Material planning 

Demand 11 Know what need to be sent from site A) Project forwarding/site/SLP 

Demand 33 Mandatory Milestones shall be implemented RD*, 

RD090 

Siemens AG 

Demand 21 Purchase order need to arrive on time RD*, 

RD090 

SLP 

Table 7 Demands managed by actions 

 

 

7.1.2. Kick off 

According to Vikberg (2013) and Björkholm (2013) the kick off takes place about one week to one month 

before site start. At the kick off the involved personal for the upcoming site inspection are gathered. A 

checklist may be followed so all necessary activities that should have been done until the kick off are 

completed. 

At site the personal do not always have access to a printer and waterproof paper. A request from Hoff 

(2013) is therefore that the return labels should be printed before the personal leave for site, preferably to 

the kick off.  

According to Mildh et al (2014) Receiving Laval wants to receive a pre notice of the return delivery to 

SIT. The department wants to be informed 6 months before the goods are returned to Receiving Laval. 

The demand applies to large returns (10 pallets), since the receiving area is small and may need to be 

enlarged. Receiving Laval should therefore be informed during the kick off, regarding large returns. 

According to Vikberg (2014) the maintenance takes about 3-4 weeks per turbine (three turbines equals a 

large return delivery. For three turbines the maintenance takes about 2-3 months and the return to SIT 

takes from one day to three months (Vikberg, 2014). It results in that the point in time lies 3-7 months 

before the return is made. The kick off is therefore a suitable time to pre notify Receiving Laval, since 

they want information 6 months before a large return.  
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Recommended Actions 

C) Print return labels to the kick off 

D) Pre notify Receiving Laval (large returns) 

Action C and D manage following demands in table 8 directed at the return process.  

Managed demands 

Number Request or demand Managed 

action 

Department  

Demand 6 Important that the boxes are marked with delivery number, 

clear sender, project number, responsible person at SIT 

C) Material 

planning 

Demand 14 All returns should have a return number C) Receiving Laval 

Demand 25 Correctly marked boxes C) SLP, Project 

forwarding 

Demand 18 Pre notify six months in advance D) Receiving Laval 

Table 8 Demands managed by actions 

7.1.3. Packing 

A request from Hoff (2013) is that the boxes delivered from SIT (from the Packing department) shall be 

pre labelled with its size and weight, since the personal at site not always has the possibility to weigh the 

goods. When returning goods from site the transporter wants to have information about its size and 

weight for the return delivery. It is used to be able to choose a suitable vehicle. The requested action gets 

possible, since the personal at site uses the same boxes for the return delivery as were used for the 

delivery to site. According to D. Andersson (2014) the boxes are weighed and measured at the Packing 

department before the delivery from SIT, the fulfilment of the request is therefore suitable to be 

implemented here.  

According to Funqvist (2013) it would be good to include a box proper to pack parts for on condition in. 

It is according to Hoff (2013) better to send an extra box than need to locate an extra box at site where the 

conditions may differ.  

According to Funqvist (2013) personal at site demands better instructions for how to be able to pack the 

goods correctly, when using an ATA-Carnet. Since the ATA-Carnet is outlined after how the boxes have 

been packed at the Tools, Instrument and Packing department it is important that clear packing 

instructions are given to be able to repack the boxes in the same way. It would therefore be suitable if the 

Tools department included packing instructions describing all levels in the box (tool boxes may have 

multiple levels). According to Jämtner (2013) it is of highest importance that the boxes are packed the 

same way when using an ATA-Carnet. Even tools that have broken need to be returned to SIT, packed in 

the same box as it was delivered. The request applies to the goods sent outside of the European Union.  
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Recommended Actions 

E) Label boxes with size and weight (when goods have been packed at SIT) 

F) Box for on-condition return 

G) List over used tools and instruments in ATA-Carnet 

Action E, F and G manage following demands in table 9 directed at the return process.  

Managed demands 

Number Request or demand Managed 

action 

Department  

Demand 35 Box should be labelled with size and weight E) Site Manager 

Demand 36 List what tools is listed on the ATA-Carnet G) Site Manager/Site 

Demand 37 Instructions of how to pack boxes  G) Site Manager/Site 

Demand 38 Box for on condition F) Site Manager/Site 

Table 9 Demands managed by actions 

 

7.1.4. Site Start 

RD070 – Returned goods pre-clarified and received by the FSE on-site 

According to the Corporate Supply Chain Policy RETURN (2013) the milestone RD070 is reached when 

the personal at site receives the returned goods and the goods have been pre classified. According to 

Östberg et al (2014) it occurs in connection to that the site personal begins with the maintenance at site 

(Site start). According to Östberg et al (2014) the milestone is not interesting to use, therefor it will not be 

further analyzed.  

Recommended Actions 

Following milestone is not interesting to use 

 RD070 

Milestone RD070 manage following demands in table 10 directed at the return process.  

Managed Demands 

Number Request or demand Managed 

action 

Department  

Demand 34 Investigate use of other milestones RD070 Siemens AG 
Table 10 Demand managed by action  
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7.1.5. Site inspection 

According to Vilaplana (2014) it is important for the customer and the regional offices to receive ground 

material for how the pro forma should be filled out in good time before it is supposed to be returned to 

SIT. According to Jämtner it is a large problem that the customer is returning goods to SIT with a pro 

forma that lacks information.  

According to Edström and Wallin (2013) the Purchase department requests to receive information directly 

when it is discovered at site that parts need to be repaired. The site inspection is a suitable point in time to 

inform the Purchase department, since the personal at site during the inspection learns what parts need to 

undergo repair or an extra inspection.  

According to L. Källbom et al (2013) Receiving Laval requests a list of all parts that have been returned. 

The list includes the parts serial and article number for the returned parts. The list should be given to the 

department before the goods arrive at SIT. It becomes possible for some of the returns.  

Recommended Actions 

H) Send information to the customer about how to create a pro forma invoice (including: references, 

weights, dimensions, and prices) 

I) Inform Purchase department about part that needs repair 

J) Copy the list with the serial and article numbers and send with the return delivery 

Action H, I and J manage following demands in table 11 directed at the return process.  

Managed Demands 

Number Request or demand Managed 

action 

Department  

Demand 9 Same currency at invoice as pro forma H) Project forwarding 

Demand 12 Send information to the customer about how to 

create a pro forma invoice (including: 

references, weights, dimensions, and prices). 

H) Project forwarding/Regional 

Offices 

Demand 16 A list with serial and article number included 

in the return to Receiving Laval 

J) Receiving Laval 

Demand 20 Information regarding necessary repair need, 

sent directly from site to Purchase department 

I) SLI 

Table 11 Demands managed by actions 
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7.1.6. Site Packing 

According to L. Källbom (2013) it is important that the returned goods are labelled with “GM-Laval” 

when the return arrives at Receiving Centrum. Without the label it is difficult knowing where the goods 

shall be forwarded at SIT.  

It is also important that the returned goods has a return delivery number, otherwise the goods might get 

stuck in the process. The delivery number is used for receiving the goods in the business system. The 

demand that the goods shall be labelled with a return delivery number is the most important demand from 

Receiving Laval (L. Källbom, 2013).  

According to Lund et al (2013) Storage Ljungström demands that the goods shall be labelled with a 

delivery number, clear name, project number and who is responsible for the goods at SIT. Parts that are 

returned to Storage Ljungström are parts that not needed to be used at site and reclamations and therefor 

are returned to SIT. 

It is important that the person that ends up being the responsible for the returned goods (the contact 

person) has good knowledge regarding the return delivery, knowing what has been done, what kind of 

goods that have been returned and be informed regarding the necessary actions that applies to the goods. 

This person should have distinct knowledge about the return delivery (Lund et al, 2013). 

According to Lund et al (2013) and L. Källbom (2013) Receiving Laval and Storage Ljungström 

sometimes receives goods that were not supposed to be returned or goods that no one knows what to do 

with. It is therefore important that the personal have knowledge why the goods have been returned to SIT. 

With the knowledge why the goods have been returned, it is easy for the Shipping department to decide if 

the goods need inward processing or not. Some actions require that information is gathered from the 

customer or from site, and is easiest to obtain when the personal are placed at site. 

According to Mildh et al (2014) the Receiving Laval would like to have a pre notification 2 weeks before 

the return delivery arrives. Depending on returning country, it may be appropriate to notify the 

department in connection to that the transport is ordered by the Shipping department.  

According to Mildh et al (2014) it is important for Receiving Laval that different parts are not packed in 

the same box. The department also requests that the parts are released from the system before they arrive 

at Receiving Laval, to be able to speed up the process. It is also requested from the project leaders from 

Major Repair Overhaul and Steam turbine that the process at Receiving Laval becomes faster. 

According to Vilaplana (2014) it is important that the personal at site complete their work assignments at 

site and control that the boxes are in full and good condition, when the goods have been packed. 

According to Funqvist (2013) the personal at site would be helped by better instructions of how the goods 

shall be packed.  
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RD300 – Provision for dispatch at return sender 

According to the Corporate Supply Chain Policy RETURN (2013) the milestone RD300 is reached when 

the returned goods have been packed and ready for dispatch at the customer site. According to Ahlgren et 

al (2014) the point in time agrees well with the return process at SIT. RD300 applies to parts, tools and 

instruments. If an on condition return is created it may occur at different point in time for parts, tools and 

instruments. According to Östberg et al (2014) the point in time is not measured today and to implement 

it needs to manually be added into the business system.  

Recommended Actions 

K) Boxes containing new parts should be labelled with delivery number, clear sender, project 

number and who is responsible for the return 

L) Boxes containing parts returned for repair shall be labelled with "GM-Laval" and a return 

delivery number for every type of part  

M) Have knowledge why goods are returned 

N) Inform the Shipping department regarding inward processing 

O) Inform Receiving Laval regarding when and how much goods that have been returned 

P) Control that different parts not are packed together 

Q) Inform the department for Digital Structure to release serial and article numbers 

R) Inform contact person regarding the return delivery 

S) Field service technician is the one responsible to make sure that the boxes that have been issue to 

the customer are full and in good condition 

T) Clear packing instructions 

 RD300 
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Action K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, R, S, T and the milestones RD300 manage following demands in table 12 

directed at the return process.  

Managed Demands 

Number Request or demand Managed 

action 

Department  

Demand 4 An easier way to create a return delivery for 

unused parts from site 

K) Major Repair and 

Overhaul/SLP 

Demand 5 Personal at site finish their work by staying at 

site and inventorying the toolbox 

S), T) Major Repair and Overhaul 

Demand 6 Important that the boxes are marked with 

delivery number, clear sender, project number, 

responsible person at SIT 

K), L) Material planning 

Demand 7 Not return material that are not in good 

condition 

M) Material planning 

Demand 8 No return of parts with low value or seals M) Material planning 

Demand 11 Know what need to be sent from site M) Project forwarding 

Demand 13 Advance shipment notice regarding inward 

processing 

N) Project forwarding 

Demand 14 All returns should have a return number K), L) Receiving Laval 

Demand 15 Serial number should be released before 

arriving at Receiving Laval 

Q) Receiving Laval 

Demand 17 Better forecast for the daily work, with a two 

week notice and with a accuracy of two days 

O) Receiving Laval 

Demand 22 Do not mix different parts in the same box (Do 

not mix scrap with parts for repair) 

P) SLP 

Demand 24 Adequate packed boxes P), S), T) SLP 

Demand 25 Correctly marked boxes K), L) SLP, Project forwarding 

Demand 34 Investigate use of other milestones RD300 Siemens AG 

Demand 39 Inform contact person about return delivery R) Storage Ljungström 

Demand 36 List what tools is listed on the ATA-Carnet T) Site Manager/Site 

Demand 37 Instructions of how to pack boxes  T) Site Manager/Site 

Table 12 Demands managed by actions 
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7.1.7. End of Site Inspection 

According to Lindfors (2013) the Technical Advisors would like to be informed of how many 

unnecessary parts, tools and instruments that have been sent out to site. It is therefore appropriate that it is 

summed up at the end of the maintenance at site. 

According to Östberg et al (2014) it may be of interest to sum up how parts will are left at site and how 

they are stored at the customer. For the parts to be able to be used in future maintenance.  

According to Almqvist (2013) the Instrument department requests to receive information about 

instruments and equipment that have not been used at site. It would reduce the workload when storing the 

instruments and the equipment at the Instrument department.  

According to Funqvist (2013), Vilaplana (2013) and Östberg et al (2014) the personal at site should take 

photos of the goods for the return delivery and describe where the goods are placed at site. A description 

of the placement should also be produced to help the personal at SIT and the third party logistic 

transporter to locate the goods at site.  

Recommended Actions 

U) Summarize unnecessary parts, tools, instruments at site 

V) Summarize what parts and how they are stored at customer site 

W) Summarize what tools and instruments that not have been used 

X) Take a photo and describe where the goods are placed at site 

Action U, V, W, X manage following demands in table 13 directed at the return process.  

Managed Demands 

Number Request or demand Managed 

action 

Department  

Demand 1 Information that the equipment have not been 

used on site 

W) Instrument Department 

Demand 5 Personal at site finish their work by staying at 

site and inventorying the toolbox 

U), X) Major Repair and Overhaul 

Demand 26 Want to know how many unnecessary tools 

have been sent to site 

U) Technical Advisor 

Demand 27 Want to know how many unnecessary 

instruments have been sent to site 

U) Technical Advisor 

Demand 28 How many parts and consumables have been 

left at site 

V) Technical Advisor 

Demand 29 Would be helped to get all parts updated in the 

turbine specification 

U) Technical Advisor 

Demand 30 Information regarding what tools the customer 

have 

U) Technical Advisor 

Demand 19 Take photo on goods and describe goods 

location 

X) Site 

Table 13 Demands managed by actions 
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7.1.8. Transport and Customs 

RD310 – Ex-ramp  

According to the Corporate Supply Chain Policy RETURN (2013) the point in time when the goods are 

picked up at site to begin the first transfer. According to Östberg et al (2014) it is the shipping agent that 

picks up the goods at site and the information connected to the transfer should be able to get from the 

agent, if it is SIT that has booked the return delivery. If it is the regional offices or the customer that that 

manage the return it might be more difficult to receive the information.  

RD311 – RD335 and RD 360 – RD 390 

The Corporate Supply Chain Policy RETURN (2013) recommends using a number of milestones that can 

measure the transport. According to Östberg et al (2014) the milestone is tough not interesting for the 

return delivery.  

RD 340 and L350  

Corporate Supply Chain Policy RETURN (2013) recommend to implement two milestones one for start 

of import custom clearance (RD340) and for end of custom clearance (L350). According to Österberg 

(2014) it is not interesting to measure any of the two milestones for the return process. 

Recommended Actions 

 RD310 

Milestones RD310 manage following demands in table 14 directed at the return process.  

Managed demands 

Number Request or demand Recommended 

action 

Department  

Demand 17 Better forecast for the daily work, with a two 

week notice and with a accuracy of two days 

RD310 Receiving Laval 

Demand 34 Investigate use of other milestones RD310 Siemens AG 

Demand 31 That a return date is set and is followed RD310 Tools Department, Instrument 

Department 

Demand 32 That delays regarding the return is reported RD310 Tools Department, Instrument 

Department 
Table 14 Demands managed by actions 
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7.1.9. Receiving  

According to C. Andersson (2013) the Repair delivery coordinators request to receive information 

regarding goods that have been returned to SIT. According to Thörner (2013) the project leaders want to 

receive information when goods have been received at SIT and at the Tools department and Instrument 

department. The information would help the project leaders to know if the project can be ended. Vilaplana 

(2014) wants to have a paper as a proof (not e-mail from SIT) to show the customer that the return has 

been done. The paper will help the project leaders to state to the customer the total time of the leased 

tools.  

RD 400 – Returned goods at point of destination 

According to the Corporate Supply Chain Policy RETURN (2013) the milestone RD400 is reached when 

the shipment have arrived at the agreed return address. According to Östberg et al (2014) it is the point in 

time when the goods have been returned to Receiving Laval and the consignment note has been signed. 

Today the consignment notes are managed manually. It demands that the information also is recorded 

manually into the business system, if the point in time shall be measured. 

RD 600 –  Transfer to follow-up process 

According to the Corporate Supply Chain Policy RETURN (2013) the milestone RD600 is reached when 

it is time to hand over the return delivery to follow-up processes. According to Östberg et al (2014) the 

point in time is represented by when Receiving Laval records the serial number into the business system. 

Afterwards the goods are assigned a place in the inventory.  

Tools and instruments are also registered into the business system and are thereby represented by RD 600.  

Recommended Actions 

Y) Inform Project leader and the Repair delivery coordinator regarding the return delivery number 

for the returned goods (Receiving Laval) 

Z) Inform the Project leader and the Delivery coordinator that tools and instruments have been 

returned (the Tools and Instrument department) 

 RD400 

 RD600 

Action Y, Z and the milestones RD400 and RD600 manage following demands in table 15 directed at the 

return process.  

Managed demands 

Number Request or demand Managed 

action 

Department  

Demand 2 The Project leaders, Repair delivery 

coordinators and Delivery coordinators want 

information when the returned goods arrived at 

SIT  

Y), Z), 

RD400 

Major Repair and 

Overhaul/SLP 

Demand 33 Mandatory Milestones shall be implemented RD400, 

RD600 

Siemens AG 

Table 15 Demands managed by actions 
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7.2. Summarize of process improvement 
The processes can be summarized into following picture (figure 43) where both milestones and main 

events in the processes are presented in the following timeframe.  

 

Figure 43 

 

Following table 16 summarize the picture over what actions belong to which of the three prioritized 

process (further explained in 4.1 The Prioritized Processes). It is notable that the different actions apply 

usually more than one of the processes at a time.  

  Recommended Actions Planned 

Maintenance 

Unplanned 

Maintenance 

Tools and 

instrument 

Managed 

Demands 

A Decide what parts that are supposed to be 

returned (before kickoff) 
X 

  

3, 7, 8, 
11 

B Gather operating data (for running profile) 

(before kickoff) 
X X X 

3, 23 

C Print return labels to the kick off X 
  

6, 14, 25,  

D Pre notify Receiving Laval (large deliveries) X 
  

18 

E Label boxes with size and weight (when 

goods have been packed at SIT) 
X X X 

35 

F Box for on-condition return 
 

X 
 

38 

G List over used tools and instruments in ATA-

Carnet   
X 

36, 37 

H Send information to the customer about how 

to create a pro forma invoice (including: 

references, weights, dimensions, and prices). 

X X 
 

9, 12 

I Inform Purchase department about parts that 

need repair 
X X 

 

20 

J Copy the list with the serial and article 

numbers and send with the return delivery 
X X 

 

16 

K Boxes containing new parts should be 

labeled with delivery number, clear sender,  
X 

 

4, 6, 14, 
25 
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project number and who is responsible for 

the return 

L Boxes containing parts returned for repair 

shall be labeled with "GM-Laval" and a 

return delivery number for every type of part  

X X 
 

6, 14, 25 

M Have knowledge why goods are returned X X X 7, 8, 11 

N Inform the Shipping department regarding 

inward processing 
X X 

 

13 

O Inform Receiving Laval regarding when and 

how much goods that have been returned 

(when goods have been packed at site) 

X X 
 

17 

Q Inform the department for Digital Structure 

to release serial and article numbers 
X X 

 

15 

R Inform contact person regarding return 

delivery 
X X X 

39 

S Field service technician is the one 

responsible to make sure that the boxes that 

have been issue to the customer are in full 

and good condition 

X X X 

5, 24 

T Clear packing instructions 
X X X 

5, 24, 36, 
37 

U Summarize unnecessary tools, instruments 

and parts X X X 
1, 5, 26, 
27, 29, 

30 

V Summarize what parts and how they are 

stored at customer site 
X X X 

28 

X Take a photo and describe where the goods 

are placed at site 
X X X 

5, 19 

Y Inform Project leader and the Repair delivery 

coordinator regarding the return delivery 

number for the returned goods  

X X 
 

2 

Z Inform the Project leader and the Delivery 

coordinator that tools and instruments have 

been returned  
  

X 

2 

Table 16 
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8. Gap Analysis  
In the following chapter 8 Gap Analysis the capability Gap are analysed for all actions separately. The 

Gaps are analysed for how large the effect each action have on the return process. The Gap determines the 

difference between the present process and the process with implemented actions. The Gaps are also 

analysed for how difficult the different actions are to implement, namely how difficult is it to go from the 

present process to a process with the actions implemented. All Gaps have also been given a score between 

one and five with the help from seminars done with Siemens personal.  

The chapter 8. Gap Analysis ends with a summarization of the effect and implementation Gap. The 

summarization presents how large effect and implementation score the action received during the 

seminars. The summarization gives the reader a good explanation of the chapter and enough information 

to go further to next chapter 9. Discussion of suggestions. 
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8.1. Gap Analysis for actions 
In the following chapters (8.1.1.Gap Analysis, effect and 8.1.2. Gap Analysis, Implementation) the effect 

and the implementation Gaps are analysed for the actions presented in Process Improvement (See Chapter 

7. Process Improvement). To be able to decide how large the effect will be and how easy each action will 

be to implement the authors held two Seminars with personal both with strategic and operative position 

with high knowledge about the return process. Personal for the meetings represented the following 

departments seen in table 17. The personal from the two seminars are referred to as Ahlgren et al (2014) 

(Seminar 1) and Östberg et al (2014) (Seminar 2) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The personal that participated during the seminars have also been interviewed in the phase Basic Mapping 

(Chapter 6). The authors had the ambition to bring up the same problematic during the seminars as the 

personal have presented during the interviews done in the phase Basic Mapping. At the seminars the 

actions were given values from one to five. A score of five means that the action is easy to implement or 

has a large effect, opposite a score of one is difficult to implement or has low effect. The score given by 

the personal during the seminars are therefor based on the earlier experiences from Basic Mapping and is 

presented after that each action have been analyzed.  

 

8.1.1. Gap Analysis, effect 

The following subchapter (chapter 8.1.1. Gap Analysis, effect), analyse the effect for the selected actions 

from 7. Process Improvement and thereby answering the following question (4.1.1 ).  

4.1.1 What are the actions Capability Effect Gap? 

The chapter follow the same order as the previous chapter (See Chapter 7. Process Improvement), starting 

with the preparations before the site inspection and ending when the return has been completed.  

  

Seminar 1 (Ahlgren et al, 2014) Seminar 2 (Östberg et al, 2014) 

Delivery Coordinator Delivery Coordinator 

Manager for Receiving Laval Manager for Receiving Laval 

Business developer Business developer 

Manager for Logistics Management Manager for Logistics Management 

Supervisor Supervisor 

Site manager  

Table 17 Departments present at Seminar 1 and 2  
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Before the start of the Return Process 

B) Gather operating data (for running profile) 

To be able to decide if some parts should be inspected at SIT or be scraped out a running profile needs to 

be created. The profile gives an indication on how much the turbine has been used and how large the 

upcoming maintenance will be. The effect results in that SIT knows what should be done with the part 

and it gives a smaller risk that the part will get stuck in the following processes. Complemented data can 

be sampled at site. An implementation of the action is therefor given a high score. 

Score: 5 (Ahlgren et al, 2014) 

 

A) Decide what parts that are supposed to be returned 

If it in advance is decided what parts that needs to be returned, the personal can work more independent 

without a need to contact SIT. It would also get easier to delegate the work to the personal at site, since it 

is known what parts are supposed to be returned (Funqvist, 2013). An implementation of the action is 

therefor given a high score. 

Score: 5 (Östberg et al, 2014) 

 

 Kick off 

A general effect given when performing the kick off is the possibility to ventilate the opinions of the 

involved personal and to give a possibility for the personal to be prepared for the site inspection. The kick 

off is also a good opportunity to exchange experiences between site and SIT personal. 

C) Print return labels to the kick off  

According to Andersson (2014) and Hoff (2014) the return labels are in most cases printed till the kick 

off, though the problem is large enough when it is not done. If the return labels are printed out before site 

start, the personal at site do not need to find a printer and a laminator to create the labels (Hoff, 2014). At 

SIT the labels can also be printed on waterproof paper till the kick off, the risk that the goods are missing 

labels when all are returned to SIT is reduced. To predict what parts that need to be exchanged under an 

on condition are almost impossible, this leads to that the return labels for on condition cases need to be 

printed at a later stage or change appearance.  

For steam gas turbines the kick off results more in a check of what needs to be returned than what shall be 

returned, since the returns mostly consists of on condition cases. The personal usually do not know in 

forehand what parts need to be returned (Swartz, 2013).  
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The suggestion results in that the return labels shall always be created, as a result the process gets more 

standardized and defaults in the process are reduced when discussing missing labels. If the returned goods 

are missing labels it results in a time consuming extra work to find the necessary documentation for the 

return delivery. An implementation of the action is therefor given a high score (Ahlgren et al (2014).  

Score: 4 (Ahlgren et al, 2014) 

 

D) Pre notify Receiving Laval (large returns) 

The effect that is given is a possibility for Receiving Laval to expand its receiving surface before a large 

return delivery are supposed to be received. The action is important, since the receiving area is relatively 

small. An implementation of the action is though relatively early in the process and therefor receives a 

lower score (Mildh et al, 2014). 

Score: 3 (Ahlgren et al, 2014) 

 

Packing at SIT 

E) Label boxes with size and weight 

The effect that is given is time saved at site. The personal at site do not need to weigh the goods, since 

similar parts are packed in the same boxes as they were delivered in. The action is also supposed to make 

it easier for the site manager to order transport for the return delivery to SIT. In some cases the goods 

anyway need to be weighed, because of specific custom documentation. The action is though not 

necessary for the process to work and therefor given a lower score (Östberg et al, 2013). 

Score: 3 (Ahlgren et al, 2014) 

 

F) Box for on condition return 

The action saves time at site, since the personal no longer need to locate boxes for the parts for on 

condition that need to be returned and the box consists of a good material. Damages because of the 

transport are thereby reduced. The action is though not necessary for the process to work and therefor 

given a lower score. 

Score: 3 (Ahlgren et al, 2014) 
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G) A list used for packing tools and instruments after the ATA-Carnet 

According to Jämtner (2013) and Ahlgren et al (2014) it is very important that the tools and instrument 

boxes are packed after the included ATA-Carnet. If not all tools are packed in the return delivery the 

boxes may get stuck in the customs. An implementation of the action is therefor given a high score. 

Score: 5 (Ahlgren et al, 2014) 

 

Site inspection 

H) Send information to the customer about how to create a pro forma invoice (including: references, 

weights, dimensions, and prices). 

According to Vilaplana (2014) a ground material for how the pro forma should be created, would be of 

great help for the customer. According to Jämtner (2014) the pro forma is of great importance, if it is not 

written correctly it results in problem sending goods through the customs. According to Jämtner (2014) 

the pro forma is also used when applying for inward processing, it is therefore important that it contains a 

correct description of the goods. If serial numbers does not match with the parts that return, SIT need to 

pay customs for the parts. Therefore is the action very important and given a high score. 

Score: 5 (Östberg et al, 2014) 

 

I) Inform the Purchase department about part that needs repair 

If the Purchase department has the possibility to inform the sub supplier about upcoming repairs, it will 

be possible for them to better plan their production. According to Edström and Wallin (2013) delays are 

though seldom created by the sub supplier. A delivery delay to the customer more often occurs because of 

internal delays at SIT. According to Ahlgren et al (2014) it today already exists weekly meetings, where 

information regarding what repair that shall be done is forwarded to the Purchase department.  

According to Gustafsson (2013) it is decided if a burner will be repaired after the inspection at SIT, 

according to Edström and Wallin (2013) vanes are inspected at the sub supplier. When the part has been 

inspected at site it may be only be possible to tell that the part needs further inspection after it has been 

returned, it gives tough an indication that a repair may be necessary. The action is though not necessary 

for the process to work and therefor given a low score. 

Score: 2 (Ahlgren et al, 2014) 
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J) Copy the list with the serial and article numbers and send with the return delivery 

If Receiving Laval receives lists over the returned delivery that includes serial and article numbers for the 

returned parts it would help the department and reduce the time controlling the parts serial and article 

number significantly. An implementation of the action is therefor given a high score (Ahlgren et al, 

2014). 

Score: 4 (Ahlgren et al, 2014) 

 

Site Packing 

K) Boxes containing new parts should be labelled with delivery number, clear sender, project number and 

who is responsible for the return 

An effect when the goods not are labelled correctly is according to Karlsson (2013 and 2014) that the 

department Storage Ljungström must use many hours to find out from where the return deliveries of the 

new parts have been sent. Karlsson (2014) continues that goods may get stuck for months at a time, 

without a possibility to store the goods. If no information is found regarding the goods and still no one 

claims the return, the goods may be thrown away.  

An increase of number of returns with new parts will make the effect of the demand to label the goods 

correctly, even larger and the highest score is therefor given.  

Score: 5 (Ahlgren et al, 2014) 

 

L) Boxes containing parts returned for repair shall be labelled with "GM-Laval" and a return delivery 

number for every type of part  

According to Mildh et al (2014) Receiving Laval put a lot of time identifying and sort up the arriving 

goods. If all the boxes would be labelled with a return delivery number a lot of time would be saved in the 

process. An implementation of the action is therefor given a high score 

Score: 5 (Ahlgren et al, 2014) 
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M) Have knowledge why goods are returned 

The action makes it easier for the site personal to pack the correct parts in the right box with the right 

label if it is early stated why the parts are returned. If the follow up process is known it gives a reason for 

why the personal at site should pack the parts for repair more carefully. The personal would also be able 

to save time by pack all returned scrap in the same box.  

According to SCOR 11 (Supply Chain Council, 2012) a message should be sent with information about 

how the parts should be managed when they arrive at SIT, if they are supposed to be stored, repaired or 

scrapped out. Since SIT wants to follow the SCOR-model it is therefore important that they have 

knowledge about why the parts have been returned to SIT. 

According to Jacobson and Franzen (2013) the receiving surface at Receiving Laval is limited and 

therefor the returned goods need to be transferred fast to storage or to the next process. Sometimes the 

goods get stuck in the receiving area when no one is able to decide what to do with the goods.  

If it were decided from the beginning, why the goods need to return to SIT both Storage Ljungström and 

Receiving Laval would be able to speed up their processes. An implementation of the action is therefor 

given a high score 

Score: 4 (Ahlgren et al, 2014) 

N) Inform the Shipping department regarding inward processing 

According to Jämtner (2013) it occurs that goods get stuck in customs, since it is not known how the 

goods should be retuned into the country. If the Shipping department would receive a pre notification 

regarding that the returning goods need inward processing it would reduce the risk that the goods get 

stuck in the customs. It simplifies the work for the Shipping department and reduces the cost for storing 

goods at the customs (because of custom difficulties). According to the Swedish Customs (2013) it is 

possible to apply for inward processing in advance. It would result in that the workload for the department 

will be evened out and the action is therefor given a high score.  

Score: 4 (Jämtner, 2014) 
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O) Inform Receiving Laval regarding when and how much goods that have been returned 

According to Mildh et al (2014) and L. Källbom (2013) it would be appreciated if the department would 

receive information a week before the goods arrives at SIT. It would give a possibility for the department 

to better schedule their workload. The personal would also have enough time to make room for the return 

delivery in the receiving area. A pre notification of goods is recommended by SCOR 11 (Supply Chain 

Council, 2012), by implementing it SIT would increase their usage of SCOR in their process work. An 

implementation of the action therefor gives a high score. 

Score: 4 (Ahlgren et al, 2014) 

 

P) Control that different parts not are packed together 

If different parts are packed separated it would reduce the need for Receiving Laval to repack the goods. 

According to Ahlgren et al (2014) it exist no problem packing different parts together as long as the boxes 

are labelled with all the labels for all the parts that have been added to the box. An implementation of the 

action therefor gives a very low score. 

Score: 1 (Ahlgren et al, 2014) 

 

Q) Inform the department for Digital Structure to release serial and article numbers 

According to Mildh et al (2014) it should take up to 24 hours before the serial numbers are supposed to be 

released and possible to register into the business system. But in reality it may take up to a week for the 

department to release the numbers. This results in that the process at Receiving Laval is stopped up, and 

goods get standing. If the serial number is announced to the department for Digital Structure the 

expectation from Receiving Laval is that they will have enough time to release the serial number before 

the goods arrive, which results in a faster process. 

It is an important demand from Project leaders at Major Repair and at Steam Gas Turbine that the process 

at Receiving Laval gets faster. At present the project leaders may skip the process at Receiving Laval and 

send the parts directly to the workshop. The workaround saves time for their customer and the parts flow 

faster at SIT, it though results in a needed clean up in the business system. An implementation of the 

action therefor gives a high score.  (Svensson, 2013 and Swartz, 2014). 

 

Score: 4 (Ahlgren et al, 2014) 
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R) Inform contact person regarding the return delivery 

According to Karlsson (2013) it occurs that the contact person added to the return delivery not is 

informed about the returned goods. It results in that Storage Ljungström often ends up making numbers of 

phone calls until they find a person that feel responsibility for the returned goods. Karlsson (2013) 

continues with that the goods may get standing for quite some time in the storage without anybody taking 

responsibility for the goods that makes the transfer to the next process possible. As a result the returned 

goods sometimes are thrown away. An implementation of the action therefor gives a high score. 

Score: 4 (Ahlgren et al, 2014) 

 

S) Field service technician is the one responsible to make sure that the boxes that have been issue to the 

customer are in full and good condition 

According to Östberg et al (2014) and Vilaplana (2014) the personal at site normally controls that the 

goods are in full and good condition. Sometimes the personal though need to leave site before the goods 

have been packed. Since it already most of the time are done an implementation of the action therefor 

gives a low score. 

Score: 2 (Östberg et al, 2014) 

 

T) Clear packing instructions 

According to Östberg et al (2014) there exist no instructions for how the goods shall be packed, it makes 

it impossible to measure if the boxes are correct packed. The action makes it easier for the personal at site 

to delegate how the boxes are supposed to be packed. The action is though not necessary for the process 

to work and therefor given a lower score. 

Score: 3 (Östberg et al, 2014) 
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End of Site Inspection 

U) Summarize unnecessary parts, tools, and instruments at site 

Sending a large amount of tools to the customer site if SIT already has sold the necessary tools is not 

good business. In some cases the customer owned tools may be out dated and as a result SIT nevertheless 

need to send tools to the site (Ahlgren et al (2014). According to Lindfors (2013) the Technical Advisors 

request to receive information about what parts, tools and instruments that was unnecessary to send to 

site. An implementation of the action therefor gives a high score. 

Score: 4 (Ahlgren et al, 2014) 

 

V) Summarize what parts and how they are stored at customer site 

According to Lindfors (2013) the Technical Advisors request to receive information regarding what parts 

are stored at the customer site. Makes it possible to better use parts placed at customer site. According to 

Ahlgren et al (2014) it is possible for the customer to use another contractor for future service if to many 

parts are left at site. An implementation of the action therefor gives a high score. 

Score: 4 (Ahlgren et al, 2014) 

 

W) Summarize what tools and instruments that not been used 

According to Almqvist (2013) the Instrument department have requested information about if the 

instruments and other equipment have been unused during the work at site. It would save time for the 

department when the instruments are controlled and stored at SIT. An implementation of the action 

therefor gives a low score. 

Score: 2 (Ahlgren et al, 2014) 

 

X) Take a photo and describe where the goods are placed at site 

According to Östberg et al (2014) it is very useful at many sites if the personal takes photos and creates a 

description of how and where the goods are placed. If the site is small it is not that necessary. Östberg et 

al (2014) continues with that it would also be a good action, since it would be easy to decide if the 

damages has arises during the transportation or not. It may therefor help the discussion with the insurance 

company. An implementation of the action therefor gives a high score. 

Score: 4 (Östberg et al, 2014) 
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Receiving  

Y) Inform Project leader and the Repair delivery coordinator regarding the return delivery number for the 

returned goods (Receiving Laval) 

According to Östberg et al (2014) it is very important that the Repair delivery coordinator receives 

information regarding when the goods have been returned to SIT. If not it is a risk that the goods get stuck 

in the receiving process or get lost. An implementation of the action therefor gives a high score. 

Score: 5 (Östberg et al, 2014) 

 

Z) Inform the Project leader and the Delivery coordinator that tools and instruments have been returned 

(the Tools and Instrument department) 

According to Östberg et al (2014) it is very important that the Repair delivery coordinators receive 

information regarding that the return have been received. If not it is a risk that the goods get stuck in the 

receiving process or get lost. Vilaplana (2014) requests better information is sent back to the project 

leaders that the tools have been returned. To be able to send a valid proof to the customer that the lease 

has ended, it should not consist of e-mail from someone at SIT. An implementation of the action therefor 

gives a high score. 

Score: 5 (Östberg et al, 2014) 
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8.1.2. Gap Analysis, Implementation 

The subchapters (chapter 8.1.1. Gap Analysis, Implementation), analyse the possibility to implement each 

action presented under chapter 7. Process Improvement. Thereby the following question (4.1.2) has been 

answered. 

4.1.1 What are the actions Capability Implementation Gap? 

The chapter follow the same order as the previous chapter (See Chapter 7. Process Improvement) starting 

with the preparations before the site inspection and ending when the return has been completed.  

 

Before the start of the Return Process 

B) Gather operating data (for running profile) 

For some parts the running profile must be created, but depending on the customer the profile can be 

created in different ways. According to Ahlgren et al (2014) it differs in when and how it is created. For 

some turbines it is possible to create the profile at a distance, for other turbines it needs to be done 

manually, by controlling documents and contact the local weather service. According to Ahlgren et al 

(2014) the difficulty to implement the running profile therefore is between one and five. To be able to 

range the score with other actions the authors choose to give the action the average score 3.  

Score: 3 (based at Ahlgren et al, 2014) 

 

A) Decide what parts that are supposed to be returned 

The action is possible for the gas turbine process since standard parts are exchanged during the 

inspections. For the steam gas process and for parts at on condition it gets more difficult, parts are 

returned after findings at the inspection. At this point in time directives for managing the parts for steam 

gas turbines can be outlined, how the specific customer should be managed, when the different exchanges 

are being done, etcetera. For example if scrap should be returned to SIT or not.   

What needs to be returned from site usually depends on the type of inspection and what is written in the 

contract. Tools and instruments shall always be returned to SIT, as long as the tools are not customer 

owned. A middle score is therefor given for the action.  

Score: 3 (Ahlgren et al, 2014)  
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 Kick off 

Normally the kick off takes place one month to one week before site starts (Ahlgren et al, 2014). Since 

the kick off not is performed for all site inspections the score is reduce for all actions placed to the kick 

off (C. Andersson, 2014). Since it also demands that the kick off will be done. It will though be easier to 

add actions since it already according to Björkhom (2013) exists a checklist with instructions of what 

should have been done at the time.  

C) Print return labels to the kick off  

The implementation of the action may be done without difficulties for the gas turbine process, since the 

return labels in many cases already are printed till the kick off and that is usually standard parts that are 

exchanged during the inspection at site (Ahlgren et al, 2014).  

For the steam turbine process the check is more difficult, because of the on condition cases during the 

inspection at site. The point in time can because of this be created for gas turbine with a risk that two 

process ways are created, one for gas turbine and one for steam turbine. There is though a possibility to 

print a standard return labels for on condition returns till the kick off. Since some labels are difficult to 

print the score is lower for the action (Ahlgren et al, 2014).  

Score: 3 

 

D) Pre notify Receiving Laval (large returns) 

At the kick off SIT knows what turbine and how many turbines that shall be inspected. The company 

should therefore have enough information to decide if a large return delivery from site (containing 10 + 

pallets) will be done. Easy to implement and a high score is therefore given. 

Score: 4 (Ahlgren et al, 2014)  
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Packing at SIT 

E) Label boxes with size and weight 

D.Andersson (2014) has shown that the Packing department already labels the boxes with its weight and 

in some cases also with its size. The weight and size is already written into the business system by the 

personal at the department, which according to makes D.Andersson (2014) makes it very easy to write the 

request every time on the box. Easy to implement and a high score is therefore given. 

Score: 5 (Ahlgren et al, 2014) 

F) Box for on condition return 

It may be difficult to produce a box that is possible to use for the most common on condition parts. To 

send out empty extra boxes for packing may give an extra transport cost. The box may therefore be 

delivered from SIT including consumables, and the demand is thereby easier to fulfil (Ahlgren et al, 

2014). A middle score is therefor given the action. 

Score: 3 (Ahlgren et al, 2014) 

 

G) A list used for packing tools and instruments after the ATA-Carnet 

To attach a list for the instruments and tools that are placed under the ATA-Carnet is an easy fix 

according to (Ahlgern et al 2014). According to (Kälbom et al 2013) it may though be a problem to 

understand what tools and instruments the list applies to, since information about the different tools are 

limited. Easy to implement and a high score is therefore given. 

Score: 4 (Ahlgren et al, 2014)  
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Site inspection 

H) Send information to the customer about how to create a pro forma invoice (including: references, 

weights, dimensions, and prices). 

According to Östberg et al (2014) a project group is working with what information need to be sent to the 

customer, so the pro forma can be better prepared. It may though be difficult to create a good ground 

material for the pro forma. Jet with the material it is not certain that the customer creates the pro forma 

correctly. Therefor difficult to implement and a low score is set. 

Score: 2 (Östberg et al, 2014) 

 

I) Inform the Purchase department about part that needs repair 

According to Ahlgren et al (2014) it may be difficult to predict when the goods are received at SIT, but 

weekly meetings regarding the upcoming repairs already occur with the Purchase department. Because of 

this the information given may easily be prolonged when the information is available. Easy to implement 

and a high score is therefore given. 

Score: 4 (Ahlgren et al, 2014) 

 

J) Copy the list with the serial and article numbers and send with the return delivery 

According to Ahlgren et al (2014) the personal at site read serial and article number for parts when the 

site is located outside the European Union, though it may be a time consuming work since the numbers 

can be really difficult to read. In some cases it may even be difficult knowing which number to read. The 

demand is therefore difficult to realize and as a result a low score is given.  

Score: 1 (Ahlgren et al, 2014) 

 

Site Packing 

K) Boxes containing new parts should be labelled with delivery number, clear sender, project number and 

who is responsible for the return 

According to Ahlgren et al (2014) a project is dealing with the problem of how new parts shall be able to 

be received into the business system faster and more efficient than today. This will solve problems for 

Storage Ljungström when receiving new parts. A new system for labelling the goods may therefore be 

needed. Difficulties lie in the business system and that the labels may need to be printed at site. It may 

result in that the boxes can be incorrect labelled and a middle score is therefor given the action.   

 

Score: 3 (Ahlgren et al, 2014) 
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L) Boxes containing parts returned for repair shall be labelled with "GM-Laval" and a return delivery 

number for every type of part  

When sending goods from site it may be difficult to know to which box the label correspond to, or that 

there are not enough labels to label all the boxes. According to Ahlgren et al (2014) it may also be 

difficult to label packed together boxes with the same number of return delivery labels as the number 

different part that the box contain. Relatively difficult to implement and therefor given a middle score. 

Score: 3 (Ahlgren et al, 2014) 

 

M) Have knowledge why goods are returned 

Since all parts are inspected at SIT it is difficult in forehand to know which parts that will be repaired. It 

may be difficult for the site personal to decide what to do with the part if the customer has not decided if 

the part shall be repaired or be scrapped out. Some parts may also lack a running profile, which results in 

that SIT does not know if the part shall be inspected or scrapped out. According to Ahlgren et al (2014) it 

may be difficult to know if it is possible to scrap out the material at site, if it should be returned to SIT or 

if the customer wants to keep the scrap. It is largely due to how the agreements are formulated, depending 

on the customer relation. According to Östberg et al (2014) there already exist a checkbox on the return 

label for inward processing, for other cases it would need to be added.  

Tools that not are customer owned shall always be returned to SIT. Difficult to implement a lower score 

is therefore given.  

 

Score: 2 (Ahlgren et al, 2014) 

 

N) Inform the Shipping department regarding inward processing 

According to Ahlgren et al (2014) it is easy to implement. If the site is located outside the European 

Union, the part shall be returned under inward processing. According to Ahlgren et al (2014) the Shipping 

department is informed about inward processing by the delivery coordinators. According to Östberg et al 

(2014) it is more difficult if it is the customer that delivers the goods to SIT. Sometimes the customer 

delivers goods from multiple maintenances that make it more difficult to implement. A middle score is 

therefore given.  

Score: 3 (Östberg et al, 2014)  
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O) Inform Receiving Laval regarding when and how much goods that have been returned 

According to Ahlgren et al (2014) it depends on who manage the return delivery from site of how easy 

the action is to implement. If it is personal from SIT the implementation is easy (Score 5), if it is the 

customer who is responsible for returning the goods the implementation of the demand varies in 

difficulty. Causes may be that the customer has not informed SIT that goods have been returned, it may 

be difficult for SIT to get the customer to inform when returning the goods to SIT, and the return delivery 

might be returned without difficulties to SIT for customers that SIT has a good relation with. (Score: 1-5). 

Since SIT for the most part returns the goods from site, the total Score results in a 4. 

 

Score: 4 (based at Ahlgren et al, 2014) 

 

 

P) Control that different parts not are packed together 

If it is not allowed to pack different parts together it may result in that personal at site need to locate extra 

boxes. According to Ahlgren et al (2014) it is not a problem that different parts are packed in the same 

box as long as the box are labelled with all the labels for all the packed parts. Difficult to implement and 

therefor a low score is given.  

Score: 1 (Ahlgren et al, 2014) 

 

Q) Inform the department for Digital Structure to release serial and article numbers 

According to Ahlgren et al (2014) the serial number has to be read correctly from the part, if wrong 

number is added in the system it results in big difficulties. It is important that the department for Digital 

Structure release the right serial and article numbers. It varies how difficult it is to read the serial number 

from the different parts. The total score is therefor set really low. 

Score: 1 (Ahlgren et al, 2014) 

 

R) Inform contact person regarding the return delivery 

According to Ahlgren et al (2014) it is difficult for the personal at site knowing who the contact person is, 

since the routines have been changed and personal at site not have been informed about it. It is important 

that the contact person is informed so the following process will work without difficulties. Some 

difficulties to implement, therefor a middle score is given the action. 

Score: 3 (Ahlgren et al, 2014) 
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S) Field service technician is the one responsible to make sure that the boxes that have been issue to the 

customer are in full and good condition 

According to Östberg et al (2014) it is a very simple action for the personal at site to perform. Easy to 

implement and a high score is therefore given. 

Score: 5 (Östberg et al, 2014) 

 

T) Clear packing instructions 

According to Östberg et al (2014) there exist instructions for how parts are supposed to be packed when 

the goods are delivered from SIT, these instructions must though be modified for the conditions at site. 

Some difficulty to implement and a middle score is therefore given.  

Score: 3 (Östberg et al, 2014 

 

End of Site Inspection 

U) Summarize unnecessary parts, tools, and instruments at site 

To compile all the unnecessary tools under the return process is seen as too time demanding for the 

personal at site to do, since they already have a tight time schedule. Therefor very difficult to implement 

and a low score is given.  

Score: 1 (Ahlgren et al, 2014) 

 

V) Summarize what parts and how they are stored at customer site 

It is a difficult and time demanding work to inventory what and how parts are stored at the customer site. 

It is hard to know if the customer have moved parts to different storage when it is time for the next 

maintenance. The summarization need therefor be controlled before the next maintenance, but would be 

of help for the entire project.  

Score: 1 (Ahlgren et al, 2014) 

 

W) Summarize what tools and instruments that not been used 

According to Ahlgren et al (2014) it is a really difficult and a time demanding work to decide what 

instruments and cables that not have been used at site. 

Score: 1 (Ahlgren et al, 2014) 
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X) Take a photo and describe where the goods are placed at site 

According to Östberg et al (2014) it is important that it is written in the contracts with the customer that 

SIT can take photos on the goods at the customer. Personal at site are custom to use camera in work. Easy 

to implement and therefor given a high score. 

Score: 4 (Östberg et al, 2014) 

 

Receiving  

Y) Inform Project leader and the Repair delivery coordinator regarding the return delivery number for the 

returned goods (Receiving Laval) 

According to Östberg et al (2014) Receiving Laval usually informs that the return delivery has been 

received. When it is not done, it mostly depends on that new personal are working at the department. Easy 

to implement and therefor given a high score. 

Score: 4 (Östberg et al, 2014) 

 

Z) Inform the Project leader and the Delivery coordinator that tools and instruments have been returned 

(the Tools and Instrument department) 

According to Östberg et al (2014) it is easy to implement.  

Score: 4 (Östberg et al, 2014) 
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8.2. Summarization of the Gap Analysis 
The analyzed actions in the chapter 8. Gap Analysis was given a score between 1 and 5 for how easy it is 

to implement and how large effect the action resulted in. For SIT to be able to receive an order to 

prioritize the recommended actions the authors added the scores of each action into the graph 1. Each part 

of the diagram represents a category, the area with no fill equals category 1, the lines equals category 2, 

the larger grid equals category 3 and the thickest grid equals category 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Graph 1 Prioritaztion of actions in four categories 

The graph resulted in four different categories (1-4, see tables 18-21). Category 1 consists of actions with 

a score from eight to nine, category 2 consists of actions with a score seven, category 3 consists of actions 

with a score from five to six and category 4 consists of actions with a score from two to three. The four 

categories results in how the two seminars want to prioritize each action and what actions that need to be 

prioritized during the phases of improvements on the return process.  
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Actions, Category 1 

Category 1 includes actions that are easy to implement and that give a large effect. Following actions are 

included in category 1 (See table 18) 

 Actions Effect Implementation SUM 

G List over used tools and instruments in ATA-Carnet 5 4 9 

Y Inform Project leader and the Repair delivery coordinator regarding 

the return delivery number for the returned goods  

5 4 9 

Z Inform the Project leader and the Delivery coordinator that tools 

and instruments have been returned  

5 4 9 

O Inform Receiving Laval regarding when and how much goods that 

have been returned (when goods have been packed at site) 

4 4 8 

X Take a photo and describe where the goods are placed at site 4 4 8 

A Decide what parts that are supposed to be returned (before kickoff) 5 3 8 

B Gather operating data (for running profile) (before kickoff) 5 3 8 

E Label boxes with size and weight (when goods have been packed at 

SIT) 

3 5 8 

K Boxes containing new parts should be labeled with delivery 

number, clear sender, project number and who is responsible for the 

return 

5 3 8 

L Boxes containing parts returned for repair shall be labeled with 

"GM-Laval" and a return delivery number for every type of part  

5 3 8 

Table 18 actions category 1 

 

Actions, Category 2 

Following actions are included in category 2 (See table 19). 

 Action Effect Implementation SUM 

C Print return labels to the kick off 4 3 7 

D Pre notify Receiving Laval (large deliveries) 3 4 7 

N Inform the Shipping department regarding inward processing 4 3 7 

R Inform contact person regarding return delivery 4 3 7 

H Send information to the customer about how to create a pro 

forma invoice (including: references, weights, dimensions, 

and prices). 

5 2 7 

S Field service technician is the one responsible to make sure 

that the boxes that have been issue to the customer are in full 

and good condition 

2 5 7 

Table 19 actions category 2 
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Actions, Category 3 

Following actions are included in category 3 (See table 20). 

 

 Action Effect Implementation SUM 

F Box for on-condition return 3 3 6 

T Clear packing instructions 3 3 6 

I Inform Purchase department about parts that need repair 2 4 6 

M Have knowledge why goods are returned 4 2 6 

J Copy the list with the serial and article numbers and send 

with the return delivery 

4 1 5 

Q Inform the department for Digital Structure to release serial 

and article numbers 

4 1 5 

U Summarize unnecessary tools, instruments and parts 4 1 5 

V Summarize what parts and how they are stored at customer 

site 

4 1 5 

Table 20 actions category 3 

 

Actions, Category 4 

Category 4 includes actions that are difficult to implement and that give a small effect. The actions are 

presented but not further discussed, since they do not bring any value to the return process. Following 

actions are included in category 4 (See Table 21) 

 Action Effect Implementation SUM 

W Summarize what tools and instruments that not been used 2 1 3 

Å Send information regarding that tools have arrived at SIT 2 1 3 

P Control that different parts not are packed together 1 1 2 

Table 21 actions category 4 
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9. Discussion of Suggestions 
From the purpose of the study the authors should give suggestions for an improved return process. In the 

following chapter 9. Discussion of Suggestions the authors have discussed the implementation order from 

chapter 8. Gap Analysis of the different actions and how SIT should start to work with the different 

actions.  

The authors have used the 3 categories (Category 1, 2, and 3) from the Gap Analysis as base for the 

suggestions. The idea is that the most prioritized categories in Category 1 should be implemented during 

Step 1, category 2 should be implemented during Step 2 and so on. The Categories in the previous chapter 

(8. Gap Analysis) were though created without taking the whole process picture into consideration. In the 

following chapter (9. Discussion of suggestions) the authors consider how the implementation of the 

different actions may affect each other. Thereby the order of implementation is slightly changed. To be 

able to understand what is changed and when the actions should be implemented the authors have brought 

forward their own opinions for what the different actions more precise will resolve. According to 

Axelsson (1998) the employers will be the ones creating the process. Therefor the opinions form the 

authors more should be seen as suggestions and not a given solution.  

When a category has been discussed, the authors do a theoretical reflection and give their opinions if the 

order is support by the theory.   

In the chapter 10.3 Final Recommendation to SIT a summarization of the steps and the conclusion of 

chapter 9. Discussion of Suggestions is presented. 
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9.1. Order of Implementation 
The chapter discussed the order of implementation and will answer question 5: 

5.  In what order should SIT implement the chosen actions to improve their return process? 

9.2. Category 1 
Discusses during which step (1 to 3) the actions under category 1 is positioned. 

9.2.1. Before the start of the Return Process 

A) Decide what parts that are supposed to be returned (before kickoff)  

B) Gather operating data (for running profile) (before kickoff) 

According to Östberg et al (2014) the beginning of the return process is badly prepared for the following 

activities during the return process. This results in that a number of problems arise in the process. 

According to the authors SIT should structure their work and better present the scoop for the upcoming 

maintenance at site. In a short term the authors believe that things need to be prepared earlier to be able to 

summarize all the necessary information for the upcoming scoop. To be able to repair some parts a 

running profile is necessary, it is important that the running profile is gathered long before the part is 

inspected at SIT.  

 

In a long-term view the problems can be solved by giving a better base of information to the Technical 

advisors, regarding what parts the different turbines include. The information should be able to present 

what parts have been repaired and when they have been repaired. It would greatly simplify the work the 

Technical advisor. The advisor would no longer need to look through old inspections reports, to be able to 

decide what parts that need to be exchanged. The actions are included in Category 1 and the authors do 

not see any reason to wait with the implementation of the actions.  

 

Begin implementation in, Step 1. 

9.2.2.  Packing 

E) Label boxes with size and weight (when goods have been packed at SIT) 

When the site manager is ready to order the return delivery of the goods from site to SIT, size and weight 

of the goods are given by the site manager to the Shipping department. To make it easier for the site 

manager, the box should already be labeled with its size and weight when leaving the Packing 

department. The action would have a large effect, though the Packing department has already begun to 

mark all goods with its weight before it is delivered from SIT. The authors therefor believe that the 

Packing department can continue with writing the weight on the goods and in Step 3 focus on implement 

the second part of the action, label the goods with its size. During the Gap Analysis the action were 

placed in Category 1, with an effect of 3. The authors though believe that Ahlgren et al (2014) did not 

take into consideration that half the action already had been implemented during the previous month, 

when the seminar group gave the action an effect of 3.  

Begin implementation in, Step 3. 
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G) List over used tools and instruments in ATA-Carnet 

According to Jämtner (2013) it is important to know what tools are included in the ATA-Carnet. To be 

able to pack the boxes correctly it is important with good instructions that include how the boxes shall be 

packed and what boxes and tools that belong together. According to the authors the pack instructions 

(with pictures) in the tool boxes should be so instructive that it is possible to pack the boxes exactly as 

they were when the boxes arrived. From the ATA-Carnet box it should be possible to understand what 

boxes that belong to the same ATA-Carnet. It should also be easy to understand what tools that are 

described on the list. To make it easier for the personal at site to pack the returning goods it is important 

that good instructions shall be given both in and outside the European Union. The action has been placed 

in Category 1, the authors believe that it should be implemented early and is therefore placed during Step 

1.  

Begin implementation in, Step 1. 

 

9.2.3. Site Packing 

K) Boxes containing new parts should be labeled with delivery number, clear sender, project 

number and who is responsible for the return 

A large problem is that boxes not are marked up correctly at site, for new parts an uncertainty exists of 

how they should be returned. According to the authors the kickoff should be used as a tool to exchange 

this type of information with the involved personal. It is therefore very important that the kickoff is held 

and that the right personal is invited and present during the meeting.  

Information of how new parts should be returned may also be given by educating the personal. Either way 

it would reduce the incorrect labeling of boxes for new parts. According to the authors it is also important 

if the information is written into the site folder. The action is placed in Category 1, the authors see no 

reason to wait with implementing the action, and place the action during step 1.  

 

Begin implementation in, Step 1. 
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L) Boxes containing parts returned for repair shall be labeled with "GM-Laval" and a return 

delivery number for every type of part 

To be able to label the boxes correctly at site, it is important that the personal at site has access to printed 

return labels (See action: C). According to Östberg et al (2014) it is mostly boxes returned by the 

customer that are marked incorrectly. The parts have been packed in boxes by SIT personal, but are sent 

by the customer. A short-term solution is that the personal at site label all boxes before they leave site, 

even if the boxes will lack return delivery numbers. The boxes should also be labeled with what shall be 

done with the different boxes.  

In a long term view, SIT should make the customer return the boxes as soon as the boxes have been 

packed and site personal still is present at site. By better preparing the return scoop it would give a longer 

time for the customer to decide if the customer wants to repair the parts or not. It is also important that 

SIT is clearer with the customer for how the return should be performed. SIT may continue the action and 

obtain a bonded warehouse, it would there be possible to store the parts awaiting the decision from the 

customer.  

The action is the very important for Receiving Laval since if the boxes miss return delivery numbers they 

are not possible to receive. The action is therefore placed under Step 1. 

Begin implementation in, Step 1. 

 

O) Inform Receiving Laval regarding when and how much goods that have been returned (when 

goods have been packed at site) 

Milestone RD300, RD310 and RD400 

 

Receiving Laval demands to be informed regarding how much goods that will be returned during the 

upcoming weeks. According to the authors SIT should start measuring the milestones RD300, RD310 and 

RD400. Receiving Laval would then be able to get a pre notice under the milestones RD300 and RD310. 

By gather lead-times for these milestones SIT gain a better knowledge for how long the returns take from 

the different customer sites. It would also be easier to give better forecasts for the different returns to 

Receiving Laval.  

 

Begin implementation in, Step 1. 
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Milestone RD300  

 

As have been mentioned before the milestone RD300 may be used when pre notifying Receiving Laval, 

since the milestone is reached when the goods have been packed at site. RD300 may also be used as a 

point in time when it is time to inform the Shipping department about necessary inward processing. Using 

the two milestones RD300 and RD310 it is possible to measure how long the boxes are standing at site 

from they have been packed until the first transfer has begun (RD310 is reached here). According to the 

Tools department tools are not returned since they never leave site. It would therefore be good to measure 

the time between the two milestones RD300 and RD310. According to Ahlgren et al (2014) the point in 

time is not measured and therefor it will be necessary to manually input the milestone into the business 

system.  

 

According to the authors it would be positive if the return labels would have a barcode. It would make it 

simple for the personal at site just to scan the code when the box have been packed and send the file over 

to SIT, where it is possible to manually input the information into the business system. Begin 

implementation during Step 1. 

 

Begin implementation in, Step 1. 

 

X) Take a photo and describe where the goods are placed at site 

 

The difficulty with the action is to inform the personal at site about the changed routine. The authors 

therefor believe it would be good to inform about the change at the kickoff. The photos can be taken with 

the camera used for the inspection at site or later with the notepad if it is fully implemented in the site 

work. Since the action were placed in Category one by Ahlgren et al (2014) the authors place the action in 

Step 1.  

 

Begin implementation in, Step 1. 
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9.2.4. Receiving 

Y) Inform Project leader and the Repair delivery coordinator regarding the return delivery 

number for the returned goods (Receiving Laval) 

Z) Inform the Project leader and the Delivery coordinator that tools and instruments have been 

returned (the Tools and Instrument department) 

 

The delivery coordinators request to receive information about when the goods have arrived to Receiving 

Laval, the Tools or Instrument department. Since the milestone RD400 is reached just before goods arrive 

at Receiving Centrum, it would be a good point in time to measure. If the milestone RD400 is recorded 

into the business system the delivery coordinators may in an easy way notice that the goods have been 

returned to SIT. Soon the coordinator will receive information that the goods been received at respective 

department.  

 

Begin implementation in, Step 1. 

 

 

Milestone RD400 

The milestone is according to Corporate Supply Chain Policy RETURN (2013) an obligatory point to 

measure. Since the milestone not is recorded SIT need to during the first step create routines for how to 

record it. The authors believe that it would be a good idea to use the bar codes for the boxes and thereby 

easy scan the boxes that have arrived and record it into the business system. Begin implementation during 

Step 1. 

 

Begin implementation in, Step 1. 
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9.2.5. Theoretical reflections  

According to Ferdows and De Meyer´s (1990) the organization shall first focus on a base of quality, as 

described in chapter 4.2 Improved Process SIT needs to start their improvements of the return process 

with a focus at quality and dependability. It is therefore important that SIT focus at quality and 

dependability during the steps 1 and 2.  

A defect in the process is that tools and instrument do not return to SIT because that documentation been 

badly prepared for the customs. To improve their quality and dependability SIT should create a List over 

used tools and instruments in ATA-Carnet (action: G). That tools and instruments get stuck in customs 

contributes to bad dependability of the return process.     

To avoid misunderstanding during the return process and therefor improve the quality it is important to 

inform when goods will arrive at SIT and when goods have returned to SIT (action: Y, Z and O). The 

actions can also be connected to milestones. By measure the process SIT improve their understanding 

about the process, with a higher understanding about the process SIT have the possibility to improve the 

process and the dependability of the process. 

A quality error in the return process is that goods are labelled badly, as a result goods may disappear or 

that errors occur in the return process. With better labelling (action: K and L) SIT improve both the 

quality and dependability of the return process. 

According to Ferdows and De Meyer´s (1990) better planning and more responsibility for the workers to 

plan their work are elements that increase the quality of the organization. By earlier decide what parts that 

should be returned (action: A) and how the parts shall be returned to SIT the following process have a 

better opportunity to plan and to prepare their work in time. 

According to the previous argumentation the authors believe that during step 1 SIT should primarily focus 

at implementing actions with a base of quality and dependability. It also proves that the prioritization 

order is good and the right kinds of actions are placed under step 1.  

  

http://sv.bab.la/lexikon/engelsk-svensk/argumentation
http://sv.bab.la/lexikon/engelsk-svensk/primarily
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9.3. Category 2 
Discusses during which step (1 to 3) the actions under category 2 is positioned. 

9.3.1. Kick off 

C) Print return labels to the kick off 

The Repair delivery coordinators should be able to print all necessary return labels for the return delivery 

until the kickoff.  The action becomes possible if the delivery coordinators receive the scope (the parts 

that are planned to be returned) for the maintenance in good time before the kickoff by the project leader. 

If the first step includes the preparation of the scoop, it would according to the authors solve the problem 

that there is a limited time to print the return labels for the kickoff. The action to print the return labels has 

been added to Category 2. If the problem is not solved by better preparing the scoop SIT should continue 

to work more active to have the return labels printed for the kickoff.  

Begin implementation in, Step 2. 

 

D) Pre notify Receiving Laval (large deliveries) 

According to Ahlgren et al (2014) the action should lie under Category 2, which means that the action 

should be implemented during Step 2. Since the action does not demand specific information the authors 

believe that SIT can work with the action earlier. If the delivery coordinators should return parts from 

three or more turbines at the same time they should inform Receiving Laval about the return. The authors 

believe that SIT can start to work with the action from today, but from step 2 SIT shall more actively 

work with the action. 

Begin implementation in, Step 2. 

 

Milestone RD*  

 

The milestone is according to Corporate Supply Chain Policy RETURN (2013) an obligatory point to 

measure. According to Ahlgren et al (2014) the milestone RD* should be created at the same time as the 

return number is created for the repair order. The point in time is already registered into the business 

system, why the milestone should be easy to implement. The milestone is important according to the 

Corporate Supply Chain Policy RETURN (2013). It is though not necessary for the return process to 

function correctly. The authors believe that the milestone therefor should be implemented during Step 2. 

 

Begin implementation in, Step 2.  
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Milestone RD090 

 

The milestone is according to Corporate Supply Chain Policy RETURN (2013) an obligatory point to 

measure. Milestone RD090 is according to Ahlgren et al (2014) a point in time when SIT has received 

and verified the purchase order from the customer. The point in time is already registered into the 

business system, why the milestone should be easy to implement. The milestone is important according to 

the Corporate Supply Chain Policy RETURN (2013). The milestone is though not necessary for the return 

process to function correctly. The authors believe that the milestone therefor should be implemented 

during Step 2. 

 

Begin implementation in, Step 2. 

 

9.3.2. Site inspection 

H) Send information to the customer about how to create a pro forma invoice (including: 

references, weights, dimensions, and prices). 

According to Östberg et al (2014) SIT is working with a ground material for the pro forma that should be 

possible to be sent to the customer or the regional offices. The material will make it easier for the 

customer and regional offices to fill out the pro forma correctly.  

That the customer and the regional offices fill out the pro forma correctly has high importance. It is from 

the pro forma that the Shipping department receives the serial and article numbers for the returned parts 

when applying for inward processing. According to the authors SIT should look into the possibility to 

manage the inward processing differently. According to Lindholm Felten (2014) it may be possible to use 

a describing picture of the part when applying for inward processing, since it sometimes is very difficult 

reading the serial and article numbers at site. The authors believe that it is interesting to further investigate 

the matter even if serial and article numbers usually are used when engine parts pass through customs. 

It is very important that the pro forma is correct. Therefore the recommendation from the authors is to 

continue working with the ground material, and SIT should try implementing the action as soon as 

possible. The action is therefore placed during Step 1 by the authors, even if Östberg el al (2014) has 

placed the action in Category 2. 

Begin implementation in, Step 1. 
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9.3.3. Site Packing 

N) Inform the Shipping department regarding inward processing 

 

According to Östberg el al (2014) the Shipping department is already informed regarding parts for inward 

processing, but when it is the customer that is responsible for returning the goods it seldom occurs. Under 

step 1 it is important to make the customer follow SIT return routines, alternatively that SIT manages all 

returns from the customer. With these actions the problem will be reduced. If the problem has not been 

reduced the action shall more actively be implemented under step 2. 

 

If the right conditions for the return are set, with a customer that follows the routines of SIT, where the 

milestone RD300 has been implemented it should not be difficult to implement the presented action. To 

uniform their work SIT should according to the authors send the pre notice to the Shipping department at 

the milestone RD300.  

 

Begin implementation in, Step 2 

 

R) Inform contact person regarding return delivery 

 

The action mostly applies for new parts or for parts for on on condition that are supposed to be returned. 

The authors believe that is important to inform the personal at site who the contact person is during the 

kick off and at the same time inform the contact person of its responsibilities. Since SIT shall begin to 

more actively print the return labels to the kick off during Step 2 SIT personal knows at this point in time 

what is supposed to be returned from site. It is thereby possible to inform the contact person during the 

kick off of what parts that need to be returned.  

 

Begin implementation in, Step 2. 

 

S) Field service technician is the one responsible to make sure that the boxes that have been issue 

to the customer are full and in good condition  

T) Clear packing instructions 

 

According to Östberg et al (2014) and Vilaplana (2014) the personal at site normally controls that the 

goods are in full and good condition. It makes the effect small and according to Östberg et al (2014) the 

action is placed in Category 2. To be able to verify if the boxes are in full and good condition it should 

exist instructions explaining what kind of boxes (wooden or paper boxes) it is acceptable to pack the parts 

in and how the parts are supposed to be packed. SIT should for this action create packing instructions that 

are easy to understand and adapted for the work at site.  

 

Information about the instructions shall be given in connection to the kickoff. At the same time it is 

possible to point out that it is important to check the condition of the boxes at site. The action regarding 

pack instruction were placed in Category 3 by Östberg et al (2014), since the action is important it should 

according to the authors be placed in Step 2.  

 

Begin implementation in, Step 2.  

http://en.bab.la/dictionary/english-swedish/opportune
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9.3.4. End of Site Inspection 

Milestone RD310 

 

As described earlier for the milestone RD300, lead-time between the two milestones would give SIT 

valuable information. The authors believe that if the lead-time would be measured it would give the 

personal a reason to make it shorter and thereby send the goods earlier from site. The authors believe it 

should be implemented during Step 2.  

 

Begin implementation in, Step 2. 

 

 

9.3.5. Receiving 

Milestone RD600 

 

The milestone is according to Corporate Supply Chain Policy RETURN (2013) an obligatory point to 

measure. The point in time is easy to measure, the point in time occurs when parts, tools and instruments 

are recorded into the business system. It makes it easy to implement. The milestone is a good measure 

point, but not necessary for the return process to function. Therefore the authors suggest implementing the 

milestone during Step 2. 

 

Begin implementation in, Step 2. 

 

9.3.6. Theoretical reflections  

According to Ferdows and De Meyer´s (1990) the organization shall first focus at a base of quality, as 

described in chapter 4.2 Improved Process. It is therefore important that SIT focus at quality and 

dependability during the steps 1 and 2.  

As described before badly or non-labelled boxes reduces the quality and dependability in the return 

process. It is therefore important that return labels are printed to the kick off (action: C). 

To be able to better monitor the goods, avoid misunderstanding and let the next coming processes prepare 

its work, it is important to inform the next coming processes about the returning goods (action: D, N and 

R). The actions can also be connected to milestones. By measure the process SIT improve their 

understanding about the process. With a higher understanding about de process SIT have the possibility to 

improve the dependability of the return process. 

To achieve a higher quality in the return process it is important that the goods are packed correctly. It is 

therefor important that it exists instructions of how the goods shall be packed (action: T) and the personal 

at site follow the instructions (action: S). 

According to previous argumentation the authors believe that step 2 primarily focus at quality and 

dependability. It also proves that the prioritization order is good and the right kinds of actions are placed 

under step 2.  

 

http://sv.bab.la/lexikon/engelsk-svensk/argumentation
http://sv.bab.la/lexikon/engelsk-svensk/primarily
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9.4. Category 3 
Discusses during which step (1 to 3) the actions under category 3 is positioned. 

 

9.4.1. Packing 

F) Box for on-condition return 

According to the authors consumables should be delivered in a box that can be used for returning parts for 

on condition. According to Ahlgren et al (2014) the action is placed in Category 3, it results in that it is 

placed in stage 3.  

Begin implementation in, Step 3. 

 

9.4.2. Site inspection 

I) Inform Purchase department about parts that need repair 

At the moment an exchange of information is done during the weekly meetings between the Repair 

delivery coordinators and the Purchase department. According to Ahlgren et al (2014) the action is placed 

in Category 3 and therefore the authors recommend that the weekly meetings continue. At Step 3 it should 

be possible to present better forecasts to the Purchase department. Hopefully with the measurement of the 

milestones RD300, RD310 and RD400, SIT will gain a better control over the lead-time of the 

transportation from site to SIT. And thereby be able to make better forecasts for when and what parts 

need to be repaired.  

Begin implementation in, Step 3. 

 

J) Copy the list with the serial and article numbers and send with the return delivery 

According to Ahlgren et al (2014) the action would result in a large improvement for the Receiving Laval. 

But it is difficult to implement, partially because it is difficult to read some of the serial and article 

numbers at site and since SIT has bad knowledge about what specific parts that are placed in the turbine.  

In step one it includes that SIT should gain a better knowledge over what parts that are included in the 

turbine. If it before the maintenance is possible to know what parts are placed in the turbine, the personal 

at site can verify the information when returning parts to SIT. At SIT it will be possible to verify this 

information again.  

To be able to decide what types of control SIT wants over the process, it is suitable to work with the 

action at a later stage. Ahlgren et al (2014) have placed the action in category 3, the authors agrees and 

place the action during Step 3.   

Begin implementation in, Step 3.  
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9.4.3. Site Packing 

M) Have knowledge why goods are returned 

 

According to the authors SIT should in connection to that they inform how goods shall be labeled also 

inform that the goods shall be labeled with why it is supposed to be returned. The action mostly applies 

for new parts that shall be labeled for restoring or reclamation, it shall be implemented during Step 1. 

Ahlgren et al (2014) has placed the action in Category 3 and under Step 3 SIT should have full knowledge 

for why all goods are returned to SIT.  

 

Begin implementation in, Step 3. (Label what is known, why it is supposed to be returned in Step 1) 

 

 

Q) Inform the department for Digital Structure to release serial and article numbers 

 

For the action to be implemented it is demanded that SIT make changes in their business system to make 

it easier to change previous errors or have a better knowledge for what parts that are used in the turbine. 

Under Step 1 SIT should gain better knowledge regarding what parts are used in the turbine. This Step 

probably takes a long time to implement. It is therefore suitable to place the action under Step 3. It is also 

supported by Ahlgren et al (2014) that have placed the action under Category 3.  

 

Begin implementation in, Step 3. 

 

9.4.4. End of Site Inspection 

U) Summarize unnecessary, parts, tools and instruments 

For the Technical advisor to be able to better prepare the scoop for the maintenance at site they have 

requested the information about what have been sent too much of. According to Ahlgren et al (2014) it 

would be good if the project leaders before the maintenance at site, controls what tools and parts the 

customer already owns. This would reduce the delivery of unnecessary goods from SIT to the customer. It 

would also help the Technical advisor decide what tools and parts are necessary to send. According to the 

authors the control should be done at the end of the site maintenance, since SIT still has personal at site. 

The information for how parts, tools and instruments are stored at site may be stored in a database that 

covers all turbine sites.  

At the beginning when the project leader creates the next scoop for the next inspection it is then possible 

ask the customer to verify the information or make a shorter check at the customer site. According to 

Ahlgren et al (2014) the action takes a lot of time and is therefore place the action in Category 3. The 

authors agree and place the action during Step 3.    

Begin implementation in, Step 3.  
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V) Summarize what parts and how they are stored at customer site 

The action is solved by previous explained action (U). Ahlgren et al (2014) continues with to place the 

action in Category 3 and therefor the action is placed during Step 3.  

 

Begin implementation in, Step 3. 

 

 

9.4.5. Theoretical reflections  

To make sure there are boxes of high quality at site, SIT shall send boxes for on condition cases to site in 

forehand (action: F). It will higher the quality and speed in the return process.  

 

To speed up the process SIT shall send serial and article numbers to receiving Laval (action: J). SIT shall 

also release the serial and article numbers so the goods do not get stuck in receiving Laval (action: Q). If 

SIT also always knows why the goods need to be returned (action: M), it will avoid that goods get stuck 

in receiving Laval and the return process will go faster. 

 

To avoid unnecessary returns SIT needs to summarize unnecessary parts, tools and instrument (action: U). 

It gives SIT a possibility to optimize what they will deliver to the next maintenance. To reduce cost SIT 

also should summarize what parts and how they are stored at customer site (action V), so the parts may be 

used during future maintenances. 

  

http://sv.bab.la/lexikon/engelsk-svensk/maintenace
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10. Final Conclusion 
To show the credibility of the study chapter 10. Final Conclusion contains a discussion of the fulfillment 

of the purpose, loss of data, and the influence of the directives. The chapter continue with a discussion 

about the generalizability of the study and the academic contribution to give the reader a more generally 

interest for the study. Chapter 10 also contains suggestions on future studies and research, primarily 

targeted to SIT. But the future studies may also be interesting for other organizations that have or 

investigates similar problematic. 
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10.1. Discussion of Results 

10.1.1. Fulfillment of Study Purpose 

The purpose of this master thesis is to give suggestion for an improved return process from Customer Site 

to Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery AB, based on demands on the return process.  

According to the purpose of the study the authors shall give suggestions for an improved return process 

from Customer site to SIT based on demands on the return process. The authors have under Basic 

Mapping (Chapter 6) presented the different process located at SIT and the demands directed on the 

return process. During chapter 7 (See 7. Process Improvement) the demands have resulted in 

recommended actions directed at the return process. 

In chapter 8 (See 8. Gap Analysis) the authors have analyzed the actions together with SIT personal for 

how difficult the actions are to implement and how large effect the different actions have on the return 

process. Thee authors have also presented the prioritization done by SIT personal for each action. In 

chapter 9 (See 9. Discussions of Suggestions) the authors have discussed the suggested actions that are 

recommended for implementation during three steps on the return process for parts, tools and instruments. 

In the recommendation a discussion have taken place that brings up when the different actions and 

milestones shall be implemented and the order of implementation.  

In the last chapter of the master thesis (See 10. Final Recommendation) a summarized recommendation to 

SIT is given. Based on these chapters the authors find the purpose of the Master Thesis fulfilled. 
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10.1.2. Discussion regarding missing data from SIT 

Since no personal have had the time to answer questions regarding the returns of leased turbines, the 

leased turbines have not been further presented and analyzed in the study. The authors believe that the 

return of leased turbines works according to large parts, which have been managed in the study. Therefor 

the purpose of the study still has been fulfilled. 

The authors have also had problems with measuring the performance Gap. The authors therefor 

recommend SIT to start to implement milestones and thereby be able to more quantitatively calculate the 

result of the improvements and measure the performance Gap.  

 

10.1.3. Discussion of directives 

The directives given by SIT: 

 Compare SIT: s current situation with the potential, by identifying the GAP between the 

current situation and a possible future. 

 The return process will follow Siemens AG standards for returns. 

 Use Supply Chain Operation Reference (SCOR) -model and framework as a reference model. 

 Use Corporate Supply Chain policy to compare the return process with demands from 

processes before, during and after the return process.  

 Only analyze returns regarding the Service Department at SIT. 

SIT has given strong directives to help the authors create a good work order for the study. By creating a 

present situation and an improved it is possible to compare these states in a Gap Analysis.  

By following Siemens standards for the return process it was decided what measure points that may be 

implemented in the process. As a result an analysis was done for these points and no wider analyses of 

other measure points were done. There existed though no demands on measuring other specific lead times 

than the ones presented in the study.   

The directive to use SCOR was difficult for the authors to realize since SIT does not use the process 

method for other than minimum visualization. It was though a good base for how the mapping should be 

constructed in the different maps that were created during the phase Basic Mapping.  

Directives were also given to examine only returns for the service organization, since SIT is divided into 

two parts, one with new installation and one with service. The both parts have different structure and 

work methods. If the entire organization at SIT would have been included in the study a number of more 

processes would have been necessary to be measured and analyzed. The size of the study would result in 

two large studies with no possibility for the thesis to be ready in 20 weeks of time.  
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10.1.4. Generalization 

The work method of the study is generalized, though the information from chapter 6. Basic Mapping and 

forward are specific for Siemens Finspång. The parts that affect the process specific is the usage of the 

business system, custom rules for returned goods, the demands from the customers, the structure of SIT 

with regional offices in many countries and the knowledge of personal at SIT.  

Generalized results may include the need of information flow between processes and sub processes, the 

need to measure and control data in large organizations and the need of right input in the organizational 

processes.  

 

 

10.1.5. Academic contribution 

During the work at SIT the authors have noted that SIT has decided to divide the organization into 

functions with an intension to become more process oriented by implementing milestones (Corporate 

Supply Chain Management, 2013) and the structure of the SCOR-model (Supply Chain Council, 2008). 

By dividing the company into departments SIT has gained positive effects as a more standardized way of 

work for the personal. The departments also give the company a possibility to specialize all departments 

for its purpose, with a solid base of knowledge within each function.  

The change has though led to the same conclusion that Ljungberg and Larsson (2001) did when analyzing 

organizations going from functional organization to a more process oriented organization. Where the 

functions can be compared to walls that create problems with the flow of information between the 

departments. A factor that supports this reasoning is that the authors have located number of demands that 

request an increase of exchange of information between the functions. Some personal also has difficulty 

understanding the purpose of the process where value is supposed to be created for the end customer and 

not by optimizing the result of the specific department.  

Using both functions and processes in an organization may not always give positive sides. There exists a 

risk of creating meetings for the personal with both the members of the process and with each function 

according to Pfeffer (2000). A factor that supports this reasoning is that the authors have observed that 

some personal choose to plan in empty meetings in their calendars just to be able to work with their own 

assignments. 

The authors also believe that the entire study may be seen as an academic contribution since it today does 

not exist much knowledge regarding the improvements of the return process in large organizations.  
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10.2. Suggestions on future studies and research 

10.2.1. Inward Processing  

During the work of the master thesis information have been obtained by the authors that the use of inward 

processing might make the return process more complicated than necessary. According to Jämtner (2014) 

the Shipping department uses the pro forma when applying for inward processing. At the pro forma the 

parts serial and article number shall be written down to be able to apply for inward processing. According 

to Östberg et al (2014) the personal has to read the serial and article numbers and according to Hoff 

(2013) it may be very difficult to read the serial and article numbers at site. According to Ahlgren et al 

(2014) it happens that the number is written incorrect. According to Jämtner (2014) SIT has to pay 

customs for parts if wrong serial or article number has been written down in the application for inward 

processing.  

According to Lindholm Felten (2014) at the Swedish customs, serial and article number when identifying 

parts is mostly used for machine parts. She continues with that it is though possible to use other methods, 

for example the parts size. The authors believe that it therefor would be interesting to continue 

investigating if it would be possible to use a technical description of the part instead of the parts serial and 

article number when applying for inward processing.  

The suggestion makes it possible to return parts where numbers not are possible to be read. It would also 

make it possible to deliver a similar part to the customer site. Instead of the current situation where exact 

same part need to be delivered or be scrapped out.  

10.2.2. Bonded warehouse 

According to Jämtner (2013) it may be suitable to use a bonded warehouse when storing parts under 

inward processing, since the next maintenance of the turbine might take several years. The maximum 

time limit for SIT to use inward processing on parts received from outside the European Union is 2 years, 

with one-year possible extension. The warehouse would make it possible to store the part and take it out 

on inward processing when it is time for the repair to begin. 

According to Lindholm Felten (2014) it is possible to take out a part from the bonded warehouse and 

place it under inward processing, repair the part and store it again. When the part is stored at the 

warehouse the limited time for inward processing is paused.  

To be able to use a bonded warehouse SIT need to be able to track each part individually. Sit also need to 

know what parts that are supposed to be stored in the warehouse and their serial and article numbers.  
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10.2.3. Send parts directly to the sub supplier  

According to Wallin and Edström (2013) parts are sometimes sent directly from SIT to the sub supplier. 

According to Johansson (2013) it exist a risk of losing the control over the parts when returning them 

directly to the sub supplier. SIT does not also want the customers to work directly against the sub 

suppliers. SIT has today regional offices all over the world, it would therefore be possible for them to 

send the goods directly to the sub supplier or if SIT always manages the returns from site.  

10.2.4. Site team 

A suggestion at SIT is to use a site team that makes sure that the goods are returned. The authors believe 

that many problems for the return process are located before the goods are packed at site. If anybody 

should be sent to site it should according to the authors be a person with high knowledge about the 

process that has a possibility to solve faults from the business system, command the work, spread 

information and be able to return information regarding solved problems to personal at SIT.  

10.2.5. Returning New Parts 

The authors believe that SIT should continue the work to be able to in a better way return new parts from 

site to SIT. To return new parts are at the moment very difficult and a lot of parts are therefor left at site. 

At the same time personal are worried that the customer should use other suppliers than SIT to do their 

maintenance. 
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10.3. Final Recommendation to SIT 

10.3.1. Step 1 

SIT should in step 1 focus on implementing the following actions. 

A) Decide what parts that are supposed to be returned (before kickoff)  

B) Gather operating data (for running profile) (before kickoff) 

G) List over used tools and instruments in ATA-Carnet 

H) Send information to the customer about how to create a pro forma invoice (including: 

references, weights, dimensions, and prices). 

K) Boxes containing new parts should be labeled with delivery number, clear sender, 

project number and who is responsible for the return 

L) Boxes containing parts returned for repair shall be labeled with "GM-Laval" and a return 

delivery number for every type of part 

O) Inform Receiving Laval regarding when and how much goods that have been returned 

(when goods have been packed at site) 

 

X) Take a photo and describe where the goods are placed at site 

 

Y) Inform Project leader and the Repair delivery coordinator regarding the return delivery 

number for the returned goods (Receiving Laval) 

 

Z) Inform the Project leader and the Delivery coordinator that tools and instruments have 

been returned (the Tools and Instrument department) 

Milestone RD300  

 

Milestone RD400 

 

Figure 44 The actions placed under a time lane 
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10.3.2. Step 2  

SIT should in step 2 focus on implementing the following actions. 

C) Print return labels to the kick off 

D) Pre notify Receiving Laval (large deliveries) 

N) Inform the Shipping department regarding inward processing 

 

R) Inform contact person regarding return delivery 

 

S) Field service technician is the one responsible to make sure that the boxes that have 

been issue to the customer are full and in good condition  

 

T) Clear packing instructions 

 

Milestone RD* 

 

Milestone RD090 

 

Milestone RD310 

 

Milestone RD600 

 

 

Figure 45 The actions placed under a time lane 
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10.3.3. Step 3 

SIT should in step 3 focus on implementing the following actions. 

E) Label boxes with size and weight (when goods have been packed at SIT) 

F) Box for on-condition return 

I) Inform Purchase department about parts that need repair 

J) Copy the list with the serial and article numbers and send with the return    

M) Have knowledge why goods are returned (Label what is known, why it is supposed to 

be returned in Step 1) 

 

Q) Inform the department for Digital Structure to release serial and article numbers 

 

U) Summarize unnecessary, parts, tools and instruments 

V) Summarize what parts and how they are stored at customer site 

 

 

Figure 46 The actions placed under a time lane  
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10.3.4. Summarization 

SIT needs to better prepared for future maintenances, SIT should therefor begin to gather information 

from the following maintenances. If more information would be gathered, it would be possible to easier 

find out information regarding the site, what parts and tools the customer owns and information regarding 

what parts the turbine contains and if they have been repaired.  

By creating the right conditions and decide what and why parts need to be returned at an early stage. It is 

a higher probability that parts are returned with the right packing and right labels.  

The authors recommend SIT to continue to improve the customer relations by better preparing the base of 

the pro forma, decide who shall pay for the return, SIT or the customer. SIT should also better 

communicate the details with the personal at SIT, regarding what the agreement with the customer 

resulted in to minimize misunderstandings with a possibility to expand non-existing problems.  

SIT should also continue their work of improvements to better reach out with information to site. A good 

way is to better use the ways that already exists as the kickoff. At the kickoff it is possible to inform the 

personal at site about changes of routines and updated information. It is also possible to see if the personal 

at site has noticed the improvement on the return process done at SIT. Today the personal at site uses 

checklists to be able to control that the maintenance has gone as planned. The authors therefor 

recommend expanding these lists and including what needs to be done with parts, tools and instrument 

when the site closes.  

SIT also needs better control over their processes. This is helped my implementing measurement points in 

the return process. It also makes it possible for SIT make conclusions about the change. The authors 

believe that many problems with internal delays may be solved with a better measurement, for example 

that tools are left at site and are not returned. By better measurement the personal can receive an idea for 

how large problems exist in the return process.  
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12. Appendix 

12.1. Appendix 1 
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12.3. Appendix 3 

Önskemål 
eller krav 

Önskemål eller krav 

Önskemål Att ta reda på hur mycket onödiga Verktyg utskickade.  

Önskemål Att ta reda på hur mycket onödiga instrument är utskickade. 

Önskemål Hur mycket delar och förbrukningsmaterial lämnas kvar hos kund? 

Önskemål Applikatörerna skulle hjälpas av att få alla delar uppdaterade i B-specifikationen.  

Önskemål Applikatörerna skulle hjälpas av att få uppdaterade elscheman, när ändringar gjorts på site.  

Önskemål Information om vilka verktyg kunden har 

Önskemål Pack instruktioner, för att kunna se alla nivåer en låda ska packas i nivåer 

Krav Hur lådor ska packas rätt med avseende på ATA-Carnet 

Önskemål Ersättningsemballage för on-condition 

Önskemål Instruktioner med avseende på tull hur det ska packas 

Önskemål Lätt packat 

Önskemål Snabb packat 

Krav Att det tydligt syns hur det får och kan lyftas och tydligt syns hur det inte får eller kan lyftas 

Krav Viktigt att godset är märkt med returnummer, tydlig avsändare, vilket projekt det går på, vem 
som är ansvarig för godset på SIT 

Önskemål För att pallar ska kunna lagras ska det vara godkända pallar av standard mått 

Önskemål Inte få tillbaka material som ej är i tjänligt skick. 

Önskemål Inga artiklar med lågt värde eller packningar. 

Krav Att alla leveranser har returleverans (Det är GM Lavals viktigaste krav) 

Önskemål Att alla serienummer är upplåsta innan de kommer till GM Laval 

Önskemål Lista med serie och artikelnummer på delar klar till GM-Laval 

Önskemål Bättre prognoser för det dagliga arbetet. Prognoser med en föravisering två veckor innan 
leverans och med en träffsäkerhet på ett par dagar. 

Krav Föravisering upp mot 6 månader innan om leveransen innebär att ytan måste ökas 

Önskemål Stapla gods på varandra 

Önskemål Kunna göra kolli av flera pall 
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Önskemål EU-pall  

Önskemål Att bara ha en position per returleverans/artikel vid serienummerhantering blir hanteringen 
lättare. 

Önskemål Inga dubbel registreringar pga. virtuella plock 

Önskemål Prognos 3månader innan förutsäga vilka artiklar som ska till underleverantör kommande månad 

Önskemål Information om tillkommet reparations behov direkt från site 

Önskemål Skall synas på emballaget att det är något värdefullt som transporteras 

Önskemål Information om att utrustning ej har används på site  

Önskemål Att beställningen kommer i god tid  

Önskemål Att återlämningsdatum bestäms och efterföljs. 

Önskemål Att förseningar rapporteras  

 För att undvika att delar som bara ankommit till SIT beblandas med övriga artiklar, borde dessa 
lagerföras enskilt. 

 Sälja med hantverktyg till varje inspektion, resulterar i att mycket verktyg bara går en väg. 

 Behöver överenskomna arbetssätt. För att minska antalet brådskande order, öka priset ju 
senare kunden beställer.  

Önskemål PO:n skall inkomma i tid 

Önskemål Standardiserat sätt att ta hem felleveranser till SIT 

Önskemål Mer info om delen: skick, foto, om den går att återanvända 

Krav Nobla (minst) delar skall vara individmärkta  

Önskemål Projektledarna vill få bättre information om när godset kommit hem, så att projektets konton kan 
avslutas 

Önskemål Systemet skall inte göra så delar står stilla i flödet. 

Önskemål Att beställningen kommer i god tid  

Önskemål Att verktygen kommer tillbaka snabbt, använda verktyg skickas tillbaka direkt när de är 
använda.  

Önskemål Att återlämningsdatum bestäms och efterföljs. 

Önskemål Att förseningar rapporteras  

Önskemål Att verktyg som gått sönder rapporteras. 

Önskemål Att verktygen kommer tillbaka hela  
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Önskemål Att det är tydligt vilka verktyg som tillhör utemontageservice och kund, så att rätt verktyg 
skickas tillbaka  

Önskemål Bättre prognoser som tar hänsyn till vilka verktyg kunden har 

Önskemål Information kring att fel verktyg skickats  

Önskemål Användning av samma valuta på faktura/profarmafaktura.  

Önskemål Sama valuta mot samma kund och land. 

Krav ATA Carnet skall stämplas 

Krav Veta vad som ska skickas hem från site 

Krav Vill få reda på av leveranskoordinatorn om vem som ansvarar för att ta hand om stämpling av 
ATA-Carneten, person/juridisk person 

krav Proforma faktura som överensstämmer med godset 

 Veta hur godset skall märkas 

Önskemål Föravisering om inkommande aktiv förädling 

Önskemål Tullager 

Krav Rättmärkt gods 

Krav Inte blanda olika delar i samma låda, (inte blanda skrot med reparenter) 

Krav Körnings profilen (1CS69677) korrekt ifylld innan delarna lämnar site. 

Krav Dokument ska ligga med i sitepärmen 

Önskemål Ha en fastställd summa som man ska använda när man räknar på delar 

Krav Få proformafaktura från kund 

Krav Tillräckligt väl packeterat. 

Önskemål Vill lättare kunna se när reparenter godsmottagits 

Önskemål Emballage borde vara förmärkta med längd, bredd, höjd och packvikt.  

Önskemål Märklappar utskrivna innan site 

Önskemål Märklapparna ska vara enkla att fästa. 

Krav Märklapparna ska sitta kvar på emballaget  

Önskemål Färdiga lådor att skicka hem godset i, för att lättare och snabbare kunna packa godset. 

Önskemål Instrumentavdelningen bör använda standardlådor för EU-pall, likt övrigt gods. 
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Önskemål Informationsdatabas för site.  

Önskemål Använda sig av en markering som skiljer kundverktyg från siteverktyg.  

Önskemål Sälja kritiska delar (RL-sats) till kund vid nyförsäljning 

Önskemål Kunna se på emballaget om det är stapelbart  

Önskemål Alltid individ hantera artiklar  

Önskemål Rätt information med vid inlagring (Går då smidigt att plocka ut produkten från lager) 

Önskemål Att kunna skicka mer delar till site och att de kan skickas tillbaka, gäller nobla delar 

Krav Enklare sätt att skapa returleverans för oanvända delar 

Önskemål Mer info om delen: individmärkt del, om den går att återanvända 

Önskemål Kunna ta tillbaka delar på ett smidigt sätt i SAP 

Krav Driftsättare fullföljer sina arbetsuppgifter och stannar på site för att inventera verktygslådan 

Önskemål Vill få information i SAP att verktyg levererats tillbaka till SIT 

Krav Serienummer på nobla delar 

Krav Att det inte ska komma in grus i lådan 

Krav Information kring åtgärd, inlagring/skrotas 

Önskemål Instruktioner för hur saker skall packas 

Önskemål Vattentåliga lådor för tillexempel verktyg 

Önskemål Tydligare märkning på gods som levereras till site 

 

 


